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ABSTRACT
Smith, Rachel Leigh, PhD. The University of Memphis, May, 2016. Woods, Sidewalks,
Highways, and Homes: Boundaries, Intersections, and Spaces of Agency in African American
Children’s Literature. Major Professor Verner Mitchell.

This dissertation seeks to define how place and space figure into key African children’s
literature texts of the twentieth and twenty first centuries. After sketching a brief history of this
genre, this project explores how African American children’s literature can be imagined as an
intersection between African American literature written for adults and (mainstream) children’s
literature written primarily for a white audience, so the creation of African American children’s
texts involves the construction of a crossroads between these two points. These works create
their own spaces and develop specific meanings and uses for traditional literary landscapes. The
spaces highlighted in this dissertation include the forest (chapter 1), the sidewalk, the street, and
the crossroads (chapter 2), the open road (chapter 3), and the home (chapter 4). Each chapter
explores how these spaces are used in African American children’s literature, paying attention to
the ways these texts diverge from other genres’ approaches (either adult African American
literature or “white” children’s literature) and noting how these novels build their own cultural
geographical landscape within this discipline (as in the example of Sharon Draper’s Stella by
Starlight and Mildred Taylor’s Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry.) The forest is noted as a
complicated, paradoxical place that presents African American children with opportunities for
education, privacy, and security. The sidewalk represents the urban space where racist actions
are more clearly and easily acted upon. The open road is a dangerous space for young black
characters, but it also allows them to flee their present situations to find freedom. The home is a
sacred, complex hearth that can be either an oasis or prison, depending on a child’s familial
experiences.
v

This dissertation engages with scholars’ discussions of the green topos, the roadway
topos, and the sacred topos to fully examine how African American children’s texts explore the
effect of region, geographically-based racism, and nature on African American children’s lives.
This project also investigates the overarching political and cultural projects of a selected few of
major authors in the field. Major authors examined include Mildred Taylor, Christopher Paul
Curtis, Virginia Hamilton, Walter Dean Myers, and Jacqueline Woodson.
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Introduction: Defining Space and Place in African American Children’s Literature

Demarcating the African American Children’s Literature Tradition
When Nancy Larrick identified the “All White World of Children’s Books” in 1965, of
course, that title was never literally true: African American characters had been present in the
literature, although rarely seen or inadequately depicted. What Larrick’s article did outline was
the racist system in which African American children’s authors had to participate, a system that
produced such an imbalance of representation that “over [the most recent] three-year period, only
four-fifths of one per cent of the children’s trade books from the sixty-three publishers tell a
story about American negroes” (64). Larrick points out that within stories that depicted African
American children, many did not comment on the characters’ race within the text. Ultimately,
she argues that “most of the books depicting Negroes are mediocre or worse” (64). Larrick’s
article points to problems within children’s literature, but it also replicates the issues that she
discusses. 1Clearly directed to a white audience, this piece begins by noting “there is no need to
elaborate upon the damage—much of it irreparable—to the Negro child’s personality,” as her
larger interest lies in exploring “the impact of all-white books upon 39,600,000 white children
[that] is probably even worse” (63, emphasis added). While Larrick illustrates the effects of
Anglo-American children “[being] brought up on racism through their books,” this positioning
reflects the traditional paradigm with children’s literature: ultimately, the conversation is still
spoken to and the concern is still placed on a white/mainstream audience. By utilizing Larrick’s

In writing the white-centric political message and effects of Larrick’s article, Sara Schwebel notes: “Her
conclusion, which helps explain the embrace of Amos Fortune, reflected educational consensus in 1960s: literary
representations of diverse peoples were essential to ‘developing the humility so urgently needed for world
cooperation.”…As political liberals in and out of the academy placed faith in law, children’s book people invested
hope in literature; the right books, they argued, could eradicate racism in the young” (101-102). In other words, the
focus becomes on creating more African American literary representation to thereby eradicating racism in changing
the hearts of white children, as opposed to advocating for representation for the sake of African American children’s
own needs.
1

1

article as a foundational text for African American children’s literary criticism, we can trace the
major issues with which literary and cultural scholars must grapple, specifically authenticity2 (in
terms of both the author and the story) and representation3 (how comprehensively and genuinely
does the text describe African American life.)
When writing about African American children’s literature, one must interrogate both
adult African American literature and “mainstream” American children’s literature; in other
words, one must be familiar with both of these genres and the ways in which the African
American Children’s Literature tradition borrows from or writes over these two categories. This
introduction will sketch briefly the African American children’s literature tradition, paying
special attention to two interrelated key concepts: how African American artists wrote
into/against the selective tradition and how they participated in the development of a distinct

The question of authenticity is up for continuous debate; In “Insiders, Outsiders, and the Question of Authenticity:
Who Shall Write for African American Children?” Nina Mikkelson articulates what she sees as a “difference
between deep and surface structures of multicultural literature and what ultimately provides greater concern for
critics when outsiders attempt to write for other ethnicities: that writers will attend to surface features (observable
details, facts, and idioms) but miss the bigger picture—the values, beliefs, and world view of the insider that can so
easily be subsumed, usurped, or crowded out entirely by an outsider’s pervasive thinking” (177). She sets up this
surface and deep dichotomy by analyzing the various levels of complexity that she sees in “surface” treatments like
Mary Hoffman’s Amazing Grace and “deep” treatments like Virginia Hamilton’s The Magical Adventures of Pretty
Pearl. Mikkelsen argues that “when outsider books succeed…they seem to do so because of, rather than in spite of,
the author’s outsider status” (178). But like Nancy Larrick, however, Nina Mikkelsen writes about this topic as an
(racial) outsider herself. This situation begs the question: if outsiders cannot properly write into the African
American children’s literature tradition, then can white critics write about African American Children’s Literature?
Or is it because these two scholars critiqued whiteness within the children’s literature that they can analyze this
aspect?
2

While this dissertation will often refer to all of these texts under the catch-all term of “children’s literature,” it is
useful to designate the generic differences. As Peter Hunt points out “‘children’s literature’ is one of the relatively
few categories of texts/literature defined by its audience,” and, in general, this category extends to young individuals
who have not yet become teenagers (43). Young adult literature, as its name implies, is intended for individuals who
are closer to adulthood than childhood. Lee A. Talley notes that this term “is not found in most dictionaries even
though it is used in thousands of articles in academic, educational, and library journals in addition to the popular
press,” but that “the Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) denotes ages twelve and eighteen as
composing ‘young adult’ readers (228-229). She locates the 1960s as the agreed upon beginning of the young adult
genre (229). Certain authors that will be examined in this dissertation, such as Walter Dean Myers and Jacqueline
Woodson, write for both children’s and young adult audiences.
3

2

tradition outside of the white mainstream, before moving to an outline of the subsequent
chapters. Wanda Brooks and Jonda McNair argue that “children’s books written by and about
African Americans emerged, in large part, as an oppositional and creative endeavor that
challenged the selective tradition in children’s literature” (130). In “African American Children’s
Literature: The First One Hundred Years,” Violet Harris provides a clear summation of this
selective tradition:
…in primary school, students read ‘classics’ such as The Tale of Peter Rabbit…The Little
Engine That Could…and Make Way for Ducklings…Elementary school students tend to
read classics such as Little House on the Prairie…Bridge to Terabithia…and Charlotte’s
Web. By the time most students have graduated from high school they will have read
books from a which includes The Scarlet Letter…Lord of the Flies…and other works
deemed necessary for cultural literacy…Few texts written by African Americans or other
people of color are designated classics, even though many exhibit extraordinary literary
merit, expand or reinterpret literary forms, or provide a forum for voices silenced or
ignored in mainstream literature (540-541)
Though this article was written over two decades ago, the selective tradition in children’s
literature still persists4; while this project will explore the development of a distinct AACL
tradition, it will also illustrate the ways in which this tradition is still kept separate from
mainstream children’s literature. Even though it appears a simple task to demarcate what is part
of the mainstream/selective tradition and what is part of the specific African American children’s
literature tradition, one of the fundamental and most complicated tasks required in discussing a
marginalized or separate tradition is to define what constitutes such a text within this genre. As
Brooks and McNair note, some scholars consider a text as belonging to the tradition only if it is
written about and by an African American, while others consider any African American youthcentric text to be part of the AACL canon, as they note that Michelle Martin classifies Little

For a more recent discussion, see Walter Dean Myers’ and Christopher Myers’s 2014 New York Times editorials,
“Where Are The People of Color in Children’s Books” and “The Apartheid of Children’s Literature,” respectively.
4
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Black Sambo as part of AACL in her work, Black Gold. In Free Within Ourselves: The
Development of African American Literature. Rudine Sims Bishop defines AACL as “books
written African Americans, focused on African American people and their life experiences and
primarily intended for children up to age fourteen” (xi). For the purposes of my research, in
configuring the African American Children’s Literature canon, I will concentrate on texts that
are written by African Americans and written to African American children, although I will
mention other related texts (such as The Snowy Day), when the conversation is pertinent.
Authenticity and representation are complicated topics, but these conversations are essential
since “in the advancement of a literary tradition, African Americans gain a vehicle through
which they can participate more fully in their textual and, thus, public representation” (Brooks
and McNair 126). The creation, publication, and promotion of such texts raise not just aesthetic
questions but pose questions of socio-political meaning.
To better understand the kinds of AACL being produced in the middle-to-late twentieth and
twenty first centuries, one must first investigate the ways in which young black characters were
incorporated in American’s children’s literature. In Racial Innocence: Performing American
Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights, Robin Bernstein notes that black children were not
thought to be able to feel pain, and pain was used as a way to discipline and humiliate (and
dehumanize) young black characters in fiction and popular culture (20). To interpret modern and
contemporary African American Children’s Literature, one must study not only its beginnings
but the wider context in which they were writing: the ways in which black childhood had been
appropriated for “large scale racial projects” (19). The beginnings of the genre can be traced to
the Sunday School tradition and moralistic teaching; Amelia Johnson’s Clarence and Corrine,
Or, God’s Way and The Hazeley Family are considered by Rudine Sims Bishop to be the first

4

African American novels for children. Much like the contemporary mainstream children’s
literature, early African American children’s texts are invested in promoting didactic lessons to
their readers. In Free Within Ourselves, Bishop highlights such texts as Josephine Henderson
Heard’s poetry collection Morning Glories (1890) and Victoria Earle Matthews’s historical
fiction tale, Aunt Lindy: A Story (1893). She notes that the genre needed the following conditions
to thrive: “a critical mass of child readers, a collective recognition of children as a reading
audience, a collective recognition of children as a reading audience distinct from adults, and a
significant number of writers willing to address their work to that child readership” (1). The
development of The Brownies Book is another birth of the AACL tradition. Although the
“Golden Age” had occurred already for (white) children’s literature—as the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century had seen the publication of seminal texts such as Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz —“realistic Black American characters were [still]
absent” from the literary scene” (23). This magazine existed to be a counterpoint to all the
mainstream periodicals and discourses that “portrayed black as being ugly and rarely, if ever,
doing anything important” (Feelings 13). Also crucial to the development of African American
children’s literature was the work of Arna Bontemps.5 Seen as the father of African American
children’s literature, Bontemps achieved many key “firsts” in the genre; he was the first African
American writer to receive a Newbery Honor book designation with Story of the Negro. His first
collaboration with Langston Hughes, which resulted in the novel, Popo and Fifina, was “the first
children’s book written by Black authors and illustrated by a Black artist to be published by one
of the major publishers of children’s books” (Bishop 47). Although the Brownies’ Book

Although his work will not be explored specifically in this dissertation, Bontemps’ use of place and space is
certainly noteworthy (especially considering how he incorporated various aspects of Louisiana), and his texts should
be considered in such a conversation.
5

5

contributed much to the Harlem Renaissance, and it promoted the careers of youth-centric
writers like Effie Lee Newsome, Langston Hughes, and Arna Bontemps, Rudine Sims Bishop
argues that the publication “died about the time that the Harlem Renaissance was born” and that
afterwards “very little of [this era’s] literature was directed to children” (35).6
Katherine Capshaw Smith notes that, in the first half of the twentieth century, work directed
to or written about African American children connected young people being educated in the
public school system to their older relatives who had not been allowed entrance into such academic
programs (274). Literature provided a space for education, and reading texts was a crossaudience experience, as evidenced in the power and popularity of journals such as The Crisis and
Opportunity. The concept of youth, as it can refer to both a group of people and as a symbol for
human potential, thus emerges as a key component in African American children’s literature.
Marita Bonner’s “The Young Blood Hungers” essay (1928) examines youth as a significant,
complex identifying category, and it illustrates how youth, particularly for this era, was the key
to the future. Bonner’s essay and her play, The Purple Flower, employ blood as the main
metaphor. Bonner employs blood to designate age, with “Young Blood” representing the power
and promise of youth. In both pieces—“The Young Blood Hungers” and The Purple Flower,
“Old Blood” designates those whose time has passed and they are contrasted with the Young
Blood’s vivacity and capacity for violence. Bonner’s symbol of Youth questions God—s/he
can’t have “God as [the Old Blood] had him” (“The Young Blood Hungers” 9)—and, more to
the point, s/he “hungers for Truth for God.” In examining these rites of passage—such as
becoming financially and mentally independent—the speaker charges that what seems to be

6

However, Harlem remains an important location for African American-centric fiction, as evidenced in the work of
Walter Dean Myers. He returns to this location repeatedly in his work, using this space in both historical (Harlem
Summer) and contemporary settings (Scorpions, Monster.)

6

instability on the part of young people is actually reflective of the complex processes involved in
personal maturation. Ultimately, the speaker finds that youths “hung[er] for righteousness” and
she explores the avenues through which they work toward finding ultimate satisfaction in their
lives (9). This Hunger is all-consuming and incredibly bewildering: it is an ancient and violent
feeling whose “gnawing pains make you toss your body around” (12). “The Young Blood
Hungers” addresses a major theme that runs throughout Bonner’s writing, particularly in her
exploration of emerging adults: she traces how young characters experiment with diverse
identities to find ultimate meaning. Setting her stories in one place—Frye Street—allowed her to
showcase these experiences.7
Though the Harlem Renaissance—with its Brownies’ Book, Song of the Negro, Popo and
Fifana, and other key texts—is a watershed moment in African American children’s literary
history, it is not until after the middle of the twentieth century that a clear coalescing of the genre
occurs. During the 1960s and 1970s, several key events contributed to the development of AACL
both breaking into the mainstream tradition and creating a separate tradition: (a) the publication
of “The All-White World of Children’s Books,” (b) the creation of the Council on Interracial
Books for Children (CIBC), and (c) the first two Newbery wins for AACL texts, in 1975 and
1977. Although only one other AACL writer won the Newbery during the rest of the twentieth
century (Christopher Paul Curtis, for Bud, Not Buddy, in 1999,) certainly the Newbery wins by
Virginia Hamilton (for M.C. Higgins, the Great) and Mildred Taylor (for Roll of Thunder, Hear
My Cry) brought attention to the AACL tradition.

7

While Marita Bonner is generally conceived of as a writer for adults, her repeated focuses on the experiences of
black children necessitate an exploration of her work in this project. When we study the development of African
American children’s literature, we should study not only the artists typically considered as children’s authors, but
those who articulate black childhood.

7

This dissertation’s primary goal is to centralize the discussion of childhood and place
toward an African American literary context. While concepts of place and space have a long
history in children’s literature, one does not see sustained treatments of these topics applied
centrally to African American children’s literature. My dissertation will create a geography of
African American children’s centric texts, with the goal of providing a detailed, textured
collection of how various depictions of African American childhood and young adult
experiences have been explored.
Childhood and Space/Place
As Tim Creswell announces in his exploratory guide Place: A Short Introduction, “a
meaningful location” is the most straightforward and common definition of place; such a
location in fact provides people with “a way of understanding the world” (7, 11).8 To explore
place in African American children’s literature, this study must first establish the key terms of
this project; one of the first distinctions that must be made is to highlight the differences between
the terms space, place, and landscape. In “Journeying Subjects: Spatiality and Identity in
Children’s Texts,” Claire Bradford and Raffaella Baccolini demarcate the fundamental
difference in the terms by noting that “space is generally associated with large and abstract
concepts of spatiality, place with the local and the bounded” (47). Creswell argues that “naming
is one of the ways space can be given meaning and become place” (9, emphasis added). As
naming provides places with meaning, then it follows that a key way of distinguishing space
from place is that space is a “realm without meaning” (10). Landscape is also a term that is used

So as to better define space and place, Creswell quotes Yi-Fu Tuan’s fundamental distinction between the two
terms and it is useful to quote him here as well. Tuan “likene[s] space to movement and place to pauses—stops
along the way” (8). Tuan’s definition of space as movement/place as pause will be particularly enlightening when
considering how these characters interact in these key sites (woods, sidewalks, highways, and homes) in the chapters
to come.
8
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somewhat interchangeably with place in everyday discourse, but Creswell finds that this word is
“an intensely visual idea” and that “we do not live in landscapes—we look at them” (11). Place,
then, is a demarcated location (unlike space), and it is one that people experience physically and
psychologically (unlike landscape). Depicting believable places not only provides literature with
narrative verisimilitude, but it provides authors with a host of other options: to show alternative
ways of living, to shed light on underreported social problems, and/or to create warm, inviting
playspaces for their young readers. Childhood is experienced and is represented as a time of
imaginative discovery and play. Children’s literature provides its readers with opportunities to
explore the world around them, by providing both recognizable and far-off spaces for its readers.
To fully understand how these writers use landscape, one needs to engage in a
topoanalytical reading of these texts. As Jane Suzanne Carroll argues in Landscape in Children’s
Literature:
Landscapes are at once geographic and historical, natural and cultural, experienced and
represented, and present a spatial interface between human culture and physical terrain.
Landscape is a perceived spatial area comprising of distinct topological features which
are integrated to form a coherent and unified whole. The unique variation of these
features gives each landscape a particular character which distinguishes it from others.
Landscape is, then, a construct; a portion of land or territory that is shaped and given
order either physically (through cultivation or building) or imaginatively (through art or
literature). The interaction between geography and human culture transforms land into
landscape (2).
To better interpret these spaces, scholars have isolated repeated topoi that contain the
fundamental relationships between human experience and geography:
Despite their obviously artificial nature, literary landscapes may be considered in the
same terms as any real territory; they too are influenced by historical and cultural factors
and exist as shifting palimpests on which ‘traces of successive inscriptions from the
complex experience of place’ may be read. Like real environments, literary landscapes
are composed of a series of identifiable topological commonplaces—topoi—and the
literary representations of such elements conform with traditional, morphological forms
9

which make use of the same physical features and symbolic functions and support the
same kind of narrative action. These topoi are embedded in the canonical tradition of
landscape representation and have been distilled through centuries of repetition and use.
Topoi are pure elements of landscape, irreducible in their basic components and
unchanging in their significance. These morphological and topological elements are the
focus of my study. (3)
Topoanalysis then can provide the reader with a way to better understand the fundamental
motivations of the works. In her 2011 topoanalytical study of British children’s fantasy, Caroll
isolates four key topoi: the sanctuary topos (sacred and domestic spaces), the green topos
(gardens, farms, and wilderness), the roadway topos (roads, paths, and streets), and the lapsed
topos (caves, graves, and ruins.) In the following chapters, I will engage in a topological analysis
of these works, examining how African American children’s writers have incorporated these
concepts in their writing. For example, by examining Mildred Taylor’s Logan Family Saga
through the prism of literary topoi, scholars can more specifically consider the artistic goals of
this project. The land, connected to the green topos, provides Cassie with a sense of identity and
of protection. After experiencing a particularly contentious encounter with T.J., when the Logan
children make clear that they “are no longer his friends,” since he betrayed their mother to the
school board, the next chapter begins in a new season, spring, intimating the revitalizing
opportunities offered by the end of the tumultuous winter (Roll of Thunder 193-194). Cassie
relies on the land to provide her with a sense of comfort and understanding; she recounts her
desire to “be in the fields again, to feel the furrowed rows of damp, soft earth beneath my feet;
eager to walk barefooted through the cool forest, hug the trees, and sit under their protective
shadow” (196). In other words, Mildred Taylor uses the green topos to provide greater
psychological insight about her characters, particularly her nature-attuned protagonist, Cassie
Logan.

10

In “Childhood Bound: In Gardens, Maps, and Pictures,” Susan E. Honeyman establishes
how authors “have territorialized childhood by creating fantasy worlds and friendly spaces”
(117). This article looks at place in children’s literature from the typical perspective of fantasy
literature; texts such as The Chronicles of Narnia, The Secret Garden, Peter Pan, The Wizard of
Oz, and Charlotte’s Web are cited. In Peter Hunt’s 1987 piece “Landscapes and Journeys,
Metaphors and Maps: The Distinctive Feature of English Fantasy,” he outlines key differences
between American and British children’s fantasies—the works he examines here are by white
writers. He argues that these American texts are “linear” and are “reaching outwards and
westwards” (11). In contrast, as he finds English works to be “re-treading ancestral ground,” the
way geographical symbols are used seem to be “more concrete” and even “sometimes literally,
underfoot” (11). These articles are typical of the way place is commonly discussed in children’s
literature—emphasis is often placed on fantasy works and especially on white American/British
texts. In contrast, this dissertation is interested in studying how place is used in African
American children’s literature and particularly in realistic fiction. One can look at these pieces,
however, with the same mindset as I suggested utilizing Nancy Larrick’s article in the first
paragraph of this chapter—while these works present engaging scholarship, the theses they
suggest also should be applied more clearly to African American children’s literature as well.
Hunt’s essay interrogates the centrality of the “journey” within youth-centric texts, and it also
discusses the role literally mapping out the fictional landscapes has on the reader’s experience of
the text, and these arguments will be applied to the texts that will be examined in the dissertation.

11

Childhood and Space in African American Children’s Literature
This dissertation will explore various writers’ mediations on geography. These authors,
writing about childhood and/or particularly to children, map out the world for their readers. In
Maya Angelou’s essay, “Home,” which serves as the opening to her 2008 collection Letter to My
Daughter, she argues that place shapes a children’s world very specifically, that the specifics of
where one comes from inextricably impacts an individual’s experience of the universe. The
shapes—the skyline, the buildings, the foliage--that a child sees outside her window shapes “the
way the outer world is, has been, and will always be” (7). Angelou provides evocative examples
here, mentioning the Southwest’s “desert and open skies,” New York’s “elevators and subway
rumble and millions of people,” and Florida’s “palm trees and sun and beaches” (6-7). She notes
that these spaces are “natural” to those individuals who grew up in those specific places, and
they form the fabric of the inhabitant’s entrenched position from which he/she sees the world (6).
As confirmation of Angelou’s thesis we can consider bell hooks’s assertion in Belonging: A
Culture of Place that “whether living in California, Wisconsin, Florida, or Ohio, I still used my
early life experience in Kentucky as the standard against which I judged the substantive quality
of my life” (60). But while a child may grow up thinking that her default geographical space is
the “natural” space, she soon becomes acculturated to different geographical symbols: the
canyons in Arizona spell adventure, the skyscrapers in New York City insinuate power, or
Florida’s beaches might suggest relaxation—the Florida example certainly rings true for Lester
in Christopher Paul Curtis’s Bucking the Sarge. In short, children’s writers use the nation’s
cultural geography to make their themes clearer, these features that are embodied within the
landscape of the country.

12

In his 2009 May Hill Arbuthnot Honor Lecture “The Geography of the Human Heart,”
Walter Dean Myers employs metaphors of space and place as a way to illustrate his blueprint for
realistic and diverse children’s and young adult literature. He argues that the “the geography of
the inner city child” necessitates that “more than one geography can exist within the same
physical location” (15).9 Myers invokes the space of his “tidy Harlem apartment” and contrasts
his two early worlds of this New York City neighborhood and the town where he was born,
Martinsburg, West Virginia (8, 12), noting that he returns to these teenaged spaces in his mind
when he needs creative renewal, as well re-reads childhood favorites such as Steinbeck and
Tolstoy “to rediscover the emerging geography of my own heart, of my own soul” (16). A
process “touch[ing] those pleasant intellectual and emotional landscapes” helps the adult Myers
“understand the distance between where [he is] now and where [he] was then” (16). bell hooks
also discusses how her early geography informs her creativity. Noting the disconnect she felt in
moving away from her rural Southern homeland, when she was living in California or New York
City, she found that “in my mind and imagination I was always returning to the Kentucky hills,
to find there a way to ground my being, a place of spiritual sustenance. This internal landscape,
the world of the Kentucky hills, where I felt the deepest sense of freedom in my girlhood, was
the site I returned to in my imagination to restore my soul” (58).
Though one commonly understands geography to be “the study of the physical features
of the earth” (“Geography”), Walter Dean Myers invokes many types of geography in this
speech (intellectual, personal, human), concluding that “it is not a fixed place we much reach [in

In the author’s note from his novel Somewhere in the Darkness, Myers muses upon a similar theme when he notes
that “books took me, not so much to foreign lands or fanciful adventures,” he says, “but to a place within myself that
I have been exploring ever since.” (169). He also argues for the importance of diverse representation when he
explains that “it’s far more important than children do not see themselves as being excluded from books” (169)
9
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order to connect with readers], but rather the common geography of the human heart” (16).
Myers recommends that we “stretch the boundaries” of traditional children’s and young adult
literature, that we promote texts that no longer exclusively “share a congruency with the reader’s
immediate life” (16). Thus, while his childhood years spent in Harlem and West Virginia
provided Myers with substantive inspiration and formed the foundation of how he sees the
world, he argues that young readers should be exposed to a wide variety of differing
geographies. He incorporates topographical metaphors as he calls for the following actions:
We have to stretch the boundaries and increase the reader’s cultural awareness. We need
to lay out the boundaries of personal geography in a way that the inner city child, that all
of our young people, can understand that geography…I want my books to be portals to
not only other books, and to other cultures, but pathways between the unforgiving
geography that we are so passively accepting, to the far reaches of every lonely and
despairing heart. I hope to offer the discomforts of conscience, and the pleasures of
rediscovering our humanity. In this sweet geography even distant hearts can touch. (1626) 10
This dissertation project, then, certainly must be concerned with mapping boundaries, and
getting these geographies delineated as specifically as possible. Although generally childhood is
a time about learning about oneself in contrast to other beings and areas in the world, childhood
is not a monolithic experience. African American youth have historically experienced and
continue to experience a different America than their white counterparts. Artists writing about
African American childhood have demarcated the specific, more limited areas in which black
children are encouraged or allowed to traverse. In the works that will form the basis of this
dissertation, literature written primarily toward adults or children, written as part of memoir,
written as short story, novel, verse, or prose, these texts outline the spaces in which black

Myers’s approach recalls Rudine Sims Bishop’s mirrors and windows framework. See also connected concept in
Tschida article—Adichie’s “danger of the single story” (Tschida 30).
10
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children were welcomed in or banned from. Black childhood has been marked by enslavement,
whites-only water fountains, Mason/Dixon lines, lunch counter sit-ins, and segregated
neighborhoods and school-systems. It is imperative that we, as children’s literature scholars and
African American literature scholars, note these spaces that African American children’s and
young adult authors have created within literature to reflect and speak back to the America they
witness. In “The Geography of the Heart” speech quoted above, Walter Dean Myers concludes
with an anecdote in which he, while riding the New York City subway, notices a young female
reading his novel, Monster. He states that his favorite part of this experience was seeing her “lost
in thought” after completing the book. Returning to the geographical metaphors he used in his
talk, he muses that “she had taken my words and ran off with them to her own private place. In
that moment all of our boundaries—age, gender, race—had been bridged” (26).
By isolating recurring spaces such as woods, sidewalks, highways, and homes, we can
better interrogate the key tenets and major concerns of African American children’s literature.
By isolating these spaces and comparing differing depictions of these spaces, we can continue to
develop a better understanding of what African American children’s literature writers
accomplish with their writing. There are many ways to organize a study about place and space in
African American children’s literature; for example, one could organize such a discussion by
region, state, or city, or by isolating a particular writer’s various depictions. I have chosen to
isolate key, repeated spaces in children’s literature and to then put various writers into
conversation with each other. Organizational choices become difficult as there are a myriad
number of ways to tell this story. First comes the issue of deciding which spaces to highlight
(what are spaces worth examining?), which spaces to combine into the same chapter (should I
discuss crossroads alongside sidewalks?), and then how to sequence the entire dissertation
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(should I begin or conclude with a discussion about migration?). The study will examine the
work of writers known for their texts directed to children (Christopher Paul Curtis, Virginia
Hamilton, Walter Dean Myers, and Jacqueline Woodson) as well as writers who are not
commonly thought of as children’s writers but who write about such issues as growing up and
maturation (Maya Angelou, Marita Bonner, Ernest Gaines, and Ann Petry.)
Dissertation Organization
Chapter one interrogates the green topos, how woods and related outdoor spaces work in
texts that articulate black childhood. Caroll notes that this topos indicates “life, fertility, and
sexuality” and such green spaces are contrasted to the hectic pace and unhealthy conditions of
the city (50).The rural Mississippi four hundred acre farmland in the Mildred Taylor series and
the Canadian woods described in Christopher Paul Curtis’s Elijah of Buxton and The Madman of
Piney Woods are analyzed by four shared qualities. In both of these spaces, the forest is a place
of solace for the protagonist, it is a place of education, it is a place fostering interracial
friendship, but also becomes a place of racial trauma. In these series (alongside other texts,) the
woods function as a playspace for the childhood characters while they simultaneously reveal the
horrors of the outside world. This area is an enchanted space that also educates the children on
life outside its boundaries. Mountains and hills feature heavily in the landscape and structure in
the depictions of black childhood in M.C. Higgins the Great and bell hooks’s memoir Belonging:
A Culture of Place. This chapter will mediate on how African American children’s literature uses
the forest differently than adult African American literature and white/mainstream children’s
literature. Fundamentally, African American children’s literature combines the practices of the
two other genres, to create a space where the forest provides simultaneous play, freedom, and
danger.
16

The second chapter will examine the intersections in African American children’s
literature: sidewalks, streets, and crossroads. Though this section will investigate disparate
spaces—found in both rural and urban locations—the connection between these areas is that they
are these are spaces that allow for interactions, sometimes forcing interaction between groups of
people that would not ordinarily interact. A diverse set of texts will be explored in this section,
including the inner-city Chicago found in Marita Bonner’s Frye Street stories and Gwendolyn
Brooks’s A Street in Bronzeville, and the industrial Flint, Michigan depicted in Christopher Paul
Curtis’s novels. Small-town geographies outlined in Mildred Taylor’s Mississippi town of
Strawberry, the Louisiana town outlined in Ernest Gaines’s “The Sky is Gray” and the Chatham,
Ontario settlement outlined in Curtis’s The Madman of Piney Woods will also be analyzed. The
crossroads used in Walter Dean Myers’ and Christopher Myers’ blues journey as well as in
Mildred Taylor’s works will be compared. This chapter will note how these liminal spaces acts
as “theater of repression,” a place where “white characters…can dramatize their racial
superiority in carefully regulated scenes of racial contact” (Wagner 320). It will also note how
sidewalks and streets have a complicated relationship with each other; they mean different things
in the small town versus the city. In short, the sidewalk is more intimate in small towns (due to
the nature of population and transportation choices), and in the city, that relationship is reversed.
Chapter two will analyze how these moments in “theater[s] of repression” play out in African
American children’s texts.
Chapter three will note how mobility and migration factor into African American
children’s literature, as it relates to modes of transportations (wagons, trains, cars, and airplanes)
as well as roads and highways. This section interrogates the roadway, which as Caroll notes,
“provid[es] an interstitial space between fixed places…open[ing] up a degree of fluidity within
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the landscape and, as a result, bring[s] about fluidity in personal identity…[which] causes the
traveller to consider, and perhaps even to revise, a sense of self” (94-96). This chapter will
compare the acquisition of the car and the road trips taken in Mildred Taylor’s The Gold
Cadillac and The Road to Memphis and Christopher Paul Curtis’s The Watson Go To
Birmingham—1963. It will also examine the geographical and psychological journeys taken in
Jacqueline Woodson’s Brown Girl Dreaming (from Ohio to South Carolina to Brooklyn) and
Rita Williams-Garcia’s One Crazy Summer (from Brooklyn to Oakland). As the Great Migration
has key importance within African American cultural and literary history, it is a vital component
in texts about black childhood. This chapter explores how these African American children’s
literature journey narratives (of the Joseph Campbell or Perry Nodelman “home-away-home
again” framework) vary from traditional children’s adventure novels. Ultimately, this chapter
notes how migration is a defining aspect of African American children’s fiction because this
motif combines two major goals for the genre: migration suggests change and transformation,
metaphors that are essential to exploring growth and maturation that children’s literature
explores for its child-to-young adult protagonists. Migration also connotes the Great Migration,
however, and so incorporating tropes about migration provide African American children’s
writers with a powerful way to inculcate their readers about African American history.
Chapter four will conclude by mediating on the concept of home, particularly considering
African American cultural history. Home is a key site in literature, but especially in children’s
literature, as home is the place where children rule. As Maya Angelou notes, this space “is that
youthful region where a child is the only real living inhabitant” (6) She finds that “the child” is
“the region’s only enfranchised citizen” and while older and more experienced individuals move
in and out of the home, this location is the child’s domain (6). As Gaston Bachelard notes in The
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Poetics of Space, “our house is our corner of the world…it is our first universe, a real cosmos in
every sense of the word” (4). Young people have an arguably stronger relationship with the
home than adults, as children are often confined to this space until they grow older, start
attending school, and eventually move out of their house when they reach maturity. Considering
American history, the home is a particularly complex and integral topic within the African
American tradition. Enslavement and subsequent segregated racial spaces have historically made
obtaining and maintaining a safe house a more difficult dream for Black Americans, and thus this
site becomes an even more important place to represent within the literature. This chapter will
also touch on the founding of the African American children’s literary tradition (through the
creations of Paul Laurence Dunbar and W.E.B. DuBois and other Crisis editors) and how the
space of the home was defined and used in these works. Also, domestic spaces in both rural and
urban sites will discussed including the Logan family home in Mildred Taylor’s novels, similar
rural homesteads in Virginia Hamilton’s Zeely and Jacqueline Woodson’s The House You Pass
on the Way, as well as the city dwellings in Hamilton’s Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush and
Woodson’s Miracle’s Boys. This chapter expounds upon Jerry Griswold’s concept of the
importance of the “snug space” in children’s literature to consider how these African American
children’s texts incorporate this trope. Ultimately, the home is such a space of identify formation,
and AACL authors highlight the influence of this space upon child characters. Authors like
Hamilton illustrate the devastating effects of a negative, imprisoning home, and Taylor and
Curtis illustrate the healing powers of when the home serves as a sanctuary for its residents.
One of the most famous passages of Mildred Taylor’s Logan Family Saga comes from
Cassie’s final reflection in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. In this dialogue, she ties together the
pleasure and freedom that the land affords. After surviving the literal and metaphorical storm
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that occurs when her father David Logan is compelled to set his crops on fire to help family
friend T.J. momentarily escape from a lynch mob, Cassie realizes that “in the afternoon when I
awakened, or tomorrow or the next day, the boys and I would still be free to run the red road, to
wander through the old forest and sprawl lazily on the banks of the pond” (276). However, T.J.
has never been protected by the land, as his sharecropping family was more under the control of
the local racist hegemony and, as a result of not being able to properly evaluate the motivations
of the older, white Simms brothers who encourage him to participate in acts of violence, he has
now been removed permanently from this area. While Cassie and her brothers “would trudge to
school as always, barefooted and grumbling, fighting the dust and the mud and the Jefferson
Davis school bus…T.J. never would again” (276). One way of interpreting this passage is to
evaluate that Cassie loves this now-charred land as much as she is sorrowful for T.J.’s bleak
future. However, considering the way that land is used in the series, this section also indicates
the interconnectedness between geography and humanity; this is why Cassie cries “for T.J. and
the land” (276, emphasis added).11 We can interpret this moment as an indication of Cassie’s
burgeoning awareness of the relationships between space, opportunity, and experience.

11

Crying for the land is also invoked in the sequel, Let the Circle Be Unbroken, when Cassie recounts the pain that
Moe experiences when his family is forced to plow up their land: “As the plow cut through the earth, uprooting the
plants to lie withering in the summer sun, Moe slowly followed his father out across the fields. Midway down the
first plowed row he stopped and picked up one of the uprooted plants. For some time he stood unmoving, staring
down at it. Then he bent his head to it; his shoulders shook and he cried. I felt like crying too” (240)
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Chapter 1: The Woods: The Education of Wildness
In both African American literatures written primarily for adults and European-centric
children’s literature, two categories that shape African American children’s fiction, the woods
have a long literary history. The forest is consistently employed to achieve multiple artistic goals
and moods: in slave narratives, woods are where fugitive slaves must flee in order to find
freedom, as Frederick Douglass so poignantly notes when recording his retreat from overseer
Covey in his first slave Narrative. But, as Hollis Robbins notes in “The Literature of Lynching,”
in poetry by Paul Laurence Dunbar (“The Haunted Oak”), Claude McKay (“The Lynching,”) or
Richard Wright’s (“Between the World and Me,”) the woods become synonymous with
lynching. In traditional children’s literature, such as in European fairy tales, the forest acts as the
wild and frightening site that represents the wicked evil in human nature. After all, this
dangerous place is where Hansel and Gretel are cast into by their uncaring father, and the forest’s
pathway leads them to a cannibalistic witch; in “Little Red Riding Hood,” this space
foreshadows the dangers the titular character faces with the Big Bad Wolf.
This chapter interrogates how specific African American children’s texts incorporate the
forest and how these depictions intersect with and differ from other kinds of related literature. In
other words, does a forest work differently in a text about African American childhood versus a
text primarily designed for a young white audience, and, if so, what are these specific
differences? Further, what can we learn about the specific ways the forest is employed in key
African American children’s novels? Can we locate a symbolic through-line that is formed in
these novels: does Sharon Draper’s recent novel Stella by Starlight incorporate the underlying
structure of Mildred Taylor’s classic Roll of Thunder, Hear Me Cry so as to more effectively
discuss Great Depression era small town southern racism and economic injustice? What can we
21

learn from Christopher Paul Curtis’s contemporary jump from the city space (i.e. The Watsons
Go to Birmingham—1963 and Bucking the Sarge) to the rural landscape in some of his later
works (i.e., Elijah of Buxton and The Madman of Piney Woods)? This chapter will examine how
nature in general (but the forest is particular) is represented in African American childhoodcentric literature, with special emphasis on analyzing how woods are used in historical fiction
and fantasy texts.
After a thorough examination of texts that invest heavily in the forest mythos—works by
Christopher Paul Curtis, Sharon Draper, Mildred Taylor, and Jacqueline Woods—the woods do
not appear as wholly frightening in African American children’s literature as in adult African
American literature or in white/mainstream children’s literature. In contrast, to adult African
American literature, the woods have not been yet marred with the threat of lynching as outlined
in Hollis Robbins’ research—this horrific act is only suggested through other forms of violence
(serious injury, off-screen murder). And when the specter of lynching becomes stronger—as
when Harris is hunted and maimed by white men in The Road to Memphis, then the narratives
suggest that the children must leave this mostly-protective space; they are cast out as they move
from childhood to young adulthood. Arguably, the forest possesses a more protective atmosphere
in African American Children’s Literature than in traditional white children’s literature because,
as the forest is outside society, and racist social structures make navigating society more difficult
for black children, the unbounded quality of the forest gives them move freedom than moving
through a heavily segregated urban space. For example, Christopher Paul Curtis’s The Madman
of Piney Woods’s use of the forest is emblematic of the complex/paradoxical content that this
space provides: it is both laced with innocence and danger. The danger that the Piney Woods
presents at the beginning is described humorously and depicted romantically, but the danger it
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contains becomes more real and potent at the climax of the narrative. Thus, this space which at
the outset is Benji’s main domain must become less central to his life after he witnesses the
traumatic death of an elderly African American man (the titular Madman).
In Child Sized History: Fictions of the Past in U.S. Classrooms, Sara Schwebel contrasts
two preeminent African American children’s historical fiction novelists, Mildred Taylor and
Christopher Paul Curtis, noting that Taylor’s recurrent fictional geography is rooted in “trees,
field, and the rich earth” while Curtis, as she argues, is “shaped by the urban experience” (124).
Curtis’s most famous works—The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 and Bud, Not Buddy—(as
well as his contemporary realistic work Bucking the Sarge) are certainly engaged with a
discussion of the city and cross-state migration, and throughout all of Curtis’s works runs an
interest in describing and defining the ethos of his hometown, Flint, Michigan. But Curtis,
especially in his more recent works, such as Elijah of Buxton and The Madman of Piney Woods,
in which he develops southern Ontario’s Piney Woods as a diverse, educational playground, also
embraces Taylor’s “trees, field, and the rich earth” motif. These works explore the
interconnectedness between geography and human experience, and how, in particular, African
American children might encounter these places. After examining his oeuvre, I have classified
Curtis’s novels into three categories: urban narratives, migration narratives, and forest narratives.
The demarcation of urban narrative and forest narrative relates to their primary physical setting,
as the names imply. The migration narrative references texts that focus attention on movement
between spaces.1 One of Curtis’s novels can be both an urban narrative and a migration
narrative, if it concerned with both the city and movement in and around that city, as in the case

1

An urban narrative example is Bucking the Sarge. Migration narrative examples include Bud, Not Buddy and The
Mighty Miss Malone.
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of The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963. But, most importantly, using these labels focuses
attention on Curtis’s thematic aims (what they do, in essence), encouraging a more concentrated
effort on examining Curtis’s writing taken together.2 This chapter will discuss in particular
Curtis’s most recent work, one that I term a forest narrative, The Madman of Piney Woods, to
investigate how he employs the woods. In Curtis’s works (as well as texts by Mildred Taylor and
Sharon Draper), forests provide children with an important formative space in which many
things can be accomplished—these child characters can learn much from nature within its
borders. The woods are a complicated, paradoxical space that is both protective/nurturing and
dangerous: while it provides children with a space where they can play away from the racist
practices of the outside, “civilized” world (and it gives them a location where children of
different races can play together away from the watchful eye of the public), it is also place where
wildness reigns. Ultimately, the forest is a site of trauma for these characters: this is where the
children witness the hunting of black men, and this trauma appears to compel them to flee the
protective forest space of childhood.
Natural spaces are an obvious match for children’s literature: in Belonging: A Culture of
Place, bell hooks argues that “our first home is the earth” (203). In her topological reading of
British children’s fantasy, Jane Suzanne Carroll notes that, after all, “landscape begins with
green space” and it provides the foundation for human-made places (49). However, since these
wild forces illustrate the possibilities of life and death, renewal and destruction—as they contain
the spring blossoms that grow after winter’s deadly blizzards—nature contains both the bad and
the good, the positive and the negative (50). Writing about childhood engages with concepts of

For a thought-provoking source that considers the thematic aims of Curtis and Mildred Taylor, see Jani Barker’s
“Naive Narrators and Double Narratives of Racially Motivated Violence in the Historical Fiction of Christopher
Paul Curtis.”
2
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birth and newness, and the natural world can provide the author with a fitting canvas with which
to introduce young readers to the world. The natural world is perceived as a “real,” basic,
fundamental part of existence—something distinct from man-made, artificial, temporary spaces.
Using a forest or a mountain within a work of literature provides the artist with a way to more
powerfully make a statement about human existence.
But in order to properly explore the woods, one must begin with a working definition of
“forest.” In her analysis of the green topos, Caroll separates particular areas of the natural
landscape: garden, farmland, and wilderness. The garden and the farmland are “bounded spaces”
(as in, having clearly demarcated boundaries) but they are contrasted as follows: “whereas the
garden…[is a space] for relaxation, recreation, and pleasure, the farm is a utilitarian space” (50,
60). The garden is a “deliberately distilled version of the natural world” (52). The farm “is the
antithesis of the barren and hostile wilderness” because of the human agency involved in
controlling the shape, design, and output of the space (60). Understanding the boundaries of the
garden helps define the forest. Carroll argues that the garden is “a liminal space, open but
restricted, poised between nature and culture” (52). In contrast, the wilderness (with its wildness)
appears a bit harder to neatly articulate, primarily because it has unclear boundaries (50). Caroll
notes that these “unpopulated, unbounded green spaces beyond the reach of the city and of
civilisation may be either positive or negative” (69). They “resist human habitation and human
interference,” while in contrast maintaining the garden space involves “selection, protection, and
exclusion” (69, 52). As forests are unbounded spaces, when used in literature, we can imagine
that they are spaces that are not bounded by the typical rules of the outside human society, and
instead operate by their own standards. While the wilderness has a relationship to the outside
world, it is a place that sets up its own rules.
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Mildred Taylor and Christopher Paul Curtis, both best known for their historical fiction
novels, are concerned with developing a sense of place in their works. In both of these writers’
fiction, the woods function as a play area for the young characters while they simultaneously
reveal the horrors of the outside world. The forest is an enchanted space that educates the
children on life outside its boundaries, but this paradise eventually becomes compromised.
Ultimately, the woods cannot keep out society’s bigoted impulses, and the young people in these
stories witness traumatic, racially motivated events within these borders that force them out of
this forest.
Taylor’s the Logan Family Saga—a historical fiction series comprised of eight books3—
is clearly concerned with territory and terrain. The name of the most recent work is The Land,
and this novel traces the family’s acquisition of 400 acres of Mississippi woods. The Logans’
land becomes a focal point in the series as this homestead provides beauty and sustenance to the
family. But, perhaps more crucially, this space acts as a sanctuary: as owners of the land, the
Logans possess more financial power than their fellow African American neighbors who must
sharecrop in order to survive. This land acts fundamentally as a sanctuary because it is further
away from being a panopticonic public space; this site keeps them more away from the eyes of
the outside world. Another way one can conceive of the series’ centrality of land and geography
is to consider the order in which the books were written. Taylor did not publish the stories in a
chronological narrative sequence. As opposed to being interested in telling a strictly linear story
about her protagonists’ development or conveying a direct, sequential story, Taylor’s publication
history indicates two things: (a) that she is interested in fleshing out the geography where her

3

The Logan Family Saga includes the following books (in terms of storyline sequence)—The Land; The Well; Song
of the Trees; Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry; Let the Circle Be Unbroken; The Road to Memphis, as well as the less
clearly temporally demarcated young readers including The Friendship and Mississippi Bridge.
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fiction is set, as additional narratives add to her readers’ understanding of the Mississippi Delta
(i.e., 1995’s The Well) and (b) when one notes the recurrent narrative focuses of the texts, it
becomes clear that they are interested in highlighting the relationship between land and African
Americans’ lives. The first book published in the series, Song of the Trees, introduces the major
protagonist, Cassie Logan,4 and illustrates her strong relationship to nature. In the second
published volume of the Saga, the Newbery Award winning Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, her
father, David, uses trees on their land to indicate the perseverance of the Logan family. He
compares the fig tree to his family, contrasting it to the more imposing walnut and oak trees,
arguing that though the latter are “a lot bigger and they take up more room and give so much
shade they almost overshadow that little ole fig,” the more diminutive tree has “roots that run
deep, and it belongs in that yard as much as” the other two (206). Papa points to the trees as a
symbol of survival, instructing his children that “there’s a lesson to be learned from that little
tree…We keep doing what we gotta, and we don’t give up. We can’t” (206). The trees become a
synecdoche for the Logans.
Let the Circle Be Unbroken, a sequel to Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, explores the
complicated interplay between Great Depression era sharecroppers, union organizers, and the
federal government, and The Road to Memphis, a follow up to that volume, articulates another
way, beyond farmland, how geography affects people’s lives, as it explores the dangers of wild
and open “civilized” spaces—country highways—on its young African American characters. In
the Logan series books Taylor has written for younger audiences, such as Mississippi Bridge,
The Well, and The Friendship, she further defines significant spaces within the series’ geography
4

Cassie is not the only protagonist of the series but is the major protagonist of the series as she narrates the story of
five works (Song of the Trees; Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry; Let the Circle Be Unbroken; Road to Memphis; and
The Friendship.) Other protagonists include Paul Edward Logan (The Land), David Logan (The Well), and Jeremy
Simms (Mississippi Bridge.)
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(i.e., a focused depiction of the Wallace General Store in The Friendship and Mississippi Bridge)
as well as highlights key discussions about economic power and land ownership (i.e. The Well.)
But Taylor’s interest in land ownership find its greatest articulation in the most recently
published book in the series, 2001’s The Land. This novel does not feature any of the more wellestablished characters (like Cassie) but instead provides a full retelling of the narrative that has
been filtered through the previous books through asides and flashbacks—The Land describes
how the Logan family originally obtained their farmland. When one considers what The Land
adds to the conversation, it can more easily be seen that the Logan Family Saga works at telling a
story about family, land ownership, security, and economic freedom/justice. Thus the texts in
this series articulate how land ownership shapes human opportunity, and Taylor explores various
geographical structures to express this complicated relationship. This Saga explores the difficulty
of the Logans keeping their land intact and the sacrifices family members must make to retain
their home.
When examining his most recent novel The Madman of Piney Woods, one must consider:
why would Curtis choose this particular story to tell?5 This is a companion novel to Elijah of
Buxton, but unlike his other companion novel set (Bud Not Buddy and The Mighty Miss Malone),
these two are not staged in the same historical time.6 Rather, The Madman of Piney Woods is set

Clearly one of Christopher Paul Curtis’s literary aims is to transmit African American history to his young readers,
as evidenced in his “Author’s Notes” that conclude his historical fiction works. The Note that accompanies Elijah of
Buxton not only provides historical background about the Buxton settlement, hoping to enrich readers’ knowledge
about the experiences of American escaped slaves, but it also encourages direct engagement and activism, when he
asks his readers to “go the Buxton National Historic Site and Museum and get a feel for what life in Buxton was like
a century and a half ago.” He also persuades them to visit his website to learn more about efforts to recover the
village’s Liberty Bell.
5

6

The migration from Indiana to Michigan for Deza Malone, a minor but pivotal character in Bud, Not Buddy is
explored more fully in this subsequent novel. Deza crosses paths with Buddy in a “Hooverville” settlement outside
of Flint. In this later novel, fans get to experience Deza as the first person protagonist/heroine. In fact, the marketing
on the book cover reads as follows: “Deza Malone from Bud, Not Buddy is back!”
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fifty years after Elijah and, for the majority of the novel, it is unclear how these works are
connected.7 While the two books have shared characters, arguably the more significant
connection between the two works is the shared settings of the free Buxton settlement and
especially the Piney Woods. The Madman of Piney Woods expands on the geography of Elijah of
Buxton, further exploring the neighboring Irish settlement of Chatham. But the focus of the
novel, as its title suggests, is on the liminal space between Buxton and Chatham, the Piney
Woods. The book includes a map of the area, illustrating the location of the woods vis a vis
Detroit and the U.S., Lake Erie and Lake Sinclair (in Ontario.) This titular forest becomes a
location that is unlike the outside “civilized” world; it is a place that fosters the interracial
friendship of dual protagonists Red (Irish-Canadian) and Benji (Black-Canadian), and it is where
they learn valuable lessons about the world outside their small community. Piney Woods is also
the site of the climactic moment when the boys discover a dying “Madman” who has been
injured and left to die by a racist white Chatham resident, and Benji and Red mature by surviving
this traumatic incident.
Curtis also incorporates the forest motif in Mr. Chickee’s Messy Mission. In this fantasy,
his second novel featuring the Flint Future Detectives, the young investigators Steven, Russell,
and Richelle enter a portal into another realm, Ourside, (contrasted to Earth, which the Oursiders
call Yourside). Ourside accommodates the not-fully realized, incomplete, fictional characters
who are confined in rooms, divided into counties, ruled over by the artists who created them.
Russell, the youngest of the burgeoning detectives, finds himself in Buster B. Bayliss County.
Ourside’s landscape is dominated by three elements: one is a “grass-covered street” that sits

Though the finale reveals that the Madman is Cooter, Elijah’s best friend from childhood and the older Elijah is
now the mayor of Buxton.
7
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“between the winter world and the thick forest” (212). The final element, the woodlands, is a
place “so dense and hot that it shimmered and danced as waves of heat and humidity rose from
it,” and it where Russell must complete his quest to defeat the unstoppable and not-fully-realized
monster Ursa Theodora-Saura (144).8 Bayliss, Russell’s guide (and famous children’s author), is
reminiscent of The Madman of Piney Woods’s Benji, as this man is also “able to read all the
signs of the wilderness” (180). Like Benji does for Red, Bayliss teaches Russell how to
“becom[e] more in tune with nature” and to “becom[e] less of the soft city boy and more of the
woodboy” (180, 169). Ultimately, the aim for all of these young male characters is to become
experienced “outdoorsguys” (210).
In Sharon Draper’s novel Stella by Starlight, the woods provide the setting for main
moments of action in the story. The first chapter begins in the woods with Stella and her brother
Jojo witnessing the Klan burning a cross across the lake behind their home. A “hulking oak tree”
is what provides the protection for the children to not be seen the racist mob (1). As the narrative
progresses, a majority of the dramatic moments recur within this place. This forest space
(demarcated most specifically by the location of Kilkenny Pond) is where Stella saves three
people: she removes Hazel from her “hidey-hole” while a fire rages nearby, rescues her mother
from a snake bite, and prevents Paulette from drowning in the icy pond. Though the woods do
not take up as much focus in Draper’s novel (as compared to the cited works of Taylor and
Curtis), this space provides a rich, compelling backdrop in which key themes play out.
Trees play a large role in the symbolic underpinning of Jacqueline Woodson’s verse
childhood memoir, Brown Girl Dreaming. In this work, she also relies heavily on three
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Provide more detail about this quest, Ursa Thodora-Saura, etc.
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contrasting landscapes (Ohio, South Carolina, and New York) to powerfully articulate the
different situations and circumstances of her youth. The South is where Jackie’s mother hails
from, and it is where she and her siblings live (with her mother and maternal grandparents) after
she spends her early years in her father’s native Ohio and before they finally settle in Brooklyn.
Similar to the Southern rural spaces outlined in bell hooks’s Belonging, Nicholton, South
Carolina facilitates Jackie’s deep connection with nature. Life here is organized in accordance
with the seasons, framed through the motif of trees. In “as a child, i smelled the air,” Jackie’s
mother savors the essential ruralness of her current home, noting that “New York doesn’t smell
like this” (95). This place is identified with dewy grass, trees, and dusty roads. Jackie muses that
It’s dawn and the birds have come alive, chasing
Each other from maple and pine and back
To maple again. This is how time passes here.
The maple will be bare-branched come winter,
Mama says. But the pines, they just keep on living (95)
The woods provide a sense of security alongside sensations of danger; they allow for
educational opportunities alongside pleasurable outings. The forest is used in four major ways
within these works: first, scenes set within the woods highlight the protagonist’s affinity and
familiarity with nature, thus emphasizing his or her unique capabilities. Further, the forest
provides the children with significant kinds of knowledge, and it is also the site where interracial
friendship can blossom. However, this is a place where trauma occurs, and when violence
encroaches in this sheltering space, the children must search for alternative areas.9 In isolating
these four elements, this chapter catalogs ways that African American children’s literature
writers use the same space toward similar ends. Such a comparison is especially useful as Sharon
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See also Virginia Hamilton’s M.C. Higgins the Great.
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Draper’s Stella By Starlight (2015) appears to incorporate Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry (1976)
geographical framework within her own narrative. 10
(a) Protagonists’ Connection with Nature
Throughout the Logan Family Saga, Cassie, more so than her siblings, runs to the forest for
comfort. In Song of the Trees, the text in which readers are first introduced to Cassie, readers
learn immediately of her intense connection to her family’s woodland. She plays among a
diverse blend of “shaggy-bark hickories and sharp-needled pines, past blue-gray beeches and
sturdy black walnuts” (16). At the beginning of the novella, Cassie, who wakes and hears the
trees’ “voices whisperin[g] down to [her] in a song of morning greeting” is the first to feel the
impending doom facing her family’s land, when she notes “an eerie silence descending over the
forest,” what she terms is the trees not “singing no more” (2, 19). The children find an “X”
marked on an oak tree, soon learning that the trees are in danger of being defelled by bullying
white neighbor Harlan Granger. Granger hopes to take advantage of David Logan’s absence,
who is working away from home to pay the taxes on the land, when he “kindly” offers to chop
down their trees. He promises Mary and Caroline Logan quick and needed cash for the lumber,
attempting to take advantage of the family’s impoverished status. Although David returns home
to put a stop to the logging, many trees are cut and Cassie concludes her story by inquiring
whether the trees will “ever sing again” (52). Eight-year-old Cassie states that “the trees are my
friends,” and readers witness this relationship repeatedly throughout the series (29). She returns
consistently to the woods to gain perspective and find solitude. In a later novel in the series
cycle, Let the Circle Be Unbroken, the forest becomes her retreat after Stacey runs away from
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Major connections between Stella by Starlight and the Logan Family Saga is that both (sets) of texts follow a
young black girl and her initial experiences with physically violent Southern small-town racism; both incorporate
the same Great Depression era historical fiction context.
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home. After a particularly emotionally trying encounter when the family discusses what to do
now that he has disappeared, Cassie again seeks this refuge of her woodlands:
I ran faster, past the gray-bark sweet gums and the wintery-smelling pines, past the
stately black oaks and the nut-laden hickories. Near the pond, I stopped and flung my
arms around a massive pine, needing its comfort. I felt the rough of its bark against my
skin and I wanted to wail out my sorrow to it, but hearing Christopher-John and Little
Man, I tore away from the tree, and ran on. By the time Christopher-John and Little Man
reached me, I was sitting on the bank of the pond (LtC 285).
Her family’s woodlands provide her with a place to be alone and to be one with herself. This
bond is only tested in the final novel of the series, The Road to Memphis, when white men
intrude on this location and destroy the peace it provides the Logan children. This psychological
decimation of the woodland sanctuary echoes Cassie’s need to move outside of the Great Faith
area, especially to more northern areas, in order to have safer, better opportunities.
Like Cassie, Benji Alston of Curtis’s The Madmen of Piney Woods has a special relationship
to the forest. Benji notes that though his friends feel at “home” in the woods, he is “truly a part of
it” (170), echoing Cassie’s deep connection to her family’s land that is first illustrated in Song of
the Trees. Benji considers the woods his domain. While his younger siblings, Pay and Stubby,
are “geniuses when it comes to working with wood,” Benji considers himself to be an interpreter
and overall ruler of the woods (4). He destroys his siblings’ complex and magnificent tree house
(one containing a screen door and porch) they had built on a “sixty five-foot tall maple” because
it encroaches upon his territory (21). Benji’s friend Spencer suggests that they use the “Charming
Little Chalet in the Woods” treehouse, and Benji’s reply is: “Let us use it? Let us use something
in my own woods? No…this thing has got to do” (24). Benji’s goal is to make his brother and
sister “no long fe[el] comfortable in [his] neck of the woods” because he perceives the forest to
be his space alone (44). Similarly, in another one of Christopher Paul Curtis’s novels, the
contemporary fantasy Mr. Chickee’s Messy Mission, a key moment growth for Russell is his
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burgeoning love of nature and his growing respect for the outside world. Examining this work
searching for the similar ways in which this novel, Elijah of Buxton, and The Madman of Piney
Woods use the forest trope, “read[ing] the signs of the wilderness” emerges as a fundamental
goal inherent in many of Christopher Paul Curtis’s works.
Stella Mills of Draper’s Stella by Starlight shares a significant affinity for nature. Though
her bond is not as pronounced as Cassie’s or Benji’s, her intimate association with the outside
world is key for her continued growth and overall well-being. The title Stella by Starlight
indicates Stella’s habit of writing outside at night, since this area provides her with quiet to
overcome writer’s block. The “crispness of the night air” and the sky’s “inky blue-black blanket
strewn with thousands of crystal-bright stars” facilitates her creative self-expression (61).
Though not as much narrative space is devoted to Stella’s relationship to nature as it is with
Cassie’s and Benji’s stories, whose stories take great pains to describe how at home they are in
the woods or how much they know about the woods, Stella by Starlight invests in showing her
capability and mastery over dangerous, wild elements, as she acts as a hero in the forest three
times during the narrative. The titular protagonist of M.C. Higgins the Great is also another a
nature-identified hero. He sees aspects of natural spaces as his—“my bridge,” M.C. thought—
(7); this novel is about M.C.’s quest to tame the outside world and save his family’s home. Taken
together, these characters illustrate the importance of nature in African American children’s
lives.
Taylor’s place in the canon of children’s literature texts that focus on forests can be seen
more clearly by placing it in conversation with other well-known texts about girls and the
wilderness. In “How the Little House Gave Ground: The Beginnings of Multiculturalism in a
New, Black Children’s Literature,” Barbara Bader ties together two girlhood icons, Laura Ingalls
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and Cassie Logan, by grounding them to the soil. Bader states that “looking backward, it takes
no deep thought to name Little House in the Big Woods as the most important American
children’s book of the first half of the twentieth century” (657). Incorporating the natural
symbols that feature heavily in both series, Bader connects Wilder’s “big woods” to Taylor’s
“grove of treasured and endangered trees [that are] the symbolic core and...seed of the children’s
book that is arguably the most important of the century’s second half,” Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry, the second published and most well-known entry in the Logan Family Saga (657). These
two series are rooted in the land, as they both trace the maturation of a young girl through trials
she experiences as result of her love of these outdoor spaces. Bader defines the Little House
series as “textbook history,” labeling Mildred Taylor’s novels as the “the history that textbooks
left out” (658). The Logan Family Saga, as much as it is clearly an opportunity to share Taylor’s
own family stories and to expose young readers to America’s racist past, can be interpreted as a
revision of the Little House narrative—a bildungsroman of a young girl learning about life vis-àvis her relationship to nature.11 Taylor rewrites and then transplants this maturation story in her
native land, the American South. Taylor reinterprets the story of one of America’s best known
girl heroines (Laura Ingalls) into the alternative history of Cassie Logan. Through M.C. Higgins,
Benji Alston, and Stella Mills, Virginia Hamilton, Christopher Paul Curtis, and Sharon Draper
respectively also incorporate this exceptional nature- child character motif that long been
developed within children’s literature, but has a memorable heroine in the form of Wilder’s
Laura Ingalls. These characters’ special relationship to nature and exposure to the Wild

For an example of the relationship between Mildred Taylor’s family history and her fiction, see her Author’s Note
in Song of the Trees: “This book is based on a true story, one that actually happened to my family. As a small child,
I often listened to my father recount his adventures growing up in rural Mississippi during the Depression. His vivid
description of the giant trees, the coming of the lumberman, and the events that followed made me feel that I too was
present. I hope my readers will be as moved by the story as I was” (no page number).
11
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facilitates their development into exceptional individuals. These explorations indicate not only
that African American children have affinity or special gifts with the Outside world, but these
texts articulate specifically and powerfully articulate these relationships to provide a pleasurable
and educational experience for their audience. These processes of becoming an enlightened and
sharp person are enabled through their nature encounters. In short, the forest provides special
kinds of knowledge.
(b) The Trees of Knowledge
As the forest acts as a major or significant setting in these works, Mildred Taylor,
Christopher Paul Curtis, Sharon Draper, and Virginia Hamilton use this space specifically to
indicate the particular lessons that children can only get by visiting and understanding these
specialized areas. The forest acts as a provider of knowledge, offering the kinds of information
that are either taboo, because they deal with mature topics like teenage sexuality or speak against
existing accepted racist practices. The forest does not recognize most things that exist (and were
created) beyond its boundaries, so this space has a lot of new and powerful experiences to offer
its students. Such educational moments run the gamut from the ecological (learning to identify
life-saving herbs) to the vocational (learning to build tree houses) to the psychological (learning
how to survive in the woods and how to help others survive as well).
Benji learns at the close of The Madmen of Piney Woods that “first I learned I needed the
woods” (359). And at the same time he understands that he needs to write about these
experiences, signifying his need to articulate the particular worldview he has gained from being
in the woods. Red, the white protagonist of the novel, serves as a foil for Benji’s close
connection to this space, existing in many ways to simply illustrate the deep amount of forest
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knowledge Benji possesses. 12 Red notes how Benji interprets the forest properly: “where I saw
stones and moss and lichen and twigs, he saw stories. Stories available only to those who knew
the language, only decipherable by those who paid careful attention” (207). Fundamentally, the
forest is a key source for Benji’s education. As he claims:
This is my classroom right here. And these are my teachers. The trees and the sky and the
animals and most especially the floor of the forest. If I need to get information on
anything that’s happened, I look at the ground and it’s like I’ve opened a book (204)
Benji is also educated on the importance of sharing the woods with others. By the novel’s
dénouement, Red too has learned to read the forest correctly, as he sits in the dark woods with
the injured Madman, waiting for Benji to return with aid. While at the beginning of the book
Benji seemed to want to exclude others from the experience of the forest, at book’s end he has
begun to widen his perspective, allowing others entry into his space.
As with Benji Alston and Elijah Freeman (of Elijah of Buxton), Russell, from the Mr.
Chickee Mysteries learns about and comes to respect the forest. This engagement with the woods
is indicative of personal growth and overall emotional and intellectual development. For Sharon
Draper’s young heroine, Stella, the woods provide a specific kind of education—though it is also
one connected to self-reliance and maturity: she learns how to take care of herself by learning
how to use the forest for its medicinal properties. Stella learns from her mother how to locate the
correct herbs to make tea and other useful items (255).
Though the Logan children learn how to navigate the forest properly, ascertaining how to
read and interpret the woods in the ways that Benji, Elijah, and Russell do, Mildred Taylor
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For an indication of the Benji/Red relationship as it relates to forest knowledge, note what Benji says about Red:
“He was smart, but he believed everything I said about the woods. I told him that I could tell by the piece of deer
scat on one of the trails that it was a sign that the Madman of Piney Woods had taken his pet bear out for a walk
with a raccoon riding on its back when a giant eagle grabbed the raccoon and flew off to the mountains” (204).
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develops the greenway topos in the Logan Family Saga toward interrogating an additional kind
of knowledge: sexual maturity. As Jane Suzanne Caroll notes in Landscape in Children’s
Literature “green spaces are immediately associated with life, fertility, and sexuality,” (50) and
one encounter in Let the Circle Be Unbroken stands out for its merging of green space and
emerging maturation. By the middle of Let the Circle Be Unbroken, Cassie has noticed
significant physical and emotional changes in her older brother and the subsequent alteration it
has caused within their formerly close relationship. Now fourteen, Stacey has grown taller, his
voice has deepened, and he desires to hang out with his same-age male friends, preferring to be
around them than to be in the company of his younger siblings. The green space of the forest—
and particularly the tranquil waters of The Caroline—provide Cassie with the ideal location to
become more knowledgeable about her brother’s current mental state. The setting underscores
the concepts of wildness and growth that are present within this more mature dialogue of Stacey
and his friend Moe. It is the perfect space for Cassie to occupy: she is in her beloved space—
resting in the forest, gazing at The Caroline pond—but she is also positioned as an outsider: as a
younger sister, Cassie has chosen to eavesdrop on a conversation that her brother does not want
her to hear. In this position, she is hidden by nature, and she can uncover aspects of her brother’s
life that he has been withholding from her. Before narrating this particular scene, Cassie provides
her audience with a summary of her previous attempts to make sense of Stacey’s behavior. She
notes that she often followed Stacey, but he would notice her presence and either tell her to leave
or ignore her completely. On this particular occasion, however, seeing that Stacey and Moe are
headed to the forest, she determines that since she has “just as much right to be [there] as they
did,” and she travels down to the pond via a more covert route and she sees them “sitting on the
bank of the pond, their backs to [her]” (208). At the beginning of the conversation, Cassie is
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situated in a comfortable, peaceful spot, her “hands cupping [her] head and [her] eyes on the
circle of sunlight sifting softly through the magic of forest green above;” she is reclining
“comfortably upon a cushiony mattress of pine needles enjoying the stillness of the forest” (209).
She reflects that she is “paying little attention to Stacey’s and Moe’s conversation;” though
the reader can intimate that Cassie is downplaying her interest, this response characterizes her
well as a somewhat disinterested observer—reinforcing her status as still a child who is not yet
interested in growing up), but she becomes absorbed in their discussion after realizing they are
talking about her classmate—Jacey Peters (Let the Circle 209). The conversation is decidedly
adult, though coded in tentative, general language, as the two boys talk about whether Jacey has
been sexually intimate with older white boys, Stuart Walker and Joe Billy, then
discussing Stacey’s interest in dating her. This conversation is stopped by nature when Cassie
gets bitten by fire ants, and she must reveal her presence to the boys when she yells out in pain.
Nature provides solace for Cassie as Moe instructs her to jump into the pond, and the cooling
water alleviates her bites and rids her of the insects. Cassie’s presence changes the conversation
for the two boys, and they then move to more standard discussion topics like the status of the
year’s crops. In short, the Caroline pond is where Cassie finds comfort from the stresses of the
outside (read: adult) world. Taylor uses the woodland space to prompt discussions about the
intellectual, physical, and sexuality maturity taking place in the child characters’ lives.
Repeatedly, the land is shown to be a guiding force in the characters’ lives, and, as previously
noted, for Cassie, being in nature provides her with solace that few other experiences can
provide.
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(c) Interracial Friendship in the Forest
Not only does the forest provide these children with special kinds of information, it is a
sheltering space that allows them to engage in interracial friendships. Such relationships are
nearly impossible outside of this space, but the forest, with its trees and abundant greenery,
always hides and sometimes shields. Thought the woods can be a terrible space where no one
outside can witness the tragedy that happens inside the space, this shielding environment allows
children be temporarily freed from the judgmental and constricting societal gaze. In Belonging:
A Culture of Place, theorist bell hooks uses the motif of the Kentucky hillside, a landscape
populated by a “wilderness of honeysuckle, wild asparagus, and sheltering trees, bushes
shielding growing crops, the huge garden of a black landowner,” to recognize this marginalized
space’s underreported, more diverse, past, as well as articulate the promise this space has
harmonious interracial collaboration (116.) hooks reminds her readers that as “a child of the hills,
[she] was taught early on in [her] life the power in nature” and that this supernatural power
supersedes the established racial order of the day (116).
For the Logan children, their woodland allows their friendship with Jeremy to blossom, but
this is also the place where, in the final entry of the series, due to the encroaching impetus of a
Southern racist society, this tentative friendship receives a stunning blow when, as an older teen,
Jeremy chooses his racist cousins and participates in a hunting of a young African American
man. But while they are children, within these woods, the Caroline pond is a space where the
Logan children and Jeremy Simms can be together (Let the Circle Be Unbroken 285). The Piney
Woods is also where the interracial friendship between Benji and Red blossoms. The first section
of the novel is entitled “Buxton and Chatham,” and the work alternates between the perspective
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of the two spaces’ representatives, Benji (Buxton) and Red (Chatham), allowing readers to
understand these characters’ specific standpoints before having them meet in the opening chapter
of section two (“A Boy Named Red.”) Benji and Red discover that they have a huge interest in
“their” woods, and this is the place that allows them to relax and, later, to mature. The two boys
first interact after meeting at the Upper Canada Forensics Competition; each of their best friends
is competing at this event. The public speaking contest is held in a church that was “hotter than
July inside” (198), which provides a nice contrast to the cool forest that Benji invites Red to
experience. Benji cajoles Red to leave the event before it is over after it is expected that Red’s
friend Holmely will win the competition. The two boys venture out to the forest and bond by
swimming together in a local fishing hole. In M.C. Higgins the Great, wooded areas also provide
the space where M.C. and Ben can play together. M.C.’s father is against their co-mingling but
“hidden in the trees…they could be together and have no trouble” (10). Though this is not an
interracial friendship like the others outlined above, M.C. and Ben’s relationship presents a
challenge to the status quo, as Ben is considered to be one of the “witchy people” and is not
considered a proper playmate for M.C. (6).
While interracial friendship is featured as much in Stella by Starlight, there exists a key
moment that illustrates the potential between two characters of different racial groups. The sole
white child focused on in detail in the novel is Paulette Packard, the daughter of the only white
doctor in town—this same doctor who is the only Klan member that Stella can identify
definitively as she notices his horse’s harness that “seemed to sparkle in the darkness” and who
refuses to treat Stella’s mother when she is suffering from a deadly snakebite (3). In one of the
final chapters of the novel, “Splash Scream Surprise,” Stella comes Paulette’s aid, who has fallen
in the icy waters of Kilkenny Pond, the body of water located in the woods by Stella’s home
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(near where the Klan’s burning cross was witnessed by Stella and Jojo at the beginning of the
novel.) Paulette, who was seemingly motivated to let herself get injured for attention, is rescued
by Stella, and the two have an unflinchingly honest conversation about Dr. Packard and racial
relations within the community. Stella calls Paulette on her privilege, and the white girl accepts
Stella’s criticism. Further, Paulette’s seemingly idyllic life is shown to be false, and she actually
lives within an abusive and neglectful household. The chapter concludes with Stella saying that
they will go to her parents for assistance. What appears most interesting about examining this
relationship occurs on a meta-textual level: if we take the Stella/Paulette duo to be an inverse of
Mildred Taylor’s Cassie Logan/Lillian Jean Simms interactions, then not only does such a
reading indicate another way we can find the Logan Family Saga to be a fundamental formative
geography/home text for Draper’s novel, but it also allows a reader to isolate this key incident
that indicates the different tones/philosophies in these two works.13 Stella by Starlight ends with
an optimistic hope that suggests perhaps the two young girls can start to build a deeper
understanding between each other (if a generally identified bond classified as friendship is
impossible) while the Logan Family Saga presents a more sociological approach to
institutionalized racism.

13

There are certainly differences between Paulette Packard and Lillian Jean Simms—Lillian Jean is the daughter of
a poor sharecropper, while Paulette belongs to one of the wealthiest families of the Bumblebee community. The two
girls also seem totally unlike in personal qualities—beyond the obvious racial and class privileges that she benefits
from, Paulette on an individual level appears kind to Stella and apologizes for everything that Stella tells her that her
father has done against Stella’s family and the African American community at large; this kind of behavior would be
anathema to Lillian Jean’s approach to life (Stella by Starlight 301-303). I am struck by Draper’s choice to give
Paulette the last name of Packard, which while certainly connoting wealth through its association with a luxury
automobile, also connects to the key car of the Logan Family Saga, Harlan Granger’s and Uncle Hammer’s “sleek
silver Packard[s]” which underscores a powerful symbol of economic attainment and racial aggression within the
world of the series (Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry 47, 135). Even if all of the connections between Sharon Draper’s
Stella by Starlight and Mildred Taylor’s Logan Family Saga are purely coincidental, examining the works with this
lens provides us with a powerful way to denote how Draper’s contemporary novel borrows from and responds to
more established works within the African American children’s literature canon.
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The shadiness afforded by its dense blanket of trees also means that the forest can shelter
Cassie’s main moment of revenge. The physical fight between Cassie and her older white bully
Lillian Jean happens in the protective hiding space of the forest. To enact her revenge, Cassie
takes Lilian Jean into the woods (179); “We entered a small dark clearing with hanging forest
vines, totally hidden from the road” (179). The forest exists as its own space, with its own rules,
and thus Cassie’s retaliation is never discovered (neither in the moment, nor afterward.) Consider
that the interracial friendship in Taylor’s series is temporary—though it lasts throughout their
childhood—but the Logans’ relationship with Jeremy disintegrates as they reach adulthood. In
The Madman of Piney Woods, this interracial friendship ends on a more optimistic note. Is this
because The Road to Memphis can be considered a Young Adult novel, and it about the
maturation of the characters, which necessities their moving on from treasured childhood spaces?
A close reading of these texts suggests that the security the woods only lasts during childhood.

(d) The Lynching Tree: Forest as Site of Trauma
In “The Hansel and Gretel Syndrome: Survivorship Fantasies and Parental Desertion,” U.C.
Knoepflmacher presents us with a foundational reading of how trauma is used in children’s
literature, specifically fairy tales, and specifically within the forest when he argues that “Hansel
and Gretel” articulates the “trauma of abandonment” (171). In “Children, War, and the
Imaginative Space of Fairy Tales,” Donald Haase isolates the forest alongside sites such as
“towers…rooms, cages, ovens, huts, and enchanted castles” as spaces that “threaten characters
with isolation, danger, and violence, including imprisonment and death” (Haase 363-4). Haase
contends that “the fairy tale’s geography and its ambiguous landscapes lend themselves well to
mapping the actual experience of physical dislocation and disorientation brought on by war”; I
would like to extend this framework and consider how the geographies of these forests (in works
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by Taylor and Curtis) allows for the characters to have a safer space in which can work through
traumatic encounters (364). For example, the woods are supposed to be a fount of knowledge
and a site of healing for Benji, when he notes in anguish over the Madman dying that “I couldn’t
believe what was happening. The woods were failing me just when I needed them most. They
weren’t talking at all” (314).
Though none of these children’s novels directly depict a lynching, the violence portrayed that
takes place within the woods, whether it is the Klan’s cross-burning and arson attempt in Stella
by Starlight, the hunting and assault of Harris in The Road to Memphis, or the Madman’s
murder in The Madman of Piney Woods, recalls and suggest this horrific act. These novels use
the forest space to allow specific moments of trauma to play out. The forest is an ideal space for
these scenes for several reasons: (a) though it is an unbounded space, it is a specialized space (so
it is contained or comprehensible in that way) and thus these scenes have specific meaning from
simply being set within traditional woodland geography, (b) as these forests have served as
protective and formative spaces for these children, the trauma becomes more shocking and
affective, and (c) since the forest has previously served as a protective space, this introduction of
trauma represents a symbolic push into young adulthood (in this way, due to the arrival of
outside reality, these children are cast out of the woodland paradise).
Although the forest provides these young characters with a space to connect, learn, and
commune, this place also acts as a site of trauma within these novels. The Logan’s family forest,
which had been a hugely important sanctuary for the children, also houses one of the most
violent and frightening episodes of the series. The final novel, The Road to Memphis, begins by
severing the security that the forest has provided the Logans. Published in 1990, The Road to
Memphis skips ahead many years to explore Cassie’s (and the other youths’) maturation into
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young adulthood. While Cassie is nine in Song of the Trees and Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
and ten in Let the Circle Be Unbroken, she is seventeen at the beginning of this final novel.
Eldest brother Stacey is twenty and the eldest children—Stacey, Cassie—now live in Jackson,
Mississippi instead of at the family home in rural Great Falls, and they are visiting home at the
beginning of the narrative. The woods provide Mildred Taylor with an ideal location within
which to stage her discussion about what maturation entails for these characters. This place
houses a shock that not only foreshadows the novel’s later, more blatant violence, but it
illustrates the children’s ultimate loss of innocence. 14As a way to celebrate being briefly
reunited, the young people hatch a plan to have a coon hunt within the woods and their outing is
ruined when white men invade their space and make them the subject of their own pursuit.15 In
the chapter “The Hunt,” Harris, a seventeen year old family friend, and Cassie are both imagined
by the white men, who have overheard the Logan family and friends’ plan to hunt and co-opt the
outing for their own ends, as the “coons” in their hunt (68), and their childhood white ally
Jeremy is part of the hunting party (71). 16 Harris hides in a tree to get away from his attackers;
and though he survives the attack, he breaks his leg and needs a lot of time to recuperate from the
incident (72). From the white boys’ perspective, the hunt is simply an example of “funnin’ with”
the African American youths (73). Jeremy’s immediate response to the situation, in apologizing
is to tell Cassie “that’s just his way” regarding his relative’s violent actions and racist beliefs
Certainly, this is not the children’s first loss of innocence (considering the amount of violence in the novel) but
that it represents a full severance from adulthood.
14

15

It creates a stir for her mother that Cassie wants to participate in the outing, especially when she would be wearing
pants, instead of donning a dress, highlighting the issues of sexual maturity and proper gendered behavior that the
novel also explores.
16
The coon hunt is again invoked when Cassie, Stacey, Moe, Little Willie, and Clarence are en route to Memphis.
The young adults, who have stopped at a gas station are harassed by white patron. From the text: “The men saw us
coming. One of them still standing by the pump hollered, “’Ey, Orley! Feel like a little coooooon hunt t’night?”
“Could be the right time,” replied Orley. “Been seein’ plenty of them low smellin’ things around.’” (180)
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(76). Jeremy has crossed the final threshold with his complicity here, breaking the final straw in
his tenuous friendship with the Logans. He has dehumanized one of their friends. Stacey’s “final
words” to him are “‘You hunted Harris down. That’s all I know…or I need to know’” (78).
Witnessing this parting of the ways, Cassie focuses her attention on a place that provides her
with guidance, the forest: “I looked out to the woods and figured maybe it was just as well that
this had happened. After all, Jeremy was a man now, and childhood was over. Appropriately, I
supposed, so was our friendship” (78).
The hunting of a black man also occurs in The Madman of Piney Woods. The chapter “A
Murder in the Woods” recounts how a white man viciously attacks Cooter, the man known as the
Madman/Lion Man of the Woods. This man, who is the alcoholic, abusive father of one of
Red’s acquaintances, justifies his actions because he sees the Madman (Cooter) as intruding on a
place he doesn’t belong to, when he argues that “he ain’t got no business being in our woods no
way. He knew he suppose to stay farther south” (257). He sees himself as a hero who has cleared
the Piney Woods of dangerous savagery:
There ain’t no more bears nor wolves in these woods and after tonight, there ain’t no
more lions either. I done shot that wild South Woods darky! His thieving days is over”
(259)
In the mind of Curly’s father, he has cleansed this sanctuary of a dangerous wild animal.
Ultimately, the novel is surrounded by explorations of trauma. The novel begins with Benji and
his friends role-playing as characters in the Civil War. The narrative is interested in exploring the
differences between play-trauma and actual-trauma. In a pivotal encounter with the Madman,
Benji learns that the man has been watching (and judging) their antics, seeing “how they likes
playing war and soldiers in the fo-rest” (182). The Madman is interested in setting the young
boys straight on what is real and what is fake. He wants to be the one to provide them with this
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lesson –since “no one ain’t had the sense to tell us when we was young and excited about the
foolishness” (182). The Madman demarcates who the monsters in the world and that the boys
will be shocked, and he proceeds to tell his story about serving in the Sixth Regiment Colored
Artillery (183). The novel concludes by attempting to heal the trauma caused by Cooter’s violent
death and the violence he suffered as a young soldier. Cooter’s funeral is “held in a cathedral of
oaks” and Benji and his father search the forest to find the ideal spot to lay him to rest (362).
They find a location that seems to provide a sense of collaboration and peace:
There was a small clearing north of our home where three deer trails crossed. It was a
spot ringed by towering oaks, a sixty-food-round spot where the giant trees had decided
not to grow, like they were guarding the circle, like they were waiting. The place had a
calmness to it. It was somewhere I’d stretched out and rested before. I’d even fallen
asleep there. (344)
The trauma is further mediated as Benji becomes an emotional descendent of the Madman, when
he realizes and is “overjoyed to discover the spirit of a madman lives in him” (363). Though
Benji is at first hesitant to enter the woods, fearing that he will be saddened when reminded of
the Madman, eventually the forest “calls” to him and reentering the space with the assistance of
his community of friends lessens these feelings (359). The narrative concludes as Benji realizes
that his love for the forest must coexist with his desire to write about his experiences and
understanding of the world, and he publishes an obituary noting Cooter’s heroism (363).
Certainly, the forest is a place of trauma for Stella by Starlight. The woods are where she
and her brother witness the Klu Klux Klan burning a cross, where she finds a child hiding in a
tree who has been missing during a fire set on the child’s home by the Klan, where she finds her
mother immobile and gravely injured from a snake bite, and where she saves a young white girl
from drowning in the Kilkenny pond. The forest-related trauma in Mr. Chickee’s Messy Mission
works a bit differently than in the other novels. As this work is a contemporary fantasy,
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seemingly written for much younger readers, the monster is the cartoonishly frightening Ursa
Theodora-Saura, a giant teddy bear who is purely evil. However a similar message of
appreciating the woods applies.
Environmental Politics in African American Children’s Literature: Nature Rules Over All

As bell hooks notes in Belonging, her elders “believed in the value of land ownership
because owning one’s land was all that made self-determination possible” (205). She argues that
the underlying concentration in her grandparents’ life was “keeping the wisdom of living off the
land” (205). This knowledge allowed her family to live a self-sustaining and non-wasteful
existence; this wisdom provided them with the ability to live independent from urban forces and
the larger outside world. Much like the fictional Logan family, hooks’s relatives were able to
find power within their interdependence on the natural world. To illustrate how the Logans’
land-holding status gives them more economic power, Mildred Taylor juxtaposes non-landowning characters’ fates. In addition to depicting the precarious economic position of the
sharecropping Avery family, Let the Circle Be Unbroken demonstrates how the Turner family
cannot stop the larger bureaucratic urban forces from controlling the land they cultivate. 17 In his
desire to one day purchase land for his family, Moe Turner plants extra crops on the terrain they
work, hoping to save the money made off this harvest. Because of a governmental order that
intends to rectify an AAA committee’s miscalculation, all this work comes to nothing and Moe
and his father are ordered to plow over the blooming fields. Even though Moe’s father followed

T.J.’s wayward behavior appears to be in part a result of him being in a sharecropping family, as in his lack of any
sense of economic freedom made it easier for him to make poor decisions. The way that T.J.’s parents are depicted
as being so beaten down (likely as a result from sharecropping practices) might also tie into this reading. In this way,
again, T.J. serves as a foil for the Logan children, and especially for Stacey.
17
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the precise instructions of the land owner, Mr. Peck, the Turner family is powerless to stop all
their hard work from being destroyed.18
Cassie bears witness to this disheartening process:
As the plow cut through the earth, uprooting the plants to lie withering in the summer
sun, Moe slowly followed his father out across the fields. Midway down the first plowed
row he stopped and picked up one of the uprooted plants. For some time he stood
unmoving, staring down at it. Then he bent his head to it; his shoulders shook and he
cried. I felt like crying too. (240)
This last sentence recalls the final line of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry when Cassie cries for
“T.J. and the land” (276). This act—as destroys the Turner’s hard work and discards thriving
crops in the midst of a Depression—is depicted a violation of the earth, of human effort, and
communal progress. The Logans are saved from this fate; even though they are fellow African
American farmers like the Turners, because they own their land, their “fields were not
touched…only plantation fields were being plowed up, including those of white farmers” (241).
These government-mandated plowing orders encourages the formation of an interracial
union and culminates in a powerful town protest, but Let the Circle Be Unbroken illustrates how
this racial unity is not long-lasting in such a racially divided environment. Further, the text
insinuates that nature is something all citizens have in common, and ecological related issues are
something humans ignore at their own peril. For a brief moment, through this cause, black and
white farmers work together as they see that these immoral policies affect them all. Though the
powerful elite ultimately manipulate the poor whites’ sense of racial superiority, neutralizing
their political power, turning them against their African American compatriots, and transforming
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Moe reacts wildly, trying to prevent this destruction from occurring, and Mr. Turner disciplines his own son in
front of the white men, hitting him “so hard that Moe fell backward on the ground” (239). Clearly, Mr. Turner has
chosen to protect Moe by preventing him from acting out toward the white men and getting in more danger
(reminiscent of when Big Ma harshly disciplines Cassie in front of the Simms in Strawberry).
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the peaceful demonstration into a race riot, Let the Circle Be Unbroken expresses how nature
possesses importance beyond man-made socio-political structures.19 Reflecting the anti-urban
bias present within the Logan Family Saga, this riot scene is set in the urban space of Strawberry.
The clandestine union meetings, having taken place out in the fields around Great Faith,
Mississippi, cannot be sustained within the highly demarcated and segregated space of the town.
Urban spaces’ extremely racially-codified organization will be explored more closely in the
following chapter.
But perhaps the best example of the environment’s uniting and undeniable divine power
appears at the climax of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry when nature intervenes and momentarily
stops T.J.’s execution. As an angry mob has gathered at his home to get “justice” on T.J. for his
assumed involvement in the death of store clerk Mr. Barnett, and they begin assaulting him and
his family members, the crowd is not quelled by the respected white lawyer Mr. Jamison who
tries to convince them that the landowner Mr. Granger does not want T.J. to be “hang[ed] on his
place” and that the mob would be considered at fault if T.J. was harmed “while he on this land”
(255). The Logan children worry that if they do not tell their father in time, T.J. might be taken
“off into the woods somewhere” (256). David Logan sets a fire, in order to distract the crowd, on
his own beloved land, on which he eventually “‘los[es] a quarter of [his] cotton’” (273). The
quickly spreading fire forces all members of the community to work together to put it out,
including the Simms (264). 20Though the fire successfully distracts the mob, Mary Logan
worries that, if it spreads to the trees, “it’ll burn everything from here to Strawberry” (261).
However, nature intervenes again upon human affairs when rain from the thunderstorm is what
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The race riot will be discussed in more detail in the Sidewalks chapter.
There is a similar scene in Stella by Starlight when black and white residents work together to put out a fire in a
forested area.
20
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stops the fire (266). As bell hooks notes, natural elements override the existing human power
structure: “country black folks understood that though powerful white folks could dominate and
control people of color they could not control nature or divine spirit” (118). Nature intervened
(momentarily) in the case of T.J. Avery; the mob was stopped by nature. As Stella contends in
Stella by Starlight, “that water didn’t care what color” Paulette was when the Killkenny pond
almost claimed Paulette’s life (305). After Stella saves Paulette’s life, the conversation between
the two of them is awkward and tense, but in the moment of tragedy, when nature is controlling
things, the typical social power structures are not upheld. Paulette is not protected by her class or
racial status, and Stella is allowed to be a hero. The natural world, as Caroll notes, “is
characterized physically by prolific vegetative growth for even in winter plants may still be
‘wick,’ ultimately capable of renewal in the spring” (50). Thus while nature is an untamable and
often dangerous force, it is also consistently capable of producing situations of extreme
rejuvenation. Nature, and by extension, the non-human world, holds court over all. As bell hooks
argues: “nature was there to teach the limitations of humankind, white and black” (42)”.
Throughout Belonging: A Culture of Place, hooks complicates the relationship between
African Americans, the South, and farming. She argues that the Great Migration disconnected
black people from their nature-focused roots, and, further, that the national cultural narrative
became focused on Northern urban experiences, that “city culture was just beginning to be the
yardstick against which everything about blackness would come to be defined” (195). Her work
seeks to refocus attention on African American rural life. Recalling childhood experiences
watching her grandmother “walk with pride among the rows and rows of growing vegetables,”
hooks argues that “before I understood anything and exploitation of the southern system of
sharecropping, I understood that grow up black folks loved the land” (35). She found that
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“dominant culture (the system of imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy) could not
wield absolute power. For in that world nature was more powerful” (8). hooks argues that she
“learned the depths of white subordination” after she moved to an urban area during her
childhood (81). She compares the experience of African Americans in her community to other
displaced peoples, noting that while they “were not placed on reservations, black folks were
forced to live within the boundaries in the city” (81). In contrast, the countryside allowed for her
to be mobile. While she notes rural areas possessed dangerous elements (rough people and
terrain), hooks remembers the Kentucky hillside as a beautiful and peaceful environment.
Though she and her brother learned that her country white neighbors were “not all hateful…the
boundaries separating our two worlds precluded the possibility of friendship” (57). hooks’
utilization of the countryside in Belonging conforms to Caroll’s discussion of the green topos as
a “symbol for human renewal and spiritual regeneration through pleasure and relaxation” (50).
As she notes, the rural is contrasted to the city as “a quieter, more considered lifestyle which
repairs the damage of the urban environment” (50). For bell hooks, the Kentucky hills are a
space of racial integration. Within Taylor’s geography, the Mississippi farmland is a site where
racism gets played out and laid bare. The only oasis within the Great Faith area is the Taylor
homestead. In this way the Logan land actually becomes a fantasy space—a forest wonderland
where, though the Taylors are limited in their movements by outside racist forces, and this place
is constant danger of being taken away from the family, within this space the Logans have the
room to move, to relax, and to grow. Though Cassie has a particularly powerful connection to
nature and she seems to thrive when it its presence, all of the Logan family members rely on
their land to provide them with the subsistence to develop and sustain their dreams. Caroll argues
in Landscape in Children’s Literature that “the green space is a divided topos where “death and
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decay” exist simultaneously with “renewal and life” (50). The natural world provides children’s
writers with a perfect location for setting up discussions about complex, larger than life issues.
Examining how wild (non man-made) spaces work in African American children’s literature
helps further uncover these writers’ political projects because the use of these nature-centric
moments showcase these elements as sites of play, education, and resistance.
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Chapter 2: Sidewalks: Mixing and Un-mixing within Liminal Spaces
In Belonging: A Culture of Place, bell hooks discusses how her family’s move from the
country to the city made her feel stifled, intimidated, and ashamed. She uses the geography of the
Kentucky countryside to establish the lack of freedom that she feels within small town city
limits:
From roaming hills and feeling free I learned in the in the world of the city that to be safe
as a girl and especially as a black girl, it was best to be still, enclosed, confined. I learned
that to be safe within the space of blackness one had to keep within set boundaries, to not
cross the tracks separating black from white….Gone was my confidence that I belonged
in the world. Gone was the spirit of wildness. (218)
In discussing her childhood survival strategies, she shares elsewhere in the memoir that she only
felt safe after she crossed the threshold of her grandparents’ yard. Though racism was felt
constantly by the city’s residents, hooks felt it particularly when she was traveling through the
racially organized zones of the urban community. In other words, fear took hold when she had to
physically traverse the highly segregated landscape; as she notes: “the terror was made real only
when I journeyed from the black side of town to a predominantly white area near my
grandmother’s house” (102). As Maya Angelou notes in her “Home” essay, the Southern small
town space is a highly-segregated zone.
The liminal, intersectional places within these highly demarcated zones of both urban and
rural landscapes force interaction between disparate groups of people. Spaces such as sidewalks,
streets, and crossroads create moments of engagement that lay bare the racial politics built into
the planning and shape of human-made spaces. In works about African American childhood
written by Christopher Paul Curtis, Sharon Draper, Mildred Taylor, and Jacqueline Woodson,
scenes emerge in which black and white characters must confront each other within such liminal
spaces. In these moments, these characters must choose how they will interact—if they will
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adhere to the standard rules of the day or if they will act against them. Will characters accept the
status quo, or will they react differently? After all, as bell hooks contends, segregation is about
boundaries, about “staying in…place” (189). This chapter will examine the intersections in
African American children’s literature: sidewalks, streets, and crossroads. Though this section
will investigate disparate spaces—found in both rural and urban locations—the connection
between these areas is that they force contact between people that would not ordinarily interact
on a close or intimate level. This chapter will analyze three related sets of spaces—the sidewalk,
the street, and the crossroad—to consider why these spaces are so central to African American
children’s literature.
In the small town, the sidewalk is an intimate space (a theater of repression). In the city,
because of transportation differences, the sidewalk may be less intimate and more about
movement, getting from place to place. Thus the street emerges as the most potent space. In the
small town, cars rule this space, and it is mostly used for transportation. In the city, because of
different modes, the car does not rule this space and streets become play spaces for urban
children. In short, there is a relationship between the sidewalk and the street (depending on what
one means, the other one means the opposite, city versus small town). The rural space examined
in this chapter--the crossroads—is a site that facilitates a moment of moral contemplation that
characters must undertake.
In general, we want to make distinctions between small town and larger urban areas, and
this chapter will cover both. The segregated small-town is a space found in numerous children’s
and adult texts. In these works, the small town urban space illustrates specifically how racism
shapes a segregated community. I will examine works that are invested in expounding on the
racist geography from a child’s perspective. I have two sets of texts that will be analyzed at the
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beginning of this chapter—what I term “sidewalk stories” and “segregation walking tours.” In
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Stella by Starlight, the sidewalk demonstrates the rigid and
unethical boundaries set by segregation. In The Madman of Piney Woods and Ernest Gaines’s
“The Sky is Gray” 1 readers experience the walk-through of a racially divided town by a
discussion of segregated town spaces. This chapter will also examine how city streets are used in
larger urban areas. I will move from discussing small town streets (the aforementioned Curtis,
Gaines texts) to looking at works that depict city streets on a more symbolic level, in canonical
children’s/young adult fiction (such as Virginia Hamilton’s The Planet of Junior Brown and
Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush) as well as works written for adults that evince a deep interest in
African American children (Marita Bonner’s Frye Street Fiction and Gwendolyn Brooks’
poetry.) 2 The chapter will then discuss the crossroads’ place in African American children’s
literature, noting how it acts as a site of morality and decision-making in these texts.
A. The Sidewalk: A Theater of Repression
The sidewalk serves as a focal site in Bryan Wagner’s investigation of The Marrow of
Tradition in “Charles Chesnutt and the Epistemology of Racial Violence.” Utilizing historical
context about the real-life Wilmington riot, Wagner argues that Chesnutt illustrates how the
whites’ “deep racial anxiety [at] the sight of African Americans in places of economic power”
instigated a race riot that forced African Americans “off the streets” and into the “surrounding
swamps” (312, 311). Wagner argues that Wilmington’s “rising African American middle class”

While “The Sky is Gray” is not seen as a children’s text, it is a text concerned with exploring childhood. Other
“adult” works by Marita Bonner and Gwendolyn Brooks are examined in this chapter because of their interest in
articulating African American childhood.
1

By “Frye Street Fiction”, I am referring to the short stories published by Marita Bonner in the 1920s and 1930s that
are set in her fictional Southside Chicago neighborhood, Frye Street.
2
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was made visible through daily encounters with “local architecture, neighborhood demographics,
and sidewalk etiquette” (312). Specifically, because of these alterations in the city’s local culture,
Wagner argues that “local whites gradually began to feel anxious on the streets of Wilmington,
where they experienced first-hand the racial transformation of the city’s class structure” (314).
Thus, the sidewalk can serve as a “theater of repression,” a place where “white characters…can
dramatize their racial superiority in carefully regulated scenes of racial contact” (320). In other
words, the sidewalk acts as a battlefield where whites can prove their economic and social
dominance. Jacqueline Woodson’s, “greenville south carolina, 1963” summarizes the racist
sidewalk “etiquette” that shaped the landscape of southern United States culture:
Step off the curb if a white person comes toward you
don’t look them in the eye. Yes sir. No sir.
My apologies (lines 22-24)
Woodson’s poem demarcates the boundaries that shape the daily experiences of African
American as they move through life, traveling on the bus and on the sidewalk. In Roll of
Thunder, Hear My Cry and Stella by Starlight, Mildred Taylor and Sharon Draper use the
sidewalk to illustrate how young black girls moving through public spaces provides opportunities
for adult white men to put them in their “proper place.”
In Taylor’s Logan Family Saga, the city space represents both negative and positive
possibilities. The city is constraining, but it also provides opportunities; Strawberry represents
this first city type, while Jackson represents the later. Strawberry is the first town to which Cassie
is exposed, and Jackson, a more impressive city, is the second urban space that Cassie
experiences. To consider why Strawberry is shown in a more unfavorable light than Jackson, one
must consider what plot elements are depicted in these two sites. Being “twenty some miles
away” from Great Faith, Strawberry is a gateway urban area (Road to Memphis 6.) Strawberry is
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the main urban location of the series; it represents the town space in contrast to the Logans’ rural
space. Strawberry is the site of Cassie’s first clear encounter with racism. In Let the Circle Be
Unbroken, it is the location of the failed sharecroppers’ protest and where Mrs. Lee Annie Lees
is denied her voting rights, events which lead to a small but violent riot. In the last novel of the
series, The Road to Memphis, Strawberry is where Moe retaliates against white male attackers,
prompting a scuffle that forces him to leave his family behind and flee to Chicago.
Susan E. Honeyman notes in her study of how landscape is used in British/EuropeanAmerican centric children’s literature that “the countryside is generally associated with healthful
innocence” (117). Though that statement certainly does not hold true for Cassie Logan and her
siblings, as they are exposed daily to various racist incidences while living in rural Great Faith,
Mississippi, it is true that Cassie becomes victim to racism more personally once she travels to
the urban area of Strawberry. The Logan farmland has protected the children somewhat, but in
the town they are in a more foreign and thus volatile environment. Taylor uses Strawberry’s
geographical organization to illustrate how racial inequalities play out in the course of a small
Southern town in early 20th century America.
Over the course of the novels, Strawberry is described as unsatisfactory and dilapidated.
Unlike in the Little House on the Prairie series, an American children’s classic that contains
through lines with the Logan Family Saga—as both sets of texts follow a nature-identified,
outspoken girl toward her maturation into young adulthood—the small town space is not
perceived of in terms of progress. After Laura and her family arrive in DeSmet, South Dakota, in
general their lives improve with increased social interaction and larger access to materials and
opportunities. In contrast, Strawberry lets Cassie down and creates danger in her life. And each
subsequent interaction with the place solidifies her initial impression. Cassie notes her
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disappointment with the surrounding by stating that it “was nothing like the tough, sprawling
bigness” she expected; in contrast it was a simply “a sad, red place” (Roll of Thunder 104). The
town buildings are “gray” and “gloomy” (RoT 109, LtC 49). In each successive depiction of the
place—in the initial description in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and then in the subsequent
accounts in Let The Circle Be Unbroken and The Road to Memphis—four architectural elements
of Strawberry are repeated: (a) its main road, (b) the “sagg[ing] verandas,” (c) the electrical
wires, and (d) the sidewalks. This town is small enough to have only one main paved road, so
this space becomes the central locus of Cassie’s description. The sagging verandas underscore
both traditional (racially hierarchal) values and the township’s fading prosperity. The “spindly
row of electrical poles” facing the main road indicates “the only touches of modernity to the
place” (Let the Circle Be Unbroken 49). But what is most interesting is Taylor’s description of
the sidewalk. These “raised wooden sidewalks” provide the site for racism to play out (RoT 104).
A Saturday morning trip to Strawberry with Big Ma, Stacey, and T.J. marks the first time
Cassie is physically injured in a racist attack. Taylor sets this scene is a foreign but heavily
demarcated site (the street of Strawberry) to convey the danger of these events within a
comprehensible space. Cassie’s first direct physical racist encounter is shaped by multiple
incidents that build to a climactic physical moment, allowing Taylor’s young readership to see
clearly the multiple and constant racist elements at work in this Southern town. Each of these
engagements—at the local market, Barnett Mercantile, and, finally, the sidewalk—underscores
how Cassie (and other African American characters) are restricted in their movements as they
travel throughout the urban space. Each engagement makes these restrictions more pronounced,
and the final engagement concludes with Cassie being physically assaulted by white adult
Charlie Simms.
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The first encounter demarcates the limited opportunities that Big Ma has for organizing
her stall at the local market. Because she is African American, she cannot get room near the
“field entrance” but instead has to park at “the other side of the field” though there is plenty of
space near the opening (105). Cassie questions why they need to have an undesirable market
position if the white people in the more enviable locations are selling the same products as they
are; as she notes, in typical defiant Cassie fashion: “Well, what the devil we doing way back here
then! Can’t nobody see us” (105). While Big Ma tells Cassie that they will “do all right” because
they have regular customers who will “check to see if I’m here ‘fore they buy,” Cassie still does
not accept the status quo (105).3 She continues to question the situation in her mind, noting that
“maybe Big Ma knew what she was doing, but it made absolutely no sense to me to be so far
from the entrance” (105). Taylor illustrates Cassie’s naiveté in the market’s organization: Cassie
surmises that “most of the other farmers seemed to have the right idea, and I couldn’t help but try
to make her see the business sense in moving the wagon forward” (105). Finally, Big Ma states
the reason why—one obvious to adults initiated in the typical racial order but not quite so clear
to children—that the Logans cannot move to the front of the line because that’s a space reserved
for “white folks’ wagons” (105-106, emphases added).
The next encounter occurs at the Barnett Mercantile. 4As Big Ma has business to attend
to with Mr. Jamison, T.J. takes this as an opportunity for them to go to the store without adult
supervision. Since the children are now without protective guardians, Cassie becomes much
more vulnerable. The store scene sets the stage for the sidewalk altercation: while at the store,

Big Ma’s reaction foreshadows her later response after Cassie’s fight with Lillian Jean on the sidewalk: she is
harsh to Cassie in order to protect her from the whites around them.
3

4

The Barnett Mercantile emerges as an extremely important in the Logan Family Saga—not only does this pivotal
event occur here—but this later becomes the site where T.J. is an accomplice to murder.
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Cassie notices how T.J., there to get purchases for his mother, is completely ignored while white
customers receive immediate assistance from the store staff. Though T.J. has become acclimated
to the way of things, as his expression goes “totally bland” in response to these events, Cassie
cannot yet properly read these social signs so she becomes impatient, questioning Mr. Barnett as
to why T.J. has not been helped (110).5 Stacey forces Cassie to leave the store so that they can
avoid more serious repercussions. Cassie, in a confused and frustrated mind-set, becomes
exposed to the older, white bully Lillian Jean via the space of the sidewalk:
I watched [Stacey] go, but did not follow. Instead, I ambled along the sidewalk, trying to
understand why Mr. Barnett had acted the way he had. More than once I stopped and
gazed over my shoulder at the mercantile. I had a good mind to go back in and find out
what had made Mr. Barnett so mad. I actually turned once and headed toward the store,
then remembering what Mr. Barnett had said about my returning, I swung back around,
kicking at the sidewalk, my head bowed.
It was then I bumped into Lillian Jean Simms. (113)
Racism is physically acted out on this sidewalk. As payment for getting bumped into by Cassie,
Lillian Jean demands that she “get down in the road” (113). Cassie is then physically assaulted
by her father Mr. Simms, and she “land[s] bottom first on the [road]” after he twists her arm and
shoves her off the sidewalk (114). Mildred Taylor uses the foreign, urban space of Strawberry to
initiate Cassie into her own first direct, physical encounters with racism. As Wagner notes in his
article about The Marrow of Tradition, the riot does not evolve from extemporaneous violence
but “a carefully planned police action designed to exert direct control over the sidewalks and
streets of Wilmington” (328). While this particular scene between the Simms and Cassie may
seem unpremeditated, it too connects to a longer history of controlling the African Americans’
public movements. In The Fanatics, a novel centered on wealthy white Ohio families whose

5

The utopian nature of the general store in Stella by Starlight seems a noteworthy contrast considering how heavily
Draper’s book reworks Taylor’s cultural geography.
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lives are transformed during the Civil War, Paul Laurence Dunbar articulates the full perspective
of both the Union-leaning and Confederate-sympathetic soldiers by noting their common racist
tendencies. Ohio is a perfect setting for such a discussion because its mixed/battleground status
allows for a deeper exploration of racial privilege. In short, white soldiers from diverging
political allegiances possess radically different viewpoints on all things except their feelings
toward African Americans. To illustrate this point, Dunbar showcases their racism through the
prism of the sidewalk:
Upon one thing they were all united, and that was their hatred and disdain for the hapless
race which had caused the war. Upon its shoulders fell all the resentment and each
individual stood for his race. If their boys suffered hardships in the field, they felt that in
some manner they avenged them by firing a Negro’s home or chasing him along the dark
streets as he made his way home from church. It became an act of patriotism to push a
black woman from the sidewalk. (252)

Though The Fanatics has been criticized as being a nostalgic and racially conservative text, its
textual focus on privileged whites (and the nonsensical, dramatic, and ultimately useless lives
they lead) deftly indicates the similar racist tendencies of the country’s white citizens. Such a
discussion is crystallized in the above passage as the use of sidewalks and streets highlights the
intense and persistent acts of racialized social control occurring within these theaters of
repression.
This sidewalk scene is used as a template in Sharon Draper’s Stella by Starlight. While
this similar encounter happens much earlier in this novel (occurring on page 19 in comparison to
page 114 as in Taylor’s Roll of Thunder Hear My Cry), and it is retold as a brief flashback as
opposed to a present, slowly-drawn out narrative, the major situation stays the same: Stella is
physically assaulted by an adult white man for being on the sidewalk at the same time as a white
person and “invading” his/her space (in Taylor’s narrative, Cassie bumps into Lillian Jean and
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Lillian Jean’s father attacks her; here, the corresponding white daughter, Paulette, is not present
but Stella accidentally steps on Dr. Packard’s shoe). Stella retells this story to her friend Tony as
they discuss the Klan’s recent cross burning near Kilkenny Pond. She admits to Tony that she
thinks she can identify one of the Klan members, but she will not reveal it because of the danger
she would face as a result. As the person she is thinking of is Dr. Packard, her anecdote becomes
pertinent when they discuss medical care in their community and how fortunate it is that Tony’s
father is also a doctor since he notes that Packard “won’t even lay a hand on a black patient, even
if they’re dyin” (18). Stella’s response is that “he’ll lay a hand when he wants to,” and she
explains when he struck her “hard—right across [her] face,” an act she “can still remember, it
hurt so bad” (18):
“Remember that game, ‘Step on a crack, break your mother’s back?”
“Yeah, you jump over the cracks in the sidewalk.”
“Well, I was with Mama and we were walking down Main Street, heading to Mrs.
Cooper’s candy store6—I was so happy! I was concentrating on the sidewalk, doing my
jumps, and I didn’t see Dr. Packard. I accidentally stepped on his shoe and got some mud
on it.”…
“I apologized over and over, and so did my mother. She even bent down to wipe off the
mud with her handkerchief. But he pushed my mom away—she almost fell—and then he
reached down and whomped me as hard as he could. I remember his green eyes as he
sneered at me. Then he called me stupid and careless and some other stuff I’m not gonna
repeat, and then he walked away.” (19)
This story provides Stella with a way to incriminate Packard (without directly naming
him), and it is allows readers to have a vivid representation of his racism early on in the
narrative. Such an incident indicates the horrific power imbalance at play between white and
black residents in Bumblebee since the only recourse Stella and her mother have are tears. To put

An intriguing space in Bumblebee that merits further analysis is Mrs. Cooper’s candy store, as this is a site that
acts somewhat as a racial utopia, wherein children of different races appear to not only get their desired treats but are
treated similarly by management.
6
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it succinctly, there was “nothing that either of [them] could do except go home” (19). This
sidewalk scene occurs earlier in Stella’s life than it did for Cassie. Stella recounts that she was
assaulted when she was five (Cassie was nine when it happened). Such a narrative choice also
heightens the cruelty of the incident, since such physical violence is inflicted on such a young
child. Setting up such a moment allows Draper to build upon the Taylor template, linking this
recent text to the canonical Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. But even taken alone, this encounter
illustrates specifically the violent and stifling parameters of a small Southern town and how
segregationist practices are acted out daily and routinely on the sidewalk.
Maya Angelou, in her “Home” essay, presents a similar emotional and physical landscape
of her small Southern hometown:
The South, in general, and Stamps, Arkansas, in particular had had hundreds of years’
experience in demoting even large adult blacks to psychological dwarfs. Poor white
children had the license to address lauded and older blacks by their first names or by any
names they could create. (6)

Angelou’s “real growing up world,” as she terms it, “was a continual struggle against a condition
of surrender” (5). She notes the insidious discipline enacted by the white hegemony, as they
conveyed “the idea that black people were inferior to white people” (5). Like Cassie Logan and
Stella Mills, young Maya does not have to live closely to white people to experience the
economic, political, and social control that they possess over the land. The argument that these
texts articulate about the sidewalk—that this highly demarcated zone indicates that white
pedestrians should have primary access to this space and that they are the only ones who should
be comfortable using it—establishes that even the empathetic white individual believes in the
importance of spatial boundaries, of demarcation between races and classes. As Wagner notes in
his analysis of the real-life response to the Wilmington riots: “expressions of racial sympathy
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always depend on larger structural inequalities between the races. In other words…African
American have to be down in the first place before white can condescend to help them up” (331).
Sidewalk stories use this visual space to effectively illustrate this argument about race relations
and sympathy.
B. The Street: Mixing and Un-Mixing 7
In providing their readers with an overview to the Harlem Renaissance and specifically in
explaining why James Weldon Johnson conceived of Harlem as the “‘the Negro capital of the
World’” during the 1920s, Norton Anthology of African American Literature editors Henry Louis
Gates Jr. and Valerie A. Smith list this storied neighborhood’s most appealing architectural
elements to explain Johnson’s rationale. They note that “newcomers found grand avenues, broad
sidewalks, and finely constructed houses that afforded blacks the chance to live in housing stock
far superior in quality to anything available to them elsewhere in the United States” (933,
emphasis added). These geographical markers highlight the economic opportunities Harlem
promised its residents. Considering the framework presented by the sidewalk scenes discussed
in the previous section, we can interpret the broad sidewalks to connote spaces that would allow
for open and wide movement. With connotations ranging from “fine, splendid, [and] gorgeously
arrayed”, the adjective grand modifying avenue here indicates that this pathway acts as an
enviable, powerful space ("grand, adj. and n."). Further, the street is a real location as much as it
is a concept that symbolizes opportunity. In addition to sidewalks, this chapter examines how
streets are used in these African American children centric texts.

7

Reference from Marita Bonner’s “Nothing New”: “Frye Street unmixed itself. Flowed apart” (69, 76).
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There is no distinct “sidewalk scene” in The Madman of Piney Woods as there is in Roll
of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Stella by Starlight, but Christopher Paul Curtis maps a small
town’s layout to illustrate the racist parameters through which it is organized8. The text uses the
town streets and neighborhoods to make the town’s racism visible. As we begin our discussion of
the street, we should distinguish it from the open road: while the street has an obvious
relationship to the open road, it is important to note the distinctions.9. A street is a space that a
person likely travels daily or somewhat regularly, while a road (especially in children’s fiction)
often refers to an avenue one takes on a specialized journey. Whether the characters are city
dwellers or rural residents, utilizing a road, especially for a long distance, often indicates an
important event in these characters’ lives. In Landscape in Children’s Literature, Jane Suzanne
Carroll argues that “the street brings about a deterioration of personal identity and initiates the
creation of a collective, social identity” while “the road and the journeys which take place on it”
indicate spaces where individual identifies are formed due to the unique and unusual
circumstances of these adventures (108). Thus, “the street entails a cyclical movement, wherein
events are repeated”; in contrast, “the road entails a diachronic, historical motion, where events
are sequential and unique” (108).
The second chapter of The Madman of Piney Woods, not coincidentally the first narrated
by the white protagonist Red, explores Chatham’s—the white identified settlement—
geography.10 Red narrates the weekly grocery shopping routine he shares with his grandmother,

Ernest Gaines’s “The Sky is Gray” short story operates similarly as its narrative reveals the racial segregation of a
small town through the walking path taken by a young boy.
8

In the following chapter, the roadway topos’ relationship to the Great Migration, journeys, and modes of
transportation will be examined.
10
As Buxton, the adjacent community, is (here, fictionally, but also historically) a settlement for former American
slaves, we can identify this area as a Black person-identified space. While Chatham plays a much smaller role in
another Curtis novel (Elijah of Buxton), it is also used there as a white identified space. This town is where Elijah
9
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a process that recalls Jane Suzanne Carroll’s description of the “cyclical movement” of street
travel (108):
These excursions are a good and true measure of how much I have matured over the
years. To the best of my recollection, they began around the time I was seven years old,
well before I’d trained myself to think using the scientific method. If they had started
after my education, it wouldn’t have taken me so long to wonder why, instead of walking
straight down Main Street to buy the groceries, we took a detour that kept us off Main for
one block before we returned to it. (12)

Red provides an extensive description of his journey, listing the plethora of streets they walk on
and businesses they pass. He does not understand the unusualness of their particular path;
because of the routine nature of their travel, the path seems “normal” to him though it requires
them to walk a further distance to arrive at Shanahan’s, his grandmother’s grocery store of
choice (13). The two pass by Langston’s Groceries on their way to the other store (that is eight
blocks further), and Red does not understand why they do not patronize the more conveniently
located business. During this particular excursion recounted in the chapter, Red’s grandmother
reveals that she will not shop at Langston’s because twenty years prior the store had a policy that
stated “WE SERVE NEITHER BLACKS—NOR DOGS—NOR IRISH” (19). This rule required
her family to make alternative arrangements to receive necessary goods; they had get “some
other Canadian person” to shop for them in Langston’s or they had to go “down into that cursed
Buxton to shop,” marking them as similar to people of African descent (19). Though Irish
settlers are now allowed to shop in the store, Grandmother O’Toole refuses because her anger
and shame “will burn within [her] till the day [she] die[s]” (19).11 Curtis illustrates the

travels with the Preacher to visit the freak show, and those chapters highlight the racism of the regions surrounding
Buxton. As The Madman of Piney Woods is a later, companion novel to Elijah of Buxton, and we see a main white
child character and more focus on the white-identified settlement of Chatham, we can begin to better understand
how Curtis is using the space of Buxton to further specific themes.
11
This reaction to the store is reminiscent of the Logans’ attempted boycott of the Wallace General Store in the
Logan Family Saga.
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widespread effects of racism and casts that subject in an unexpected light, as it appears in this
iteration as prejudice against Irish immigrants.12
While Grandmother O’Toole figures as one of the main villains of the series, due to her
caustic and overwhelming racism against Blacks, she is here aligned with African Canadians
who have suffered racial and ethnic prejudice (19). Red’s invocation of the scientific method,
when he notes that if he had been employing this rational approach to the situation “it wouldn’t
have taken me so long to wonder why” they patronized a specific store, indicates the illogicality
of racial prejudice (12). This anecdote also illustrates a connection between Black Canadians
and Irish Canadians, while it simultaneously demonstrates the complexity and illogicality of
racism: a young reader might assume that Grandmother O’Toole would be sympathetic towards
Buxton residents, but she only becomes more hateful towards them after similar ostracism. This
revelation allows Curtis to demonstrate the social construct of race and how race is used to
control different ethnic groups. In figuring O’Toole a key villain of the novel, Curtis attempts to
mine the humor of this mean-spirited character (downplaying her verbal and physical abuse of
Red) and to illustrate that racism comes from unlikely sources (in this case, an elderly
grandmother).13 By introducing Red’s story with this episode, Curtis demarcates the
segregationist geography of a place that was not fully analyzed in his previous companion work
(Elijah of Buxton), which helps not only to establish the parameters of Red’s daily life but also to

However, Curtis is not content to make the situation unambiguous and absolute as he has Grandmother O’Toole
make the following comment: “How dare they put a good white Irish soul in the same light and breath that they put
one of those black heathens from Buxton? ‘Tis the grandest of insults; for that they’ll never be forgiven” (20).
12

Though Curly’s father kills Cooter, he is a minor character overall and barely interacts with the two protagonists,
thus Grandmother O’Toole serves more as the main villain of the novel.
13
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indicate the importance of the eventual coming together of white/Chatham (Red) and
black/Buxton (Elijah) in the middle ground of Piney Woods14.
The Logan Family Saga also explores how segregated city spaces limit African
Americans’ movements. In Let the Circle Be Unbroken, when the Logan children and their
companions arrive in Strawberry on the morning of T.J. Avery’s trial and wonder why they have
been dropped off so far from the courthouse, their driver Joe recounts his experience of being
ordered by a law enforcement official to not be on the “white folks’ side of town” (50). Joe cites
this experience as rationale for him staying where he is:
One time I gone farther’n this, up McGiver Street there, and Mr. Deputy Haynes seen me
and he asked me what I was doin’ goin’ down that street on the white folks’ side of town
and I told him I ain’t even knowed that there was the white folks’ side and he sez to me,
he sez, ya knows it know. Then he sez he better not ever catch me down there no more
less’n I got business, and he aint gonna neither! (50)

In one concise exchange, readers are given a racialized map of Strawberry. Strawberry is not a
place open to all citizens; it is so demarcated by race that black residents like Joe feel stopped in
their tracks. In The Road to Memphis, readers see that Stacey is apprehensive about having to
visit Mr. Jamison in a particularly restrictive white neighborhood. Stacey notes that he would
“rather stop at his office in Strawberry” (87).
The Logan Family Saga uses the trope of the small town and larger city throughout the
narratives to indicate varying levels of creative spaces for African Americans; Taylor employs
the spaces of Strawberry (small town) and Jackson (larger city) repeatedly to indicate differing
models. Strawberry represents lack, while in comparison Jackson, because of the appearance of

See this dissertation’s previous chapter for its discussion of how the Piney Woods fosters the interracial friendship
of Benji and Red.
14
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positive, black identified neighborhoods, is presented in a more positive light as it creates space
for economic and educational opportunities. In short, it allows for the flourishing of a prominent
African American community. Strawberry signifies deterioration and stagnation, and these
qualities are represented through repeated similar depictions of this place. In the novel that
follows directly after the narrative that contains the sidewalk scene, Let the Circle Be Unbroken,
Cassie returns to the town where she finds “not much about Strawberry had changed” (49); the
town is described as gray and listless. One key feature of the location has changed, though, and
that is the condition of the main street and its sidewalks:
The street, however, was strangely deserted. When I had come the one time before, it had
been market day and the streets had been filled with country people and townspeople
alike, sauntering along the sidewalks and in and out of the shops. Now the doors to the
shops were closed, and the few people whom we did see seemed to be in a hurry to get
someplace else (49)
The street is abandoned because T.J.’s trial is taking place. The main avenue, a natural gathering
place for the town’s inhabitants, a path for commerce and collaboration, is now empty. Readers
infer that either people are in the courthouse, witnessing the trial, or are perhaps retreating within
the confines of their sacred domestic spaces, as they feel unsafe on the street. This deserted space
provides a glimpse into the emotional health of the community: instead of being characterized by
busy cheerfulness or positive activity, the street is empty and disturbingly desolate. In the final
novel of the series, when Cassie returns to Strawberry (en route to Jackson), she provides her
readers with a strikingly similar description of the place. Once again the verandas are described
as “sagging” and the “raised wooden sidewalks” are characterized as “creak[ing] and groan[ing]”
(112). Again she notes the “spindly row of electric lines” and discusses the “gloomy”
atmosphere of the town buildings (112). For Cassie, Strawberry has always represented a certain
kind of urban disappointment: upon her final visit to the location (with the scope of the series)
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she argues that the town “had always been a sad, desolate kind of place…and in the years since
I’d first seen it nothing much had changed (112).
This description of Strawberry is solidified in the series’ discussion of its main (and only)
paved street. Though this street “was only three blocks long,” it leaves quite an impression on
Cassie, who “had never much liked riding down” it either as a child or as a young adult (112119). The Strawberry street is characterized by a sense of frantic, unproductive movement: in
describing the road she argues that it “ran hurriedly through the town and away from it” (112).
Positive progress, contented movement do not appear to be possible here; this short and frenzied
street gives Cassie the impression that progress is not present within this location. Instead, what
remains in this zone is a set of unofficial old white male guards; men who have in a state of
constant vigilance, “always sitting on that bench in front of the Barnett Mercantile watching
folks” regardless of the weather or time of year (113). Cassie establishes that while these figures
appear to only be elderly men sitting on a bench in front a store, their behavior is not benign. She
characterizes them as an “old police force” and “old gray sentinels from another era,” connoting
this group’s historical antecedents and current connections to the local racist hierarchy (113).15
The men’s oppressive observation affects not only the Logans’ present movement but their larger
sense of vision, as Cassie notes “nothing much got past that bench that they didn’t see, so we
hardly could” (113, emphasis added.) Cassie characterizes their behavior as complete in its
desire for control, as they desire to stay “reporting the latest comings, the latest goings, the
slightest stray from the ordinary” (113). Readers are to understand that it is this surveillance that
stifles Strawberry’s continued success and overall growth.

15

A similar scene occurs in Stella by Starlight in which Stella is accosted by elderly white men who are sitting on a
storefront, further establishing how Draper builds upon Taylor’s cultural geography.
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In contrast, Jackson is presented in a more optimistic light—it is the location where
Cassie attends high school and where Stacey finds promising employment. It is also where Mary
Logan received her secondary education before she moved on to “teacher training school” (Roll
of Thunder 187). While Cassie clearly prefers the country to the city as she desires the “open”
and “clean” rural landscape to the crowded, dirty urban space, she mentions the positives of this
location, which include economic and educational opportunities (including black academic
institutions such as Campbell College,) nearby family and friends, and black owned businesses
they can frequent, such as a café that serves as both a part-time job and studying place for Cassie
(80). She lives in a neighborhood on Rose Street with “no sidewalks,” perhaps indicating the
lack of “sidewalk moments” that could occur here. In other words, this is a black-centric space
that allows its residents to move throughout more freely, without having to constantly worry
about fighting for their rightful place on the sidewalk. Instead, she characterizes this place as a
“quiet little street…with decent houses, some plumbing, and sensible folks” (80). Rose Street
blends the positives of country and urban life: it provides a quiet, close knit community with
good educational/work opportunities. While Jackson is an urban space, with its attendant
crowdedness and more visible racist hierarchal structures, it also possesses positive attributes
that Cassie can appreciate.
The Madman of Piney Woods and The Logan Family Saga interrogate the small town
street, but how do depictions of large city streets compare? Are these spaces used in similar
ways? In addition to noting their commonalities, we will want to distinguish the differences in
the small town and the city street as, in reality, there is a marked difference in experiencing these
spaces. For a fundamental frame of reference, consider how the urban street is characterized in
James Baldwin’s Go Tell It On the Mountain: the kids who play in the street become shorthand
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for those away from the civilizing impulse of the home. John “wanted to be with these boys in
the street, heedless and thoughtless, wearing out his treacherous and bewildering body,” but his
urge to be seen as a good kid keeps him from frequenting this space (27). John’s older brother
Roy is one of those wild children. Readers learn this point succinctly through the invocation of
the street symbol as John notes that Roy will not be altered by a bloody fight he provoked among
white boys, he “would be in the streets again the moment he was better” (46).16
However, key African American children’s texts provide diverse portrayals this space,
and some of these illustrations are positive ones. As The Planet of Junior Brown promotes
marginalized ways of being, thinking, and connecting, Virginia Hamilton presents unusual and
reversed interpretations of typical city spaces to “uncover...traces of power” as Naomi Lesley
argues in “Solar Systems and Power Systems: Decentering the Naturalized Universe in Virginia
Hamilton’s The Planet of Junior Brown” (125). Reinterpreting the street space becomes a useful
avenue through which Hamilton can “validate the outsider status of her characters and to use
characters marginalized by race, gender, or age to critique dominant systems of authority” (125).
Since dual protagonist Buddy is a homeless African American teenager, he possesses a radically
different relationship to the street than the “average” children’s literature reader, if one imagines
that reader to be a white middle class child living in a private domestic space. Instead of residing
in a house or apartment, the streets are his home, and these thoroughfares are intimately familiar
to him. From Buddy’s perspective and at least in contrast to Junior’s suffocating home, these
public spaces are more open and comfortable; he says that he would “take the street [as home]

16

Go Tell It On the Mountain provides its readers with a map of the surrounding segregated neighborhoods. See the
following quotations: “Niggers did not live on the streets where John now walked: it was forbidden; and yet he
walked here, and no one raised a hand against him.” (35) “He better take it like a warning?” shrieked Aunt Florence.
“He better take it? Why, Gabriel, it ain’t him went halfway across this city to get in a fight with white boys. This
boy on the sofa went deliberately, with a lot of other boys, all the way to the west side, just looking for a fight.” (47)
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any day” over living with Junella Brown (34). Just like how Elijah learns from the Piney
Woods, Buddy has the streets as a guide, and “he knew everything the street could teach him”
(29). As the novel concludes with Junior breaking free from his imprisoning home and he and
Buddy establishing a home in one of the off-the-map planet spaces, the narrative suggests that
fulfilling companionship occurs when people engage in mutual respect and understanding for
each other, and these relationships can occur outside of the traditional nuclear family domestic
space. Similarly, in Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush, the street is also contrasted to the
claustrophobic home. While the urban world is seen as dangerous—due to its attending threats of
violence and drug culture that permeate the space, it provides more opportunity than the
confining, haunted apartment that Tree inhabits.
In addition to these children’s texts, African American literature written primarily for
adults also comments upon the city street as well as, more fully, the blacks-only neighborhood.17
Works by Marita Bonner and Gwendolyn Brooks, such as Bonner’s short stories “The Makins,”
“There Were Three,” “Tin Can,” and “Nothing New” and Brooks’ poetry volumes A Street in
Bronzeville, Annie Allen, and verse novel Maud Martha, appear extremely interested in
developing black identified spaces. Though these pieces are ostensibly part of the adult canon,
their interest in the lives of child characters make them important to note within this
conversation.18 As Kim Jenice Dillion points out, Marita Bonner’s configuration of “Chicago’s
Black Belt…communicates the tensions and entanglements of racial intermixture…and depict[s]
the corrosive effects of the urban environment on children” (40-41). Marita Bonner and

Studying “adult” texts that focus on African American childhood enhances the discussion of African American
children’s literature, especially when many of them had a contemporary child audience, and for that reason these
works have been included in this chapter.
17

18

Consider the importance of cross audiences, especially regarding periodicals and the Harlem Renaissance.
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Gwendolyn Brooks root their texts in specific, evocative Southside Chicago locations, and, in
doing so, provide complex articulations of what it means to grow up as a black child in
America.19 As Joyce Flynn notes: “the Frye Street that anchored a fictional universe in Chicago
functioned as a daring symbol of the diversity, novelty, and opportunity available in cities like
Chicago and Detroit, meccas for black migration from the South in the decades surrounding
World War I” (Frye Street and Environs xi). 20
The two neighborhoods depicted by Marita Bonner (Frye Street) and Gwendolyn Brooks
(Bronzeville) indicate the “closed system” of the city street (Carroll 98). The street is confining,
and that can provide conversely an intimate, home space or a confining prison. Carroll succinctly
presents this situation when she argues that: “with the exception perhaps of the main street that
traverses the urban space, providing the entrance and exit to the closed urban system, the street
does not cross the landscape but is forced inwards and even doubles back upon itself” (98). It is
in this highly bounded and demarcated space that Bonner and Brooks can articulate black
childhood and young adulthood. For example, charting out Frye Street was a definite goal for
Bonner, as she planned (but never completed) a “Black Map” that would articulate African
American concerns, “comparable to…James Joyce’s Dubliners” (Flynn xx).
From 1925 to 1941, Marita Bonner published twenty pieces in The Crisis and Opportunity
periodicals.21 The vast majority of these stories concern city life and discuss race, gender, and
19

Although Marita Bonner and Gwendolyn Brooks write about African American children, their works are not
commonly anthologized in children’s literature texts. For example, in Katherine Capshaw Smith’s comprehensive
history of the Children’s Literature of the Harlem Renaissance, Marita Bonner’s youth-centric work is not explored
in this volume.
What is particularly interesting about Bonner’s relationship to Chicagoan fiction is that her many of her short
stories set on Frye Street were written before she moved there.
20

21

In addition to planning this Frye Street project on a literary level, Bonner worked with children for much of her
life and so her fictional aims also seem to be influenced by her educational experiences and cultural uplift
philosophy. Although she spent around twenty years writing and publishing stories, her work as a high school
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class.22 Frye Street provides the scholar with material from which to categorize Bonner’s
overarching style and body of work as well as to arrive at a vivid illustration of early 20th century
Chicagoan life.23 By examining one of her earliest short stories, “Nothing New,” one can
establish how this fictional (but sociologically accurate) landscape allowed her a creative space
in which to describe and demarcate the lives of young male African Americans. This space,
“run[ning] from the Grand Avenue to the L,” is a singular location (Bonner 69). This
neighborhood balks at “safe” and “honorable” living and instead contains “all of the amazing
varieties of harlotry;” it is both “heaven and hell” (102). Though this neighborhood is multiethnic, as it counts Chinese, Swedish, Danish and Russian people among its residents, the
majority of the protagonists in these stories are African American (69). Positioning her stories in
this vivid space allows Bonner a platform from which to articulate political realities for working
class Americans. Jude R. Meche notes that instead of accepting the dominant racial assimilation
paradigm, Frye Street was an anti-melting pot, and the stories tend to run toward violent
catharsis as a way to explore contemporary racial issues (36). This neighborhood stands as one

teacher crossed several states, including stints in West Virginia, Washington DC, and Chicago and spanned multiple
eras of her life (although she did not teach concurrently, she worked as a teacher in both her early twenties and her
mid-sixties) (Snow).21 Bonner’s first teaching position was during her time at Radcliffe College, where she worked a
local Cambridge school. Joyce Flynn suggests that this job was likely taken so Bonner could support herself
financially, but it became a field which Bonner returned to in every phase of her working life (Flynn 223). In
Chicago, Bonner is known to have worked in positions at two school districts, one at Phillips High School (19441949) and another at the Doolittle School “for educationally and mentally handicapped children” (1950-1963)
(Hodges 227). Anita Poluga Hodges argues that although Bonner belonged to an educated strata, her teaching
experiences, particularly those had when working in inner-city schools, helped her write about young people with
such specificity and poignancy, and no doubt her activist principles motivated her teaching (247).
22

In mapping out Frye Street, Bonner explores how childhood is felt and experienced in a Chicago working class
area. Bonner was committed to recording the often unseen and under-articulated experiences of working class
African Americans. Importantly, Bonner resisted the idea of a monolithic agenda for a black (female) writer; unlike
Alain Locke’s New Negro, Bonner’s conception was one that never neglected a gender, class, and racial critique
(Wilks 78).
23

Some of these stories are set explicitly in her fictional Southside neighborhood, Frye Street; other works, because
of similar descriptions, can be argued to be located in this neighborhood as well.
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that is believable yet carefully organized, and the characters appear both recognizable and yet
unfamiliar. And constantly meditating our experience of the texts is Bonner’s unique narrative
voice: that omniscient speaker that knows all and probes the reader to consider the realistic
implications of her fiction. Regardless of the project’s “incomplete” status, Bonner’s work
provides an allegorical but realistic setting in which she can respond to contemporary issues and
explore possible solutions. The best example of such an enactment is one of her earliest stories,
1926’s “Nothing New;” this piece is an ur-text for the Frye Street project. Its succinct and
straightforward demarcation of not only Frye Street as a neighborhood, as a specifically realized
location, but its presentation of a young black male archetypal figure (in Denny) and its race,
gender, and class thematic concerns that all reappear in later works make this story the ideal
place in which to explore how Bonner uses this creative, political space. The story, more than
others in her short story repertoire, demarcates the boundaries of Frye Street and by extension,
Black Chicago. “Nothing New” illustrates the constraints in which young Denny must live, and
his thwarted efforts to thrive are illustrated by his geographical constraints.
Frye Street is a state of openness at the beginning of the story as it “flows nicely
together…like muddy water,” but after Denny is sent to prison for killing a white male bully,
“Frye Street unmixed itself. Flowed apart” (69, 76). Denny’s space is characterized by the color
red, a signal to the story’s later bloodshed and as a nod to the Red Summer of 1919, historical
context upon which this work is based. The neighborhood space allowed for Denny is shaped
around the following boundaries: “a red house and a red hill” with “red trees around it” and “a
red path running up the hill” (70). The hill is where Denny fights with a white boy who tells him
to stay on his side, but Denny does not listen because he wants to grasp the purple flower for his
female friend. This tension is transported to outside the neighborhood and to the art school
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campus (and is amplified) when he fights another white bully over his white girl friend. Denny’s
struggle to succeed and mature adulthood is hindered by race and gender restrictions, and Bonner
uses the landscape with its particular flora, buildings, and boundaries to express these realities.
While Bonner’s fiction often focuses on the experiences of young black men, Brooks’
poetry depicts the lives of young black women in great detail.24 Brooks’ poetry abounds with
detailed discussions of rooms and yards, place and space. These pieces record daily activities,
neighborhood traditions, and typical interactions within similar locations. Her poems “Sadie and
Maud,” “the ballad of chocolate Mabbie,” and “hunchback girl: she thinks of heaven” from A
Street in Bronzeville and “the birth in a narrow room” and “Maxie Allen” from Annie Allen
record specific experiences of African American girlhood. “Sadie and Maud” indicates two open
paths to female maturation: Sadie “scraped life/With a fine tooth comb” by living outside of the
boundaries of “decent” womanhood, having children out of wedlock, while Maud chooses a
more respectable path (32). Maud chooses the more respectable path—seemingly forgoing
sexual activity and obtaining a college education. However, as Guy-Sheftall notes, though Maud
“has followed society’s rules…her life has lacked the vitality and fullness which makes one’s
existence meaningful” (236). Both “the ballad of chocolate Mabbie” and “hunchback girl: she
thinks of heaven” articulate painful encounters experienced because of their physical
appearances: seven year old Mabbie is rejected by her crush, Willie Boone, when she is passed
over for a lighter skinned girl. The speaker in “hunchback girl” details the daily scrutiny she
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Although Bonner scholarship commonly focuses on how her work depicts the lives of adult black women, my
interest lies in the ways her texts illustrate the experiences of young black men. While Brooks’ commonly
anthologized poem “We Real Cool” appears to speak directly to male youth, two of her major works, Annie Allen
and Maud Martha, carve out spaces for African American girls even from their titles. In a landmark essay, “The
Women of Bronzeville,” Beverly Guy-Sheftall points to the ways in which Brooks’ analysis of working class urban
Black life goes beyond the presentations of Richard Wright and Ralph Ellison, because of her commitment to
exploring closely both male and female experiences (233.)
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receives for her physical, visible difference. Annie Allen begins with the birth of the titular
character, wherein she “weeps out of western country something new/Blurred and stupendous”
(83). The first two pieces of this collection, “the birth in a narrow room” and “Maxie Allen”
allow the complex and romantic Annie space in which to flourish before the text covers her
ascent into womanhood. By juxtaposing these pieces into a volume bound by place, these poems
provide a textured portrait of life available for urban, young black women.
C. The Crossroads: At the corner of Right and Wrong
Walter Dean Myers’ blues journey offers lessons in blues culture, and it contains several
components to inculcate these teachings: the text’s foreword defines elements such as “call and
response” and the “pentatonic scale,” and the body of the text is framed like a blues song, with
abundant lonesome imagery, rhyming stanzas, and rhetorical questions. The accompanying
images are toned in dark blue, light blue, tan, and cream, echoing the mood of the narrative. At
the end of the text Myers provides a historical timeline and a glossary, a list that extends beyond
the plot of the picture book, one that more fully defines and provides a sense of culture. A key
mediation within this blues primer is on the concept of the crossroads. The text addresses this
space as follows:
I was standing at the crossroads, didn’t know which way to go
Standing at the crossroads, didn’t know which way to go
My heart was pulling one way, my head said take it slow (no pag.)
This poem in Blues Journey inculcates what I term blues pedagogy, as Myers defines this
location as “a place where an important decision is to be made, often the decision to do right or
wrong” (no pagination). Readers can picture this space’s unique structure and simultaneously
imagine the difficult choices that might be made within. If we apply Myers’s interpretation of the
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crossroads—a decision making site that involves questions of morality—to additional
appearances of crossroads in African American children’s literature, then we can better interpret
the way this space can be used.
The crossroads by the Wallace General Store acts as one of the most pivotal places in
Logan Family Saga series’ geography. As it serves as a congregating space for disparate groups,
momentous events happen frequently and naturally at this location: it is a place where residents
shop at the General Store, wait for the bus, and (white residents can) socialize on the porch. It is
also a site that allows vices to flourish like gambling and underage drinking. Mary and David
Logan forbid their children to visit the store because it is such a negative place, not only for the
hostility shown there toward black customers but because the business owners encourage young
black children to participate in degrading behavior. However, the Logan children consistently
find themselves at the General Store, and it is where they must make difficult moral decisions.
In “Exploring the Works of Mildred Taylor: An Approach to Teaching the Logan Family
Novels,” Michelle Martin argues that the Logan Family Saga is comprised of interrogative texts,
works which “encourage the reader to answer the questions that it explicitly or implicitly raises”
(6). She notes that the series’ “different child narrators,” “multiple instances of racial militancy
from both whites and blacks,” “episodes in which characters attempt to cross or straddle the rigid
racial boundaries of segregated Mississippi,” all “push readers into complicated subject
positions” (8). By treating the series as a whole, rather than looking at Taylor’s works in
isolation, by investigating the repeated spaces, key geographical contrasts, and demarcated
boundaries found within her work, we can arrive at a better sense of her project. Thus, when
Taylor returns to one of these spaces, readers can better interpret what is truly happening in these
scenes. Three key spaces include the forest, the road, and the crossroads. The use of the forest
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has been explored in chapter two, noting the ways that the woods allow for a specialized kind of
growth but also contain trauma, and the roadway topos will be explored in the following chapter,
considering how the road provides a means of maturation and self-discovery, while this section
will explore the third element of this Logan Family Saga triad: the crossroads. These three
spaces indicate the major features of the Logan universe.
This trifecta of spaces is combined in a particularly illustrative paragraph in The
Friendship, an early reader that depicts the boundaries of interracial male friendship in this social
environment, specifically the complex and uncomfortable relationship between an elderly black
man, Tom Bee, and a middle-aged white man, John Wallace: although Tom has twice saved the
life of John, John will not accord Tom the proper respect. Tom reminds John that, because of the
nature of their friendship, he is allowed to call John by his first name (as opposed to Mr.
Wallace). Tom’s insistence in front of a white audience motivates John to shoot Tom in the leg.
The Logan children witness this altercation up close. At an important turning point in the story,
when Stacey is debating what he and his siblings should do next, whether they should obey Tom
Bee’s request to wait on him outside of the Wallace General Store or go home directly, he
examines the landscape for inspiration (12-13.)25 Stacey notes that “there were two red roads that
crossed each other, and a dark forest that loomed on the other three corners of the crossroads.
That was all, yet Stacey was staring out intensely as if there were more to see. A troubled look
was on his face and anger was in his eyes” (16-17). The general store, at the juncture of the
crossroads, indicates a space where citizens confront and are confronted. The Logan children
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Again, not only have their parents have forbidden them to go to the General Store, but this is where the siblings
had just experienced an aggressive racist encounter when Little Man is told to get his “filthy hands” away from the
shiny clothing merchandise.
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choose to stay at the store, ignoring their parents’ wishes, and in return what they witness further
educates them on the uncomfortable social boundaries established within their community.
Additionally, the crossroads is a place where characters wait for each other, and this
liminal, transitory space develops pivotal, powerful exchanges. The Road to Memphis, the final
novel in the series, begins with Cassie and her younger brothers waiting for Stacey to return
home from Jackson, Mississippi, where he now lives and works. As this text is about transition
and mobility, about moving from one state of existence (childhood) to another (young
adulthood), it is fitting that Taylor begins the narrative in this liminal space characterized by
waiting. The Logan siblings at the crossroads because they believe Stacey will be getting off the
bus. However, the siblings soon learn that Stacey, who “had gotten a lot of his car-loving ways
from” Uncle Hammer, has attained his own vehicle, a plot development that allows the novel’s
themes of maturity and mobility to be more fully explored (30). Setting the stage in this way
allows Taylor to explore the contentious transportation sites that occur in the series—the places
where people congregate to travel allow for interactions that illustrate racial disparities and often
force individuals into conflict with each other. Cassie describes the “Mississippi hot” sunny
October day, noting that she is “sitting in the mule-hitched wagon under the wide-spreading
branches of a white oak at the corner of Soldiers Bridge Crossroads” (3). She positions herself
more clearly by providing a wider lens of her location:
We sat at the northeastern corner of the crossroads just east of Soldiers Bridge that
crossed the creek called the Little Rosa Lee. As on two of the other corners of the
crossroads, forest land of white oaks and long-leaf pines and bushes of heavily ladened
hazelnut grew densely upon it. Across the road on the fourth corner of the crossroads
stood the Wallace store, central to most of the community and frequented by most folks
around. On this Saturday morning the store was doing slow business. There were only a
pickup truck and a wagon parked in front of it. Several gray-board houses belonging to
the Wallace clan stood behind the store, while in front was one lone gas pump. Standing
under the shading of a perch, looking as if they were also waiting for the bus, were two
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ruddy-skinned men with traveling bags at their feet. They had been waiting as long as we
had. (5)
This place then serves as the ultimate meeting place for the community. In the early reader
Mississippi Bridge, the crossroads again serves as a site for the volatility that results when
different racial groups intermix in spaces that benefit from and are organized by racial inequality.
While this narrative ultimately concentrates on the bridge as a liminal space, it begins by
focusing on another zone that indicates an unavoidable meeting between people—the Wallace
General Store crossroads. This work, the only one from the Saga told from a white character’s
perspective, begins by situating Jeremy on the porch, as he is looking out at the surrounding
country side:
Stead, I’d sit myself right there on the floor boards of the porch, lean against a post, and
watch the crossroads. Course now, watching the roads ain’t meant there was much to see,
just the forest all around and the slope of red mud. (9)
The crossroads is geographically connected to the General Store, a zone that multiple groups of
people use for food and other products, but it is organized on the basis of racist hierarchy.
Mississippi Bridge illustrates the disparate ways black and white customers are treated by the
white staff and white loiterers, and to make this ultimate claim and to reach the narrative’s
climax (of a bus crash that claims the lives of only white passengers), the text incorporates the
crossroads to foreshadow the volatile intermixing that will take place during the story.
In each of these liminal spaces—sidewalks, streets, and crossroads—characters
experience moments of profound tension. These encounters reveal the status quo and force
participants to react accordingly. The next chapter will explore journeys that characters embark
on in a different kind of location—one that moves outward and linearly, instead of tracing back
in on itself: the open road. It will examine how African American children’s literature uses the
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roadway topos, noting how protagonists migrate to different places (South to North, country to
city, and everything in between) and in so doing experience maturation.
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Chapter 3: Highways: Mobility and Migration on the Open Road
The final line of the Logan Family Saga is not made in reference to a member of the
Logan family; rather it is concerned with the Logan children’s white acquaintance, Jeremy
Simms. The series traces Jeremy’s relationship with the Logans, and the final novel of the series,
The Road to Memphis, features the most complicated and uncomfortable set of interactions
between them. At the beginning of the book, Jeremy finally betrays the Logans, as David Logan
warned Stacey about back in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. Ultimately, Jeremy sides with his
own race by taking part in “hunting” Harris, one of the Logans’ young friends. Though later
Jeremy puts himself at risk for the Logans and the black community more largely, by providing
Moe—who is on the run after fighting with white men—a hiding spot in his truck bed, an action
which in turn gets Jeremy disowned from his racist father, the damage to his friendship to the
Logans appears irreparable. The final pages of this novel recount the Logan children’s final
meeting with Jeremy, who is enlisting in the military to fight in World War II. Citing that he will
remember the “good days, spite of everything” that they “used to spend fishin’ down there on the
Rosa Lee and layin’ back on the banks of the Caroline,” Jeremy refuses Stacey’s offer to drive
him directly to Jackson because he desires to walk the home roads alone, “one last time,” as he
does not plan to be back for a “long time” (286-287). Jeremy says goodbye to Stacey and Cassie,
and Cassie narrates the final lines of the series as follows:
The night passed.
The morning came.
Stacey left.
We did not see Jeremy Simms again. (290)
As The Road to Memphis is the final novel of the Logan Family Saga, one that follows its
characters from childhood to young adulthood, it is unsurprising that the narrative ends with one
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of its characters, Jeremy, traveling down a dusty road, presumably leaving his small town behind
for good. And, of course, roads are featured prominently in the novel, as its title implies. The
characters take the road to Memphis in order to give their friend Moe a chance at a better life in
Chicago. As a result of their trip, the young people reach adulthood in pivotal, specific ways:
Cassie experiences her first kiss, Stacey joins the military. Their world is changing all around
them: one of their friends, Clarence, passes away from a brain tumor while on this journey, and,
when they reach the Memphis train station to drop off Moe, they learn that Japan has bombed
Pearl Harbor and the United States has entered World War II. As this is a novel about
maturation, Mildred Taylor must employ the roadway topos to great effect.
The Logan Family Saga gets wider in scope as the series progresses. The plot of The
Song of the Trees never extends beyond the Logans’ property, while Roll of Thunder, Hear My
Cry moves outward into the surrounding area (to the Great Faith School and church, and to the
adjoining town of Strawberry.) Let the Circle Be Unbroken begins in earnest by broadening its
purview, discussing more explicitly larger geopolitical and sociopolitical issues such as racial
passing, labor unions, unequal legal trials, and voter disenfranchisement. The Road to Memphis,
as it is styled as a novel of maturation, focuses on mobility and movement; it depicts its young
characters, all at the stage of early adulthood, driving a car through the dangerous night, crossing
state lines. It is not surprising that if Taylor’s long awaited final book in the series, Logan, is ever
published, it will, as rumored, describe Cassie’s move out of the South to Ohio. In addition to
using the roadway topos to indicate the characters’ maturation, Taylor’s series also engages with
the roadway topos to better illustrate the specific geographically boundaries of American racism.
This chapter will examine many aspects of movement: the Great Migration, modes of
transportation and travel, and the home/away/home structural pattern within children’s literature.
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Specifically, this chapter interrogates the roadway topos within texts by Christopher Paul Curtis,
Walter Dean Myers, Mildred Taylor, and Jacqueline Woodson. A roadway is a space that
provides someone with a path to travel somewhere else. According to Jane Suzanne Carroll,
roadways may vary in location and length, but “they always take the same form” and possess the
same function (91). Her succinct definition of such a space is that they “are flat fillets of ground,
clear of vegetative growth or obstacles, which stretch over the surface of the landscape” (91).
The roadway’s function is “to cover ground, avoiding or routing around obstacles and facilitating
movement between one fixed site and another” (92). The paradox inherent within the
construction of this space is that it “facilitates movement while at the same time remaining
immobile” (92). Roadways connect to vital African American children’s literature themes in two
ways: (a) this space illustrates clearly concepts of transition and maturation, core topics within
stories about childhood and (b) this location provides a direct connection to a key thematic
historical subject within African American history and culture, the Great Migration.
Carroll notes that roadways signify change, specifically as they “represent a transitional
period in characters’ lives as they move from innocence to experience, from youth to maturity
and towards independence” (113). She argues that this is a space that allows characters to “move
into new parts of the landscape, literally broadening their horizons” (113). For her, this roadway
is “synonymous with growth and change” (Carroll 113). Roadways are certainly applicable to the
projects African American children’s writers engage with, as works about childhood are often
concerned with change, growth, and maturation. In addition, the road (and traveling in general)
relates to the Great Migration. Additionally, using the trope of travel interrogates geographicallysituated racism, as in the example of Curtis’s The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963 and
Taylor’s The Gold Cadillac. This thematic choice allows writers to indicate the
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historically/geographically bound racist practices, illustrating that the nature of segregation is
bound to time, place, and people’s choices, and that different, more freeing possibilities exist
elsewhere. As bell hooks notes in Belonging, “from certain standpoints, to travel is to encounter
the terrorizing force of white supremacy,” and these texts that use the journey motif indicate how
racism impacts a young black children’s experience of the landscape within their country (101).
This chapter has a three-part focus related to the roadway topos within African American
children’s literature. After discussing the importance of the Great Migration within African
American texts, I will explore three related concepts, beginning first with an overarching
discussion of the importance of mobility within children’s literature. Then I will investigate how
car ride narratives (The Gold Cadillac, The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963) articulate the
geographically/historically bound racist practices. I will also interrogate how the
“home/away/home” journey narrative is expressed within several key African American
children’s literature texts such as The Road to Memphis, Elijah of Buxton, and Somewhere in the
Darkness. This chapter will conclude by examining regionality within African American
children’s literature; it will consider what the North/South/West mean within these texts.
The Great Migration is an extremely important historical and social movement that is
clearly connected to place. Within a migration, participants are going from one place to another.
And in contemporary discussions about racial identity and sociopolitical opportunities, theorists
use the concept of migration and place to make sense of particular historical moments. Alain
Locke’s hugely influential 1925 essay “The New Negro” tackles many subjects, and one way
that it discusses the New Negro concept is by outlining how travel has changed African
Americans’ daily experience. To make his argumentation clear, Locke focuses his attention on
one of the main destinations of the Great Migration, and the key site of the New Negro
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Renaissance, Harlem. To clarify his New Negro figure, he outlines the power that Harlem
provides its black residents. The opportunities this place provides are so powerful as to allow for
a new era of racial possibility. Locke explains that the move toward Harlem cannot be explained
away in simple economic terms, such as “labor demand, the bollweevil” or even the threat of
“the Ku Klux Klan” (975). In contrast, he argues that the migration ultimately indicates “a new
vision of opportunity, of social and economic freedom, of a spirit to seize, even in the face of an
extortionate and heavy toll, a chance for the improvement of conditions” (975). Locke focuses
on the importance of Harlem as a place; he notes that the location “isn’t typical—but it is
significant, it is prophetic” (976). He argues that “within this area, race sympathy and unity have
determined a further fusing of sentiment and experience” (976). Within this specifically
demarcated area, however, “Negro life is seizing upon its first chances for group expression and
self-determination” (976). In Harlem “as its elements mix and react, the laboratory of a great
race-welding” takes place (976). For Locke, this migration is indicative of multiple types of
movement, on simultaneous geographic and psychological levels, as he notes that this “flight” is
“not only from countryside to city, but from Medieval America to modern” (975). Thus,
migration stories within African American children’s literature inculcate cultural pride and
historical knowledge as well as allow for a symbolic/psychological exploration of maturation.
Walter Dean Myers’s Harlem Summer is an exemplar of this migratory motif: this
historical novel uses Harlem’s geographical/metaphorical landscape and the New Negro
Renaissance’s historical foundation, with its attendant figures such as W.E.B. DuBois and
Countee Cullen and key sites such as The Crisis publishing office and rent parties, to delight and
educate readers. Beyond its historical backdrop however, Harlem Summer conveys a story about
personal maturation, as it follows sixteen-year-old Mark Purvis migrating between different
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worlds (his family’s more straitlaced home versus the artistic, unconventional literati world),
juggling disparate expectations, and determining what future paths his life should take.
In addition to Harlem, Canada acts as another site of migration: Parallel stories of
migration exist in The Madman of Piney Woods. Canada becomes a safe haven in Curtis’s works,
not only for African Americans but for Irish immigrants as well, evidenced as when Red’s
grandmothers notes that she had “never smelt anything in Eire to match the green and brown and
blue smell of Canada” (129, 137). Here Curtis continues to re-expand a greater definition of
Black Migration, by providing young readers with a larger conception of Northern flight and
Canadian immigration.
While the Great Migration provided African Americans with an escape from Southern
subjugation to have different economic opportunities, the Northern experience was not an idyllic
one. In Belonging: A Culture of Place, bell hooks argues that the Great Migration had negative
psychological effects on African Americans. She surmises that in moving from the rural to the
urban space, these travelers lost a wellspring of communal power based in nature; she notes that
“fleeing their agrarian roots, most blacks left behind the oppositional values that had been a
source of power, a culture of resistance based on alternative ways of living one that valued
emotional intelligence” (208). Certainly, even if one does not espouse a ‘nature as a communal
power’ philosophy like hooks, the Great Migration as a lived reality was full of failed promises:
it suggested many opportunities but did not necessarily fulfill them. Such a position is articulated
by Elizabeth in Go Tell It On the Mountain when she reflects on the disappointment of her move
to New York City. Though Baldwin’s novel is not considered to be part of the children’s literary
canon—though it does work as a coming of age story and focuses primarily on fourteen-year-old
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John—this discussion is important to note because it crystallizes the lived reality of the
Migration:
There was not, after all, a great difference between the world of the North and that of the
South which she had fled; there was only this difference: the North promised more. And
this similarity: what it promised it did not give, and what it gave, at length and grudgingly
with one hand, it took back with the other. (192)

Migration necessarily involves change and transition, creating moments that are complex,
exciting, and often painful. But ultimately these are imperative moves, and the literature of
Mildred Taylor, Christopher Paul Curtis, Walter Dean Myers, and other key African American
children’s authors illustrate how such moves are necessary for young people’s psychological
development and economic opportunities. One key way they have this conversation is by
utilizing various modes of transportation to illustrate social and economic mobility.
A. The Importance of Mobility
Luxury cars stand alongside horse-drawn wagons; this juxtaposition illustrates changing
technology and disparate economic possibilities. Mobility is a key motif of the Logan Family
Saga. The Roadway topos is most relied on in The Road to Memphis, though this topos is also
used in other books of the series. Mildred Taylor devotes much time to describing and exploring
various modes of travel for her characters. Because of the particular historical context during
which this series is set (1930s), characters may walk, ride in a wagon, drive a car, or take a train.1
The modes available for a particular character illustrate their relative social status and economic
freedom. Considering the time period (1930s-early 1940s) in which the Logan Family Saga is
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Note that The Land and The Well take place much earlier than the other Logan texts.
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set, John T. Dizer’s argument about dime store boys’ adventure novels in “The Early Days of
Youthful Motoring” also applies to Taylor’s characters:
In general, the automobile is pictured as a new method of transportation, permitting
young people greater freedom to travel, with much more personal independence. In this
respect we can recognize that it is a continuation of the emancipation of both young men
and women which started in the bicycle craze of the 1880s and 1890s. (128)
In short, the car is a symbol of modern power. The obtainable travel options also signify
the Logan world exists in the midst of changing economic and social times of the early twentieth
century; readers witness these figures survive the Great Depression and move toward the
modernity established by World War II.
Transportation as symbolic of social and monetary power occurs within the similar
storylines of the acquisition and use of Uncle Hammer’s Packard and Stacey’s Ford vehicles.2
The villainous Harlan Granger owns a “sleek silver Packard,” “a grand car with chrome shining
even in the rain” (Roll of Thunder 47). Later in this novel, the Logan children are shocked to see
that their Uncle Hammer owns a strikingly identical car, except his model is newer (119-120).
Since Harlan’s car is thought to be “the only one like it in the county;” Hammer’s purposeful
acquisition of a similar but improved automobile signifies the relative economic opportunities
that the North provides African Americans, and his decision to drive such a car down to
Mississippi also indicates his fundamental incompatibility for living in the region, as he does not
stifle his economic ambition or righteous anger in the ways that other black characters can (47).
Northern migration was essential for Uncle Hammer, not only for his professional success but
for his continued physical survival. In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, the white Wallace family,
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Cars in Taylor’s The Gold Cadillac, Curtis’s The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963, and Draper’s Stella By
Starlight are all used to relate a similar narrative.
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thinking that Uncle Hammer’s car is Harlan Granger’s, move off Soldiers Bridge, allowing the
Logan family to pass them first. For Uncle Hammer “the opportunity…was too much to resist,”
as it allowed them to play the opposite role in the situation of having to “back off the bridge
when a white family started across after [they] were already on it” (139). Thus, Hammer’s
assertive personality makes it difficult for him to survive in the segregated, virulently racist
South, so moving to the North was necessary for his continued success.
Hammer’s car offers more than its sleek beauty. As an example of his love for his
family’s woods and sanctuary, Uncle Hammer sells his car to pay for the land (Roll of Thunder
235). In the following novel, Let the Circle Be Unbroken, Hammer returns with a new car,
however—a more vibrant one. It is a remarkable vehicle, a striking “yellow car trimmed in
black” (138). While Hammer’s previous model was a replication of the area’s most envied
luxury car, this one is even more eye-catching and thus even more potentially socially dangerous.
Christopher-John says he “ain’t ever seen no yellow car before” (138). When Hammer drives
the Yellow Ford to church, the congregation feels empowered by its brightness and beauty. Joe,
in particular, loves the vehicle because it reminds him of sunshine (151). Hammer states that he
bought the car from a man who “said yellow made him feel like the sun was shining all the time.
Now ain’t nothing wrong with that, is it?” (139). This car stands as a symbol of personal and
professional promise.
Stacey, who “had gotten a lot of his car-loving ways from” Uncle Hammer, finally attains
his own vehicle in The Road to Memphis (30). Stacey’s car is described as being close to perfect,
as there are no dents or scratches, the upholstery is “spotless and unworn,” and “the dashboard is
all wood and chrome and gleam” (19) There is a “shine” and a “sheen” to Stacey’s Ford (18-19).
This later plotline builds upon Taylor’s earlier depiction of the dangers involved for an African
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American male when he possesses a prized vehicle, but this issue is explored more forcefully by
the various obstacles set in front of Stacey in this final novel. Fundamentally, The Road to
Memphis is centered on Stacey’s acquisition of and acclimation to owning a car, and in this
narrative Taylor is able to explore this ‘car as symbol of mobility’ plotline more fully. What was
arguably a minor/background storyline in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Let the Circle Be
Unbroken has now taken thematic center stage in this final novel of the series. The majority of
the major plot events occur in and around Stacey’s new vehicle: two of the most violent incidents
in the novel take place when the characters are around the car—while changing a flat tire when
Moe defends himself against the Aames brothers (113) and the racist attack Cassie suffers when
Stacey stops to get the fan belt checked out in a town outside of Jackson (171). Taylor
demarcates the danger involved in Stacey owning a desirable car by illustrating an early
confrontation with Mr Simms; Mr. Simms tries to force Stacey to get his buggy out of the ditch,
which might endanger Stacey’s car in the process. The vehicle provides independence and
mobility, and, because of these qualities, it is seen as providing a dangerous amount of liberty for
Stacey and his fellow Black passengers. White people envy the beautiful car, and they see it as
something that does not befit the economic and social station of a black resident. White strangers
taunt Stacey about his car at every stage of the journey, especially when they stop at a gas station
late at night (174-176). The vehicle puts the young African American characters in situations that
illustrate how unequal the Southern United States is, a particularly painful lesson for the Logan
children, who have been shielded by living on their own land. 3
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Other modes of transportation represent various textual elements: Rita Williams-Garcia’s One Crazy Summer
begins with the sisters on a plane ride traveling from New York City to Oakland as they embarking on visiting their
estranged mother. It is notable that the girls are flying as opposed to riding in a car or train: the plane gestures to the
modernity of the late 1960s, and it signals the radical Black Panther influenced politics that they will experience
once they arrive in California.
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B. Car Ride Stories/Geographically Bound Racist Practices
In addition to being a space that allows individuals to travel from one area to another—thus
moving the plot forward from the narrative’s original location to its final destination—the
roadway is a good venue for these maturation stories because it is a structure that contains
“palimpsestic layers”; areas “worn into the surface of the landscape in the same way as a glacier
or a river” (93). These paths contain history within their dirt, gravel, and pavement; as Carroll
argues, “roadways are made over generations of constant treading” (94). The American
interstates featured in The Gold Cadillac and The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 contain the
locked-in stories of countless other African American families who have traversed from
North/Midwest to the Deep South, experiencing limited traveling opportunities (because of
restricted restaurants and lodging) and high threats of violence. By focusing in on the key events
that inevitably occur during the duration of the trip and within these spaces—stopping for at gas
stations, being harassed by police officers, sleeping in the car on the side of the road because of
the unavailability of hotel rooms—Taylor and Curtis build upon historical realities to create
vivid fictional landscapes that accurately reflect the sociopolitical circumstances of those times
as well as make implicit connections about race and inequality to their contemporary world. The
car ride journeys in The Gold Cadillac and The Watsons Go to Birmingham—1963 illustrate
geographically bound racist practices.
Similarities between the journeys include that the mothers are both against the car purchases
(Watsons 110, 126); and the emphasis on the packed lunches (Watsons 129). These car rides
indicate to young readers that the African American characters cannot “drink from the water
fountains…sleep in the motels…(or) eat in the restaurants” (The Gold Cadillac 29). The picnic
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baskets, that first seemed so exciting, now appear sullied, as the true need for them is revealed
(30). These two works indicate ultimately what ‘Lois realizes when she sees the whites’ only
signs—these characters “felt as they were in a foreign land” (29).
In The Gold Cadillac, Taylor recreates a scene only implied in the discussion about Uncle
Hammer’s car found in the Logan Family Saga texts: a police officer stops ‘Lois’s father outside
of Memphis because he believes that he “stole this car” (30). The Gold Cadillac as the only nonLogan text and how The Gold Cadillac pushes a more submerged aspect of the Logan Family
Saga about migration and geographically situated racist practices. The political action of driving
to Mississippi is articulated by ‘Lois’s father when he argues that he “paid good money for that
car…that gives me a right to drive it where I please. Even down to Mississippi” (23) because it is
a “mighty dangerous thing for a black man to drive an expensive car into the rural South” (24)
The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963 explores contrasts between North and South, and
begins its comparisons immediately. The first chapter delineates the difference in a topic obvious
and made for polite conversation—the weather. A terribly cold day in Flint is contrasted to a
warmer day down South. Kenny’s mother idealizes her home region:
Momma was the only one who wasn’t born in Flint so the cold was coldest to her. All
you could see were her eyes too, and they were shooting bad looks at Dad. She always
blamed him for bringing her all from Alabama to Michigan, a state she called a giant
icebox. Dad was bundled up on the other side of Joey, trying to look at anything but
Momma. Next to Dad, sitting with a little space between them, was my older brother,
Byron (2)
This humorous family tableau foreshadows the family’s trip to Birmingham. For the Watson
family, the South represents a connotation of not just meteorological but psychological
warmth—as Momma’s family lives there. Though the Watson children are vaguely aware of the
South’s violent segregationist practices, it is not until they experience the South that they better
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understand its specific kind of hatred. By giving specifics to the experience of Black children in
the early 1960s, Watsons acts as a travel narrative that articulates cultural memory by
representing collective suffering (the horror of the 16th Street Baptist Church Bombing)
alongside individual trauma (how the bombing affects protagonist nine year old Kenny.)
Just like in Taylor’s text, the beginning of Curtis’s narrative is concerned with describing the
Watsons’ car:
Dad went out to try and get the Brown Bomber started. That was what we called our car.
It was a 1948 Plymouth that was dull brown and real big, Byron said it was turd brown.
Uncle Bud gave it to Dad when it was thirteen years old and we’d had it for two years.
Me and Dad too real good care of it but some of the time it didn’t like to start up in the
winter (6)
While this vehicle is contrast to the pristine Gold Cadillac, both automobiles represent economic
stability and promise for these families: Though the Watson family does not get a new car for
their trip, unlike in The Gold Cadillac, they do improve the car in several ways: it is thoroughly
cleaned and certain items are purchased, such as “brown-and-white seat covers” and, most
crucially, a “drive-around record player” (109). “The Ultra-Glide cast a spell on all of the Weird
Watsons” (117).
The Watsons’ journey down South is foreshadowed by changes in the weather, but it
more fundamentally precipitated by a concern about Byron’s delinquency, with the idea that a
trip to a new space (one in a sunny clime surrounded by extended, strict family members like his
maternal grandmother Grandma Sands) will curb his behavior. The trip is planned for the
summer (118). The Watsons’ route is as follows: they take the I-75 headed for Birmingham”,
following the expressway that travels “all the way from the Upper Peninsula in Michigan to
Florida” (137, 133). Birmingham would be good for Byron, as explained by his mom:
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You’re going to like Birmingham, Byron. It’s a lot different than Flint. There are lots of
nice boys your age down there who you can be friends with. There’s lots of fishing and
hunting that you can do. Things are a lot better there. I love that city. Your grandma tells
me it’s quiet in our old neighborhood, she says that that stuff on TV isn’t happening
around her. It’s just like I remember it being, it’s safe, it’s quiet. And there’s no
Buphead!” (119)
It seems like Byron’s parents want him to be exposed to something, especially the “slower pace”
of Alabama (123). Of course, Kenny witnesses, much like ‘Lois realizes in The Gold Cadillac,
the South might have a “slower pace,” but that it also houses violent racism. Both young
protagonists and their families return to the North as a result of this violent racism, and these
texts are effective in articulating their points because the incorporate this North-to-South car ride
motif. Also, the migrations made down South are about illustrating Southern racism, but they are
also about reconnecting with home/family source (i.e., Taylor, Curtis, Myers). These works
articulate geographically bound racist practices very specifically, but they appreciate family
bonds and ancestry as well.
C. The Importance of the Journey
A cornerstone of children’s and young adult literature involves a mediation on the coming of
age; these texts closely outline and explore the spaces that exist between childhood and
adulthood. Coming of age is another way of describing one coming into one’s self, and such
works explore how individuals learn to become more adamant and particular about who they
think they are. To facilitate this self-discovery, authors often incorporate a physical journey
undertaken during the course of the narrative: characters travel from home to “away” and back
home again, and, because of this process, they begin to understand themselves more clearly.
They have been tested by external, foreign forces such as hunger, violence, and the general
“unknowness” of these new spaces. By interrogating the geographical journeys undertaken in
The Road to Memphis, Elijah of Buxton, and Somewhere in the Darkness, we can see how these
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trips test the protagonists’ fortitude and provide them with a framework they can use in shaping
their adult lives. 4While the journeys in these four works contain significant differences—
differing most notably in terms of the ages of the characters and the amount of textual focus
given to the journeys within the plot —what these expeditions have in common is they serve as a
catalyst for the protagonists’ progress toward self-discovery.
Adventure stories comprise one of the most popular genres for children (Hintz and Tribunella
194). In Reading Children’s Literature: A Critical Introduction, Carrie Hintz and Eric Tribunella
allot an entire chapter to comparing and contrasting domestic and adventure stories, as they
argue that examining these two categories alongside each other provides an interrogation into a
fundamental narrative within this topic5:
the genres of domesticity and adventure speak directly to key dimensions and experiences
of childhood, including the centrality of home in the life of the child and the exploration
of the wider world for which the child is meant to prepare. Perry Nodelman argues that ‘a
basic pattern of movement from home to away and then back home again’ constitutes one
of the defining features of children’s literature. (194)
The road is connected intimately to our understanding of the home/away/home framework. As
Carroll notes: “the road enables this renewed sense of awareness by drawing the character away
from the sanctuary topos and out through the wider territory” (114). As they move down a new
path toward a different location, regardless of how alert and sharp they may be already,
characters are forced to see life through a new and enhanced perspective. Adventure texts,
which require characters to “travel across great distance[s],” “surviv[e] dangerous obstacles,”
and whose plotlines “depict much physical activity, violence, or struggle,” allow their characters

4

Though not explicated specifically in this chapter, Bud, Not Buddy also operates along these same parameters.

The next chapter will examine the home and the domestic genre within African American children’s fiction, which
is in many ways a flip side to this conversation.
5
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to transform as a result of these experiences (195). Here we will examine how these journeys
conform to standard adventure stories as rooted in the Joseph Campbell “separation-initiationreturn” framework, but we will also consider how these texts are typical and atypical adventure
narratives, how their focus on the effects of racism compare to white/mainstream canonical
adventure stories such as The Swiss Family Robinson and Treasure Island (204).
Carrie Hintz and Eric Tribunella argue that children are typically drawn to adventure
fiction “because they are often confined to the home, limited in their freedom to roam and
lacking in knowledge or experience,” and while that postulation certainly explains why young
people are drawn to these texts, we might reframe this line of thought to consider why African
American adventure texts are written by their adult authors—not just to entertain or to edify on a
more general level, but to specifically articulate underrepresented or suppressed versions of
American history and African American experience (194). Recall Barbara Bader’s argument
from “How the Little House Gave Ground: The Beginnings of Multiculturalism in a New, Black
Children’s Literature” that I mentioned in the Forest chapter: she writes that Mildred Taylor
articulated “the history that textbooks left out” (658). Similarly, these African American
adventure texts incorporate the expected tenets of the genre—such as “a series of trials and the
victorious road home”—but these novels use these characters to a more politically motivated end
(Hintz and Tribunella 204). Curtis’s Bud, Not Buddy takes the traditional orphan tale (outlined in
Golden Age classics like Anne of Green Gables and Pollyanna) and transposes it to make this
story about an African American boy’s experience. This novel outlines the specific hardships a
parentless black boy would have faced during the Great Depression, as well introduces its
readers to the Midwest jazz scene (through the figure of Bud’s estranged grandfather, renowned
musician Herman E. Calloway,) among other African American cultural moments.
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The Logan Family Saga illustrates how domestic and adventure fiction can be combined
in one set of texts. Elijah of Buxton reshapes a typical children’s literature portrayal of slavery as
its hero is not a currently enslaved or fugitive slave child, but a free born Black Canadian whose
relationship to American chattel slavery is more removed. This narrative framework allows
Christopher Paul Curtis to give his hero a “lighter”, more varied daily experience (not just
focusing on the horrors of slavery in a fetishistic fashion, as in the canonical, white-authored text
The Slave Dancer), as well as educate his audience about the historical but obscure Buxton Free
Settlement.
And the commonality all of these varied African American children’s texts possess is that
they all feature a journey taken on an open road. As they are foreign, unprotected spaces, the
open road provides the ideal environment for situations that invite and/or force moments of selfdiscovery; Caroll argues that the flexibility and indeterminacy within the space influences those
moving along the roadway spaces and thus “brings about fluidity in personal identity” (94).
Caroll argues that the environmental factors and social situations that occur during a journey
affect travelers to such an extent that they “must come to question their own identity” (94).
Especially when these child characters are away from home—apart from parental authority for
the first time—the open road forces them to discover themselves. Carroll interprets the road as
being a site of displacement which causes defamiliarization; she argues that “by alienating the
traveller from home, the roadway topos supports a new attitude towards home and causes the
traveller to consider, and perhaps even to revise, a sense of self” (Carroll 95-96).
The interplay between geography and theme in the Logan Family Saga needs to continue
to be explored as not only is this series primarily concerned with the Logan family land (the first
book chronologically in the series, The Land, details how the Logan family obtained their first
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200 acres), but because Mildred Taylor uses landscape and geography to articulate central
concerns found within her works. The current final novel in the series, The Road to Memphis,
makes its geographical interest and mobility focus clear from its title: the narrative illustrates a
journey that Cassie, Stacey, Moe, and Clarence take from home, near Great Falls, Mississippi, to
Jackson, Mississippi, onto Memphis, Tennessee. This trip highlights the im/mobility that these
characters face as they progress through young adulthood.
While the heart of the series’ story is centered on rural Mississippi, the narratives are
bound by the following locations: New Orleans, Memphis, and Chicago. These three cities
establish the boundaries of possibility and mobility for Taylor’s characters. New Orleans is
referenced only minorly (and never directly experienced) in the series, but it represents an exotic,
cosmopolitan space. In The Road to Memphis, Cassie meets the enigmatic Solomon Bradley in
Jackson, after she and her companions have fled Strawberry after Moe has injured young white
male tormentors. Solomon represents the allure of adulthood, for not only is Cassie romantically
attracted to this older man, but his wealth and education represent things she desires for herself.
It is fitting that she meets this captivating and mysterious man after he has returned from the
Crescent City: Solomon is a worldly intellectual, and his recent travel to New Orleans and his
imminent return to Memphis indicates his mobility. New Orleans is part of Louisiana, a key state
for the series, one that is constantly used to represent wildness and masculinity: this is where
David Logan routinely travels to find work on the railroad to supplement family income (to pay
taxes on their land) and it is where Stacey flees, in Let the Circle Be Unbroken, to find similar
temporary work, where he labors to be a provider for his family. Stacey finds work on the
sugarcane plantation, allowing Taylor to illustrate another instance of restrictive, subjugating
labor offered to early twentieth century black Americans. Cassie describes the acquisition of the
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Logan land by instructing her readers about why her father is away from home. She outlines
David Logan’s necessary wanderings in looking for work:
In 1930 the price of cotton dropped. And so, in the spring of 1931, Papa set out looking
for work, going as far north as Memphis and as far south as the Delta country. He had
gone west too, into Louisiana. It was there he found laying track for the railroad. He
worked the remainder of the year away from us, not returning until the deep winter when
the ground was cold and barren. The following spring after the planting was finished, he
did the same. Now it was 1933, and Papa was again in Louisiana laying track. (8)
Ultimately, Mississippi is the key state of the series, and two crucial journeys are taken
out of the state by young people within the series. One occurs when Stacey runs away from home
in order to find employment to help support his family in Let the Circle Be Unbroken; this
expedition illustrates how such a “home away home” trek provides a maturation experience.
Stacey leaves the sanctuary of home, thinking that such a decision to go off and make money for
his family would be the adult choice, but, reflecting the communal ethos of the series, he learns
that staying at home and working on the family’s land is the safest and most responsible decision
he should make at his age.
Though Mildred Taylor discusses geography in the other works, it is not until The Road
to Memphis that readers see the characters take an extensive journey within the narrative. The
trip from Great Falls to Memphis is a trip toward adulthood6. As the series grows to become
concerned with events set further and further away from the Logan Family land, The Road to

6

A further (and connected) description of Memphis in Myers’ blues journey (and relevant to Moe’s trouble):

“Skipped out of Memphis, ‘cause I was on the news
Skipped out of Memphis, ‘cause I was on the news
Rode to Chicago in a freight car with the blues”
Memphis, as defined in the glossary: “Memphis: the early blues originated in rural areas of Georgia, the Carolinas,
and the Mississippi Delta. As the players moved out of these areas, they took their blues with them to cities such as
Atlanta, Memphis, and Houston, and later to Kansas City, Chicago, and Detroit.”
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Memphis journey appears as a natural extension of the Logan Family Saga. In this final book
Cassie comes of age as she crosses state lines—from Mississippi to Tennessee—and she finds
herself in dangerous and unknown territory. In order for Cassie (and her siblings and friends) to
grow up, she must leave home, and she must do so without parental guidance. Within this final
novel, Cassie experiences two versions of leaving home: for one, she is already living in Jackson
so she can attend high school (though she returns home frequently.) However, the journey to
Memphis is an even stronger indication of how the roadway facilitates self-revision/selfdiscovery as it forces Cassie to see how she is changing and how she might want to fit into the
wider world.
This journey is not an exploratory, light-hearted excursion, either—Cassie and her friends
are evading the police. While Cassie and Stacey are now living away from their parents,
attending school and working in Jackson, they are living there with family members. Thus, this
trip appears to be the first opportunity for them to be without adult protection for a sustained and
significant period of time. At a particularly climatic point in the narrative, Cassie notes: “now we
were on our own” (183). As they are the ones who have to make all decisions, this trip designates
them as adults.
The Road to Memphis operates as a novel of maturation: family friend Mr. Morrison, a
guiding authority figure in the Logan children’s lives, passes away before the beginning of this
narrative and Reverend Gabson, a key community member, dies at the beginning of the novel;
this work not only takes place on the eve of Cassie’s womanhood but on the eve of the United
States’ entrance into World War II (63, 81). This novel, as compared to the other two full length
narratives that precede it—Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry and Let the Circle Be Unbroken—is
written in a more communal voice; even though Cassie is still narrating the novel, she uses the
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pronoun “we” repeatedly. 7The Road to Memphis also acts a as novel of trauma: as discussed in
the Woods chapter, early on in this narrative Harris and Cassie are both imagined by the white
men as the “coons” in their hunt; since Jeremy is part of the hunting party, the woods are
rendered as an unsafe space, precipitating the need for Cassie and her friends to travel to new
venues (68).
Since the Logan Family Saga depicts the daily micro- and macroaggressions experienced
repeatedly by African Americans, these narratives can be read as novels that expose American
racism. As Cassie, Stacey, and their friends experience different scenes in dissimilar contexts,
they are encountering new but really only more explicit examples of how common experiences
for young black Americans. Driving from the dusty Great Falls’ Soldiers Road to the sleek
Memphis train station gives the characters a greater sense of how racial inequality will
specifically affect their adult lives. Such a vivid depiction occurs when, while they are stopped at
an isolated highway gas station, Cassie makes the conscious decision to attempt to enter the
whites’ only bathroom (177). By this moment, readers have already seen the Logans’ first
encounter with a whites’ only bathroom, when in Let the Circle Be Unbroken, Little Man and
Christopher John unknowingly use the Strawberry Courthouse’s restroom reserved for whites
while Cassie mistakenly drinks in the whites-only water fountain, situations which break the
established racial order of the day so dramatically that Jeremy intervenes in horror, attempting to
protect his friends from punishment (55-57). By reintroducing the whites’ only bathroom but in a
different context (in an unfamiliar town, occurring when Cassie is much older), Taylor lets

7

Consider also how The Road to Memphis is different structurally in terms of chapters/episodes versus the yearlong/seasonal organization of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry /Let The Circle Be Unbroken which echoes more of
The Little House on the Prairie series. Such a stylistic choice further indicates how this novel has entered a new,
“young adult” territory.
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Cassie make a conscious decision to assert her humanity and her citizenship. In this instance—
unlike within the sidewalk story example as outlined in chapter three—Cassie is fully aware that
she is barred from this bathroom because of the color of her skin, but she chooses to use it
anyway. The particular unusualness of this moment—the extreme circumstances that have led to
this encounter that has forced Cassie and her friends on the foreign road at a late hour, the
unfamiliar surroundings of this place—present Cassie with a breaking point in which she
knowingly chooses to rebel against the racist social code that prevents her from using the
restroom marked as being for “WHITE LADIES ONLY” (177). Though she is not able to use
the restroom, being stopped by a white woman while trying to enter the threshold of the space,
the result of her decision to attempt to use the facility results in Cassie being verbally and
physically assaulted. She is harassed by the white customers and the white gas station attendant.
She loses her purse in the ensuing scuffle, she called racial slurs, and is kicked by the attendant
“like somebody with no heart would kick a dog” (179). 8The result of this experience, alongside
others such as when the severely ill Clarence is denied entry to a local hospital because of his
skin color, indicates the dangers that exist in the wider world for young African Americans.9
Importantly, however, these encounters are also contrasted with encouraging new episodes that
illustrate positive routes Cassie’s adult life can take—ones that are not available in rural Great
Falls, Mississippi but are instead in larger cities like Memphis or Chicago. Solomon Bradley
works as a key figure in Cassie’s life in this way; he shows her the alluring possibilities of
adulthood. As a trained lawyer and a successful journalist, he illustrates that financial security

8

Repetition of the hunt motif (180) occurs during the Gas Station violence scene, reminding the characters/readers
of what happened to Harris in the forest, and further underscoring the need for the young people to flee further
North.
9

Although the previous narratives indicate that the Logan children were never safe from race related violence.
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can exist alongside political engagement. The Road to Memphis journey exposes Cassie more
specifically to the negative forces that she wants to react against (racial inequality, economic
disparities) and the positive aims that she work toward, such as becoming trained in the law,
becoming an activist, to create a more equal America.10
Similarly, the journey taken in Elijah of Buxton exposes its title character to new and
frightening contexts and in doing so provides the catalyst that widens and shapes the
protagonist’s worldview. The journey Elijah takes from Buxton, Canada to Flint, Michigan
allows him to challenge his fears and to become more outwardly and internally strong. One of
the major through-lines in the text is that Elijah is a “fragile” boy, and this adventure allows him
to face his fears of traveling through the forest alone. This climactic journey allows Elijah to be
brave and to exhibit selflessness, qualities that befit a commendable children’s hero. But, more
crucially, this experience forces a deeper confrontation of the subject matter of the narrative—the
complex psychological effects of enslavement: this excursion puts him face to face (literally)
with the actual reality of American chattel slavery. As Elijah was born free and does not live in a
slave holding area, this cross-national journey provides exposes him to the specific experiences
of currently enslaved people. When he arrives in the U.S., he interacts with a group of slaves
who are enchained.
In Somewhere in the Darkness, protagonist Jimmy also transforms during his crosscountry expedition. The journey of this novel is in essence a reverse Great Migration, as Jimmy
and his estranged father Crab move from Northeast to Midwest to South—from New York City
to Chicago to rural Arkansas. Somewhere in the Darkness explores a transformative time in

Engaging scholarship exists that explores Cassie’s desire to be a lawyer. See the Hamida Bosmajian’s “Mildred
Taylor’s Story of Cassie Logan: A Search for Law and Justice in a Racist Society,” which explores the implications
of Cassie’s interest in the law.
10
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Jimmy’s life, recounting the first occasion when spends a significant amount of time with his
estranged father. As the plot of the novel concerns Jimmy’s reunion with Crab, who has been
absent and later imprisoned for most of Jimmy’s life, it is appropriate that the plot is shaped by
the adventures taken on a cross-country journey. Since Jimmy is thrust into new territory
emotionally—having to come to terms with his father’s uncomfortable past, feeling like he is
betraying his guardian Mama Jean by leaving her behind in New York—it fits that Jimmy is
encountering these feelings while being in new territory geographically. The narrative’s
unknown and uncomfortable surroundings mirror Jimmy’s emotional turmoil. The darkness
evoked in the novel’s title indicates the unknown within this unchartered geography. In these
three journeys, the protagonists (Cassie, Elijah, and Jimmy) complete a major step toward selfdiscovery as a result of their trips. The unusual or difficult places to which these characters travel
allows them to become exposed to different encounters than the ones they usually face. They are
not totally disparate incidents—for example, Cassie, Elijah, and Jimmy are already experiencing
what it meant to be young black people in a white supremacist society, and they are already
struggling to figure out their place in the world—but there is something remarkable that makes
these episodes significant to the characters’ emotional maturation. The road is needed as a
pathway to conceptualize a character’s emotional journey because it allows the writer to place
his/her characters into unexpected and challenging conditions, and this space makes clear
connections between plot and metaphor (emotional maturation.) Without such a journey these
works would lack the clarity of purpose that the roadway topos brings to the text.
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Regionality and Representation in AACL

This chapter has focused on two related concepts: the importance of the Great Migration
in African American literary culture and the significance of migration (and its relationship to
telling stories about maturation) within children’s literature. Examining how the roadway topos
is applied within African American children’s and young adult literature provides an additional
route for exploring the critical conversation had within these youth-centric texts. While a shared
cultural geography exists between mainstream (white) American culture and African American
children’s literary culture—for example, the American West still represents a sense of adventure
and newness within contemporary African American children’s texts, as it does within Rita
Williams-Garcia’s One Crazy Summer—articulating more clearly a specific AACL cultural
geography based lexicon provides a closer analysis of these texts.
In order to continue this investigation of space, place, mobility, and travel, one can begin
by considering what the regions of the United States most commonly represent, to delineate how
the American landscape is commonly used in these works. Especially within the genre of
historical fiction, AACL writers use the North and South to represent differing modes of
possibilities. The North (usually depicted through urban spaces) is often contrasted to the South
as a site that can provide more economic opportunities for African Americans, though it is also
seen as a crowded, dirty, claustrophobic space as depicted in the fiction of Virginia Hamilton and
Jacqueline Woodson. The South (often depicted through rural or small town spaces) is held
down by a particular kind of racial violence and segregation, but it is depicted as a beautiful
landscape in the works of Mildred Taylor.
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In Brown Girl Dreaming, Jacqueline Woodson structures her work around three distinct
regions she grew up in: Ohio, South Carolina, and New York. She roots her childhood memories
in the particular landscape of these spaces. In the opening poem about her birth, “February 12,
1963,” the speaker locates her entrance into the world through a discussion of place. She states
that she is born in “a country caught between Black and White” (4-5); she is “born as the South
explodes,/too many people too many years/enslaved, then emancipated/but not free” (lines 1821). The poem closes with the following stanza:
I am born in Ohio but
the stories of South Carolina already run
like rivers
through my veins (33-36).
Within this work, much emphasis is placed on what constitutes Northern and Southern ways of
living. There is a struggle for Jacqueline and her siblings to find a sense of home, as the siblings
travel between South Carolina and Brooklyn, before finally settling in New York City
permanently. Within this urban Northern landscape, the city symbolizes “possibility” though it
does not seem to (initially) match the rustic allure of the rural South (205). The poem “the right
way to speak,” uses regional language differences to indicate race relation markers and to
indicate the differing possibilities presented in the disparate spaces. Jacqueline’s mother
admonishes her children to not use slang like “ain’t” “y’all” or “git” and not to “ma’am anyone”
but to instead just “mee[t] eyes…to show respect” (69). She tells her children that because they
are “from the North,” and so they “know the right way to speak” (69). In this poem, Jacqueline
recounts how her mother whips her brother because he said “ain’t,” and the poem concludes as
she and her sister are “afraid to open [their] mouths” as they “fea[r] that the South will slip out or
into them” (69). In a final poem the speaker states that “I believe in the city and the South”; “I
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believe in Brooklyn” (317-318)—thus seeming to unify these disparate spaces at the work
concludes.
In essence, utilizing the regional differences (and the geographically bound racist
practices housed within these spaces) helps Jacqueline Woodson more clearly articulate her
experiences growing up as an African American girl in the 1970s. Since Brown Girl Dreaming is
a memoir, these different spaces help explain Woodson’s complex set of influences (as she grew
up in a variety of spaces), but utilizing the topography of these spaces also allows Woodson to
engage in a dialogue about how race, gender, personal identity, and socio-economic shape
opportunities available in specific times and places.
For the writers identified in this study then, certain regions and states serve as markers for
articulating various states of existence. Ohio, South Carolina, and New York all represent
different things in Woodson’s memoir brown girl dreaming—Ohio embodies Midwestern
fortitude, South Carolina symbolizes rural togetherness, and New York City epitomizes both
cosmopolitan possibility and urban poverty. These descriptions emerge in Woodson’s fiction as
well. This Ohio is reflected in The House You Pass On The Way. These dual sides of New York
City (possibility and poverty) emerge in If You Come Softly (cosmopolitan possibility) and
Miracle’s Boys (urban poverty.) These are the places that Woodson knows, quite literally, and
she uses these various historical and symbolic meanings in her novels. Like Woodson, Virginia
Hamilton also uses Ohio in particular ways. Rural Ohio, the setting of some of Hamilton’s most
famous works, such as M.C. Higgins the Great and The House of Dies Drear, is populated by
determined and steadfast characters. According to scholar Linda R. Silver, Hamilton’s Ohio
(especially in M.C. Higgins the Great) is represented as a “scarred and desolate landscape,
ravaged by strip mining” and the world outside the family’s mountain is “disappointing” and
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“degrading” (118). Hamilton’s natural landscape contains a “presence that liberates, challenges,
and threatens” (119). When Hamilton turns to the New York City landscape in works such as
The Planet of Junior Brown and Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush, like in Woodson’s work, this
urban setting also gets a complex treatment: these novels indicate the city’s myriad possibilities
but these opportunities are mired by violence, poverty, and overpopulation.
For Mildred Taylor, Louisiana represents a dangerous, wild space. Though Mississippi is
consistently depicted as a violent and terrifying place, Louisiana is used as a still more
unknowable and dangerous site. It is where David Logan must go to earn additional income to
keep the family homestead, a location where his children fear he will not return from. It is where
Stacey is injured and later imprisoned after escaping from a sugar cane plantation. Louisiana is
where Mr. Morrison hails from, and where his parents were murdered during a particularly
vicious racially motivated assault.
For Christopher Paul Curtis, Florida represents paradise; this idealized tropical space
provides the perfect contrast to the cold, crowded industrial Flint Michigan location that
populates so much of his fiction. Bucking the Sarge, Curtis’s contemporary novel that tackles
urban housing, insurance fraud, and institutionalized poverty, explores how teenaged Luther,
attempts to overthrow his mother (the titular “Sarge,”) a woman who, as the back cover notes,
has “milked the system to build an empire of slum housing and group homes.” Florida is seen as
the perfect destination for Luther to escape with his mother’s money to a more attractive climate.
Florida is seen as a paradise, in contrast to Flint’s hellish conditions. Flint becomes a scapegoat,
as Luther notes about where his friend places the blame: “I don’t mean to say my boy is
obsessed, but Sparky blames all our problems on the fact we live in Flint” (9). Luther’s retort is
that “Flint ain’t nothing but a place or a state of mind is all about what you make it to be” (9) But
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Flint does have a bad crime rate as ultimately as Chester learns that “Flint is on pace for a record
year in homicides as three bodies were discovered in this abandoned North End house” (233).
Further, and perhaps more devastatingly for these young teens, Flint is seen as bland and boring
and is contrasted to other locations described as “flashy” like “Gary, Indiana, or New Orleans or
New York City” (10). Mentor/fellow escapee Chester tells the teenager that he should move to
there because his life “would be so much happier…and healthier” (151).
Clearly, Christopher Paul Curtis uses Flint in his fiction for a variety of reasons—it is his
hometown, so he is familiar with the landscape. But he also visualizes his writing as part of a
corrective project, as he explains in Bucking the Sarge’s “Author’s Note”:
It’s an accident of birth that I write about Flint, but it’s no accident that I find so much
about my hometown to be beautiful and worth writing about. (10)
He argues that he attempts to “portray my hometown in an honest way, scars and all” (11).
Further, using Flint repeatedly as a setting is clearly a move of pride, as he states that “Flint has
brung me a long way, so I’ll continue to be loyal” (11). Thus geography in African American
children’s literature is consistently used in multiple modes and for diverse artistic purposes, and
Curtis’s Florida/Flint dichotomy is but one example of that.
These journeys across state or national boundaries provide key character insights and
reveal specific ways racism plays out in various locations. But ultimately, all these situations turn
homeward. Carroll argues that instead of focusing on “the static sites at either end of the story”
scholars should consider “the landscape’s agency in the processes of moving from one place to
another” (91). She reshapes our understanding of the journey narrative when she contends that
the “structure of domestic fantasies is better described as ‘home—going away—returning home”
(91). Though the Cassie and Stacey Logan and their friends learn much from their experiences
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outside of Great Falls, they also just want to return to their sanctuary, as they experience
homesickness throughout The Road to Memphis. During the bleakest moments, such as when
Cassie has been physically and psychologically assaulted at the gas station, she does not “dwell
on the fear…instead [she] thought of good things…thought of home…” (188). She fantasizes
about the simple comforts of sitting by the fire and eating dinner with her family. These thoughts
(and the wish that she will be able to return soon) sustains her. Home is a powerful shaping force
within children’s lives, making it is a foundational issue within children’s literature. Thus we go
toward home in the final and following chapter of this dissertation.
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Chapter 4: Homes: Sacred and Dangerous Domestic Spaces
Long considered a staple of African American children’s poetry, Paul Laurence Dunbar’s
“Little Brown Baby” relates a tender interaction between father and child. After coming in from
a hard day of work, the speaker cherishes his son’s beauty and sweetness, teasing him, and
ultimately telling him that he will always try to protect him. Katherine Capshaw Smith argues
that this piece “enacts the playful redefinition of black childhood” (Children’s Literature of the
Harlem Renaissance 125). Smith finds that this piece, considered to be “among the most popular
of Dunbar’s poems for black children,” is one that “affirms the bond between contemporary
parents and their young through the dramatic interaction between parent reader and child
auditor” (124). “Little Brown Baby” represents the pinnacle of Dunbar’s legacy as a child centric
poet. In 1940, Bertha Rodgers published a collected edition of Dunbar dialect works (entitled
Little Brown Baby, naturally). These poems were ones arguably written for children or written
with childhood in mind.1 In her introduction to the text, she observes:
Paul Laurence Dunbar loved his own people and knew how they felt. It is a fine thing that
he has kept alive for us the thoughts of a race, expressed in its own way. He was very
fond of children and a number of his poems are written with them in mind. In this little
book are the verses I think children most enjoy. (xii)
These twenty-five works are centered on children’s experiences and are often set specifically
within the home. These works often have a child speaker, or are otherwise clearly directed to a
child audience. Further, these pieces discuss sensual, outdoor phenomena, such as swimming,

List of works included in this poetry collection: “Little brown baby,” “When Malindy sings,” “a cabin tale,”
“When a feller's itchin' to be spanked,” “A grievance,” “Appreciation,” “Opportunity,” “In the morning,” “The
boogah man” “At candle-lightin' time,” “A boy's summer song,” “A corn song,” “When de co'n pone's hot,” “Dat ol'
mare o'mine,” “Lullaby,” “Signs of the times,” “A death song,” “A coquette,” conquered,” “My sweet brown gal,”
“The colored band,” “Angelina,” “Spring fever,” “Hymn,” “Wadin' in de crick,” and “Curiosity.”
1
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eating, and napping; these are works that appreciate nature and highlight life’s daily pleasures
(“A Boy’s Summer Song,” “Dat Ol’ Mare O’ Mine,” “Angelina”.) This collection frequently
comments on familial relationships, paying homage to the complex but loving bonds between
children and mothers and grandmothers (“In the Morning,” “Curiosity.”) These poems,
accompanied by illustrations inserted between the poems that depict happy and engaged young
people, all articulate black childhood on some level, but “Little Brown Baby” serves as
cornerstone of this text. It is no surprise that this poem receives such a prominent space in the
volume since, as Smith argues, especially considering the historical context of the poem’s setting
and the contemporary sociopolitical conditions surrounding the work’s publication, “certainly
the poem redefines black childhood as integrally connected to family” (126).
“Little Brown Baby”/Little Brown Baby –both the poem and the poetry collection—
represent a key space for expressing and appreciating black childhood. This Dunbar collection
served as an early, foundational text within the African American children’s literature canon, as
it encouraged reading to black children about black childhood, and its subject matter promoted
family togetherness and appreciation of the sacred domestic space. Katherine Capshaw Smith
theorizes that Dunbar’s work became especially prominent during the Harlem Renaissance
(decades after his passing) for two major reasons: his groundbreaking literary success made him
a model for racial uplift and his work’s tones fitted him for a “fluid”, “cross-[written]” audience
consisting of adults and children of various ages and educational levels (109-110). Dunbar’s
writing about black families and black homes was read, generations after his death, by black
families in their homes.
To experience “Little Brown Baby” is to grapple with the overwhelming beauty and
inherent dangers facing the title character, and, by extension, American black children more
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broadly. Though readers experience the sweet, delightful interactions between father and son,
when the speaker laments “Wisht you could allus know ease an’ cleah skies;/Wisht you could
stay jes’ a chile on my breas’” (4), the text’s final stanza indicates the danger of not just growing
up—but growing up Black in America. Smith reads this poem alongside later, 1920s-era W.E.B.
DuBois-led Crisis youth-centric publications because they both “struggle to erect an insulated
space for childhood” (126). Fundamentally, this poem can be read as expressing the “ultimate
inability of the father to keep black childhood safe within the home” (126).
To see how these sacred spaces are used, this chapter examines writings about black
childhood that are set within African American households. As Robin Bernstein notes in Racial
Innocence: Performing American Childhood from Slavery to Civil Rights, black childhood has
historically been depicted as distinctly and radically different from white childhood. She argues
that this main “wedge that split [these two experiences] into distinct categories” centered on the
concept of insensateness (inability to feel pain) (20). White-penned depictions of black
childhood argued that African American young people could not feel pain; Bernstein argues that
this supposition was related to mainstream culture’s “justification for violence” against black
bodies and also correlated to overarching conversations about “citizenship and humanity” (50).
Considering Bernstein’s compelling scholarship, we want to consider Michelle Elan’s argument
in “Dunbar’s Children,” that his poetry “reclaim[s]…black boyhood” from the racist mainstream
depiction of black childhood (260). Specifically, Elan considers that his work does more than
just use youth as a sign of hope and promise, that it “represents black children much more than
as symbolic indexes to racial maturity” (260). In fact, she finds that his poetry “revises the racial
and gender stereotypes underwriting the idea that black people were racially immature in the first
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place” (260). Thus, Paul Laurence Dunbar’s complex and affirming depictions of African
American domestic interactions appears particularly noteworthy and radical in this context.
Domestic scenes in African American children’s literature are ever present not only
because these moments reflect reality (as most children of all races spend a majority of their time
in the home or with family members), but also because this genre responds to multiple, crucial
socioeconomic concerns. Michelle Martin explores in “‘Best Batch I Ever Fried’: Food and
Family in Jacqueline Woodson’s Picture Books” how food emerges as recurring motif in this
author’s picture books:
[She] makes food a textual centerpiece that teaches her child protagonists what family
means, situates them within a particular socioeconomic class, and prescribes their role
within the family, community, and social power structures while also providing rich
material for story making. (108)
In short, food becomes shorthand for family and home, concepts which echo the deeper concerns
of her texts. Martin offers a reading of Woodson’s Our Gracie Aunt, a book that explores
children learning to accept that their aunt, not their mother, must become their full-time
caregiver. Martin explores how it uses food to do so: “[Gracie’s] ability to provide food for them
and her willingness to offer them unconditional love and stability enable them to accept her as
their family”; the children previously experienced a lack of food and they slowly learn to enjoy
Gracie’s company through meals together (111). Family and the home are ever-present focuses
of African American children’s literature.
To discuss key depictions in the home, we must first neatly define this concept. A concise
description of the word is as follows: “a dwelling place; a person's house or abode; the fixed
residence of a family or household; the seat of domestic life and interests” (“Home”). Home
conjures up a variety of positive associations such as “belonging”, “comfort,” and “hearth.” A
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more recent entry in the OED article arrives at the heart of the matter, when it defines the term as
“a refuge, a sanctuary; a place or region to which one naturally belongs or where one feels at
ease” (“Home”). While this discussion may seem like an obvious point to make—in fact it is
because of how obvious the home concept seems that it is important to articulate here—the word
certainly refers to a physical space, but the special connotation of home references something
more than a physical location—it is a psychological and spiritual zone as well.
Within literature, the sacred topos represents how the home shapes its inhabitants’ sense
of selfhood. To qualify as a sanctuary, this space must possess many qualities, but it is framed by
two major guiding concepts. This location must be a literally enclosed area, and it must be seen
emotionally and situationally as a highly significant residence. After all, these places provide
shelter to humans and give them a sense of personal identity. In Landscape in Children’s
Literature, Jane Suzanne Caroll argues that
as the human body may be read as a version of the cosmos, the home which houses,
shelters, and protects that body acquires similar associations…the home is at once a
personal, localised place and a microcosmic version of the world. (19)
She outlines three specific features of the sanctuary topos: it possesses “a strong vertical
dimension,” “strongly demarcated boundaries,” and “a central chamber” (17-18). She argues that
these components make this type of space unique. For example, in contrast to how landscape is
“generally imagined and represented as horizontal,” the home “transcends the basic geometric
plane by extending on a vertical as well as horizontal axis” (17). One imagines that such a
vertical base indicates a connection to the heavens, a connotative association to the home’s
hearth. Carroll contends that these “strongly demarcated” boundaries (that must include a central
“heart” component) are fundamental to “our understanding of the home” because this type of
sanctuary is intended to be a private space that admits a select audience—as one’s home is one’s
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escape from the wild and boundless outside world (18). A central chamber allows for a key space
for family togetherness, as represented in the Logan family’s abode. In essence, within this
particular three-part framework, the home space—both literally and figuratively—defines the
relationship between society and self. Generally, because a person admits only a small group of
trusted individuals into her home, her residence becomes an “‘idealised’ rarefied space”
containing most of what is special and important to that inhabitant (19).2
It is in the domestic novel that evocative depictions of home spaces emerge most frequently
and vividly. This genre has long served as a cornerstone of children’s literature; Golden Age
texts (1865-1915) such as Little Women and Anne of Green Gables fit neatly within this category
(Hintz and Tribunella 69, 196). As Hintz and Tribunella argue most succinctly: “since the home
for many children is coextensive with the world, domestic fiction constitutes a large portion of
children’s literature” (194).
According to Reading Children’s Literature: A Critical Introduction, domestic fiction
possesses the following features:
 “is set primarily in and around the home with little significant movement or travel across
great distances”
 “addresses social and personal relations within a family and community”
 “involves concern with poverty, wealth, property, and social class”

To provide a further delineation of “home,” Carroll differentiates between this space and a more commonly
identified sacred space—the church—when she notes that “whereas temples and churches and standing stones
provide a link between a deity and the mundane world, the home, as a centre of human identity, acts as a nexus
between the world and the Self” (20).
2
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 “provides psychological insight into characters; explores psychological motivations”
(195).
By examining the shapes and structures of the domestic novel, we can better appreciate the
importance of the home within African American children’s literature.3 This chapter will define
how the domestic fiction genre is inscribed within this canon. As noted in the previous chapter
The Migration and the Return: Mobility in African American Children’s Literature,” the
domestic novel is conceptualized as diametrically opposed to the adventure story: the domestic
text is primarily internal (based around a home, its plot elements are “quiet”) while the adventure
text is primarily external (features a wide variety of settings, its plot elements writ large). Hintz
and Tribunella argue that “scale is one of the key differences between the two” and “the scale is
larger” for an adventure story (196).
Five domestic fiction components that Carrie Hintz and Eric L. Tribunella outline in Reading
Children’s Literature: A Critical Introduction will be used here as markers for discussing
specific African American children’ texts. This chapter will first explore two of their
designations together—the “realism of domestic fiction” and its “psychological complexity” of
this genre in hopes to further articulate the key qualities of domestic fiction (197-198, 203-204).
Then this chapter will examine how these texts analyze “power relations” and “social class,”
noting how African American children’s writers use the genre to provoke complicated sociopolitical discussions (200-203). Finally, this chapter will conclude by paying particular attention
to the physicality of these spaces by examining how the home can act as “as a dangerous place”

This chapter examines the domestic spaces within key African American children’s texts; all of these texts may not
qualify as distinctly “domestic novels” in a traditional sense.
3
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and/or as a sanctuary for these young characters, illustrating the wide array in which homes have
been described in the literature and considering how these depictions comment upon the
experiences and possibilities for African American children (198). It is important to use this
aforementioned Tribunella/Hintz framework as it comes from a skillful and contemporary
children’s literature textbook, and the inclusion (but more often omission of) African American
children’s texts in this discussion illustrates much about the relationship between black
children’s texts and a traditional understanding of children’s literature.
Hintz and Tribunella mark Little Women as a “quintessentially domestic novel,” and within
their textbook they illustrate how this novel exemplifies the genre. Even though this is not an
African American literary text, it is useful to consider how Little Women operates, so that we can
consider how important this novel has been historically, as it possesses a legacy of depicting
young people’s complex personalities and their complicated relationships all set within the
home. First and foremost, Alcott’s characters are styled as “unique individuals with fully
developed psychologies” (197). If a goal of these texts is to include multifaceted and subtle
interpersonal situations, it is imperative that these characters seem distinct, realistic, and
developed. To achieve such verisimilitude, these conversations happen amidst “everyday
interactions” such as when “the sisters stage a play in the attic, or [engage in] domestic
squabbles, as when youngest sister Amy burns Jo’s book of writings” (196). Further, if we
consider that the domestic novels are concerned with interiority, remember that in Alcott’s
novels, the narrative action primarily happens “indoors” and their problems are “internal” (197).
The sections that follow will examine the selected African American children’s texts through this
“quintessential” lens, though I realize that these novels challenge the standard definitions of what
constitutes a domestic novel. It is difficult to perfectly define a domestic novel, because not only
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do “individual texts straddle the line” between genres, but “changing social practices…such as
the expansion of the middle class and the rise of the suburbs, have resulted in some cases in the
displacement…[to] the suburban realist or problem novel” (218). However, this chapter
classifies texts as domestic novel should they incorporate the various characteristics cited in this
chapter.
Alongside Paul Laurence Dunbar’s children’s centric poetry, The Brownies’ Book emerged
as another early and formative African American children’s literary text. This children’s
magazine, published by the editors of The Crisis from 1920-1921, was uniquely designed for
“the children of the sun,” editor W.E.B. DuBois’s affectionate name for African American youth.
Issues of The Brownies’ Book regularly included biographies of prominent African Americans,
didactic fiction, nature poetry, and letters written by child readers, among other features. Rudine
Sims Bishop argues that this journal reflected DuBois’s pedagogy, that he “resolutely demanded
education for Black children, including a strong foundation in reading, writing, and especially
thinking” (Free Within Ourselves 22). Bishop summarizes that the central aims of this magazine
were “for Black children to recognize themselves as normal, to learn about Black history, and to
recognize their own potential,” and this mission gets accomplished by including inviting,
engaging texts that are to be read by young people in their homes (23). Marian Wright Edelman
notes the connection between the texts and the domestic space in the Introduction to The Best of
The Brownies’ Book:
Also striking to me is that The Brownies’ Book really wasn’t a children’s magazine. It was a
magazine for parents and children to read together, to learn from together, and to spark their
thoughts and dreams and desire for more knowledge. It was another means by which the
African American family was drawn together and strengthened. (10-11)
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This magazine, though short lived in terms of publication but wide ranging in terms of cultural
influence, both documented scenes of comfortable African American home life and provided an
apparatus for black children and their parents to read together stories that reflected their concerns
and experiences. As we continue our exploration of African American children’s domestic texts,
consider that Bishop argues that The Brownies’ Book “represents the first steps toward a canon
of modern African American children’s literature” (21).
A. the “realism of domestic fiction” and its “psychological complexity”
The realism within domestic fiction—this “representation of the quotidian details of
everyday home life, in contrast with the extraordinary events or circumstances of romances”—
imbue these texts with the ability to discuss more specifically and coherently the reality of
childhood (197). Domestic fiction is clearly interested in the stuff of everyday life like cooking,
eating, playing, joking, and dreaming (198). These daily, commonplace elements are used to
“create the appearance of ‘realism’”; these texts also use humor to mold these ordinary moments
into pleasurable, memorable narrative events (198). Christopher Paul Curtis’s work, exemplified
in the award-winning The Watsons Go To Birmingham—1963, exemplifies this strategy. Thus it
is useful to look at domestic fiction in order to have a complex discussion about children’s lived
experiences. Psychological complexity is another feature of children’s domestic fiction. Hintz
and Tribunella argue that “given the importance of the figure of the child to the development of
psychology as a discipline and to the articulation of psychological theories, domestic literature
for children plays an important cultural role in contributing to the discourses of psychology,
childhood, and child development” (203). When we examine children’s domestic fiction, with all
its attendant realism and psychological complexity, we can explore more fully actual issues that
young African American children may face, especially within the home. The novel, as it is an
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extended narrative form, allows for an in-depth analysis of characters and their relationship to
each other; “domestic fiction can be understood as focusing on interiors and interiority, both of
the home and of the mind” (203-204). Such a focus on interiority and psychological realism on
African American child characters is especially essential as Black children’s lives have
historically (and currently) been unrepresented and misrepresented in popular and literary
culture. As Rudine Sims Bishop argues these texts “fi[ll] a void” within the preexisting literature
and “offe[r] a corrective vision” of actual African American experiences (Free Within Ourselves
241). Thus, whether it arrives in the diverse form of Virginia Hamilton’s contemporary urban
problem novels like The Planet of Junior Brown and Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush or the
historical fiction of Mildred Taylor or Christopher Paul Curtis, the African American domestic
text articulates a distinct, complex, and generally absent voice into mainstream
children’s/American fiction. Bishop argues that these writers, working in the realist and/or
domestic genre, craft “an accurate representation of ‘the recognizable fabric of black life’ as they
know and understand it” (245).
B. the home as a marker of power relations, social class, and racial identity
Historically, there has been a general misconception (by domestic fiction’s detractors) that
these texts do not explore important or key issues since these works focus on interpersonal
relationships, and they are so closely associated with small or few elements like a home space,
thus these works do not appear to engage with crucial macro issues like war, governmental
policy, and so on. However, within this particular focus on a specific space such as the home,
these texts provide an apparatus by which complex issues can be explored, concepts such as
power relations and social class. These discussions are in effect grounded by a specific
delineation of the home space: because readers earn so much about a few characters in a small
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but specifically depicted space, they can discover much about these characters’ lives. Power
relations are an inescapable feature of domestic fiction as the home provides a “useful site for
working out different scenarios in which children might exercise power within the household”—
a key conversation to have since “childhood also is defined by a lack of power” (200). Jane
Tompkins, in Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction, 1790-1860, among
other feminist critics, have illustrated the role that domestic fiction has played in helping women
writers articulate oppressive experiences within the private sphere. Similarly, children’s novels
about the home allow discussion about how young people’s daily encounters are “marked by
negotiations between one’s desires and the restrictions placed on those desires by other people,
available resources, and the conditions of the environment” (Hintz and Tribunella 201).
One way that child characters gain power within relationships is through their “their personal
charm and seductive imagination”—such as it happens for the titular characters of Anne of Green
Gables and Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (201). Because of the general lack of economic and
social power that children possess, young people in domestic fiction can only truly “exert a
certain degree of control over their situations and homes” if they are able to charm adults (201).
Christopher Paul Curtis’s heroes, including Kenny in The Watsons Go to Birmingham--1963,
Elijah of Elijah of Buxton, Benji in The Madman of Piney Woods, but especially his orphan Bud
(of Bud, Not Buddy) all find power in certain key scenes because of their ability to delight,
impress, and/or manipulate adults.
Stories set within the home also must engage in a discussion about social class. Hintz and
Tribunella discuss this aspect of domestic fiction from a historical perspective, noting how the
first wave of such texts (written in the nineteenth century) were directly responding to the
economic concerns of the day, that this genre “was especially suited to accommodate the
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concerns of an upwardly mobile reading public interested in characters who were models of good
conduct and who shared their struggles with achieving or maintaining social status and economic
society” (203). However, certain key features of domestic fiction persisted into the twentieth and
twenty first centuries, and these relate to social class. Child characters and child readers figure
out the existence of and implications resulting from social classes. Both groups (here I am
referring to child characters and child readers) learn that “the distinct material qualities and
comforts of the home and the success of the outside world and the elements are enabled and
determined by the economic stability, if not prosperity, of the family” (202). Further, a pull of
these narratives involves the knowledge mismatch between understanding of class status—adults
in these novels know their status, and children learn them over the course of the text (202). In
addition to class, domestic fiction also interrogates race. Though Reading Children’s Literature:
A Critical Introduction does not specifically discuss race when it mentions how these texts
explore social class, we should consider how these texts represent race. In general, we want to
challenge typical conceptions of what constitutes children’s domestic fiction, and that includes
making sure that we do not continue with a narrowed, whitened canon.
C. the home acts “as a dangerous place” and/or as a sanctuary
This section develops from two main premises: first, the home is a key space not just for
all people, but one that plays a particularly crucial role within in children’s lives. Second, as
domestic fiction is a genre that is primarily concerned with the ins and outs of the home, when
we investigate children’s domestic fiction we must pay particular attention to the way the
homespace is described and used. And even within children’s texts that are not focused on the
home (or would not be strictly considered “domestic novels”), whatever homespace is described
will possess particular importance as this is a primary space in young people’s lives. Thus it is
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important for us to examine the kind of homes described in these novels. When we consider the
home within the children’s novel, we often think of it in terms of the sanctuary topos, and we
examine how it works as a refuge for these child characters. However, the home can also act as a
dangerous place. A distressing home is damaging for all of its inhabitants, but it can be
particularly harmful for young people as they do not usually possess the resources to be able to
leave this negative space. It is important to consider that such fictional texts reference real-life
situations that counteract the concept that “the home [acts] as a safe haven from the dangers of
the outside world” because such sites “can include physical or emotional threats, abuse, or strife”
(198). This section will examine how these AACL texts depict homes that act as either an oasis
or a prison. In other words, the home is truly at the “heart” of stories about children’s lives
because this place reveals so much about its residents. The home serves as a nexus for combining
“the human body, the built environment, and the natural landscape,” according to Jane Suzanne
Carroll, and it is “where the connection between human and landscape is at its most intense,
where the boundaries between person and place, between the Self and the landscape, dissolve
altogether” (20).
As Maya Angelou notes in her 2008 essay “Home,” the domestic space is a child’s first
and truly only dominion. Thus, the emotional and psychological atmosphere of this site certainly
shapes young people’s sense of identity and well-being. Thus children’s domestic fiction often
explores the repercussions of a unsafe and uninviting private residence in order to explore young
people’s lack of agency and the precariousness of their position. Also, the domestic novel often
incorporates the trope of the home as a dangerous place since the house is the primary setting of
the novel, and “the home itself must be the source of the tension, uncertainty, or threat driving
the narrative” (Hintz and Tribunella 198). “Emotional deprivation or abuse,” a key plot concern
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in the genre, certainly emerges as a focus in The Planet of Junior Brown (200). Hamilton’s
novel uses the interiority of the home to clearly trace the emotional abuse and psychological
turmoil Junior faces in his relationship with his mother. Within The Planet of Junior Brown, the
traditional domestic space is not described as a positive one. These negative domestic spaces,
such as Junior’s home and Miss Peebs’s apartment, are contrasted to the unfenced and/or radical
spaces represented by the open air of the city streets and the pseudo-domestic “planets.” A
“planet” is formed in the novel when Buddy takes over a currently uninhabited and abandoned
industrial space and makes it a proper home for homeless young boys (including himself.) These
planets provide acceptance and community to outsiders and castoffs from the larger community.
These areas defined by the novel as “planets” are a perversion of the traditional domestic space;
the school basement’s “planet” and the other underground planets provide the young characters,
especially Junior and Buddy, with affirming and protective environments that let them thrive.
Junior’s home is, in essence, a trap; it is confining in multiple ways. Though it possesses
enviable furnishings such as wallpaper in a “design of gold weave,” and it is more well-stocked
and decorated than the home spaces that Buddy can faintly recall from his youth, ultimately the
space is not emotionally and psychologically nurturing (118). Leaving this claustrophobic space
after a contentious dinner with Junior’s mother, Buddy exclaims: “Oh, man, it sure is good to be
out” (132). This statement neatly represents this site’s imprisoning qualities and connects
Buddy’s psyche to the open street as afterwards “the night of sounds and lights…cleansed him”
from the oppressive home (132). Additionally, the highly identifiable boundaries of Junior’s
apartment—that it is a legally recognized dwelling; it is listed as Junior’s permanent address,
unlike the off the map “planets” in which Buddy has resided—make it a trap since, unlike
Buddy, Junior could be found easily at his home should the school proceed with disciplinary
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action for his truancy, since “Junior had just one place to go, and they could always find him”
(145). While Junior’s mother perceives her home as a contamination free zone, a safe oasis from
the ugliness of the outside world—as we learn when Junior tells Buddy that “she only want me
to be sure that once I do come home, I don’t bring nothing from outside in with me,”–readers
recognize that the apartment breeds paranoia, hypochondria, and emotional abuse (58). The
novel concludes by suggesting that the ideal nurturing home space is not the expected spot
(Junior’s mother’s apartment,) but the Planet created by Buddy Clark; that in fact Junior’s mental
and emotional rehabilitation is dependent on his proper acclimation into the otherworldly (and
off the map) planetary space. The Planet of Junior Brown closes as Buddy unites his planetary
world of Tomorrow Billys and his other life that features Junior Brown and Mr. Pool. Buddy
speaks to the room and tells them that for the people who remain with the planet’s boundaries,
they will be involved with the decision making and that “the highest law for us is to live for
another” (210). In this moment, Buddy, Junior, and Mr. Pool connect, and Junior and Mr. Pool
find peace: Buddy and Mr. Pool share “a gaze affirming their faith” while Junior hears “Buddy’s
words in music,” signifying a moment when Junior can begin to process reality in a more
manageable, understandable language (210). The novel begins and ends with a (differing, but
similar) delineation of the novel’s concern implied in its title, describing the planet of Junior
Brown, as “Buddy’s face glowed with new light” when he names this new and welcoming planet
(210). The standard nuclear family home, then, does not provide Junior with fundamental needs;
his relationship with his mother is toxic and abusive, and he does not “soft[en] his stern elder” as
happens in the traditional Golden Age children’s texts such as Anne of Green Gables and
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm (Hintz and Tribunella 198). This novel’s commitment to realism
thus sets it apart from classic domestic fiction works.
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Virginia Hamilton explores another confining urban apartment in Sweet Whispers,
Brother Rush. This 1982 young adult novel explores an African American young woman’s
coming of age as she deals with the various troubles of her adolescence: Tree is responsible for
caring for her house-bound, mentally handicapped older brother Dab since her mother M’Vy is
often away from their home. While M’Vy is absent so she can find work to support her children,
she also uses her employment to avoid dealing with the issues at home. Tree’s yearning for her
mother and for a sense of understanding about her family’s past (spurred on by the visions she
has of a mysterious figure, her uncle, the titular Brother Rush) all play out within the boundaries
of her apartment.
In “Walk-in Closets and Blood-Red Buicks: Urban Space and Personal Development in
Sweet Whispers, Brother Rush,” Naomi Wood explores how this space represents Tree’s
maturation. Wood notes how Tree’s bedroom, a walk-in closet, symbolizes her current situation
(bound to the home, responsible for taking care of her disabled brother) and signals future
possibilities (being freed from this responsibility and able to travel away from her house.) In
addition to Tree’s confining role as her brother’s caretaker, she is also bound to the home
because of her agoraphobia. Thus, this domestic space provides her with a sense of power since
“Tree has control, of a limited kind, within the apartment. Inside is safe but static, a state of
suspended animation” (164). Wood argues that “the closet provides a safe space for Tree to
rediscover her lost identity” and that “it offers Tree safety and room in which to fantasize about a
different kind of life” (163). Since Hamilton sets up this closet framework, she must also create
an antithetical but connected space that will allow Tree to become more a part of the outside
world, and that is where the car rides come into play. As Wood notes, “crucial in imagining this
new life is reorienting herself in a new more spacious world than the one her apartment offers”
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(163). Jacqueline Woodson also uses the trope of the confining prison-like home in her 2002
novel, Hush, which details the experiences of Toswiah, a young girl whose family is forced to
relocate because her father testified against a fellow police officer. As the surroundings feel
confining and anxiety inducing, Toswiah’s new home becomes like jail—though her experiences
outside are not much better, as she is in a foreign environment and even loses her identity (her
name) in the process—becoming Evie instead. Woodson upends the conventional narrative of
residence as sanctuary in order to illustrate the centrality and sacred quality of the home. Hush
thus illustrates the home’s power in shaping personal identity, and it shows how detrimental a
foreign and unforgiving domestic site can be for a young girl going through the maturation
process.
In contrast, the home is often seen as a sanctuary such as in the Mildred Taylor’s Logan
Family Saga and Christopher Paul Curtis’s novels. Child characters consistently establish snug,
comforting spaces within the consolatory sanctuary of the house space. In Feeling like a Kid,
Jerry Griswold presents a palatable, over-arching reading of children’s literature by defining five
fundamental aspects of children’s literature: snugness, scariness, smallness, lightness, and
aliveness. His discussion of snugness is closely aligned with the domestic space:
it is all those sleeping places where children are comfy in their beds, like Heidi sleeping
in her hay-filled nest in the attic of her grandfather’s alpine hut. It is the space underneath
the table, the tent made of blankets and chairs, the Little House on the prairie, the
treehouse, the fort, the stockade, the cave, and other bastions of security and
comfort…the snug place is a refuge and haven associated with sensations of comfort and
security, with ease and well-being. (5-6)
Griswold lists 11 key components for “the snug place in children’s stories”: 1. Enclosed, 2.
Tight, 3. Small, 4. Simple, 5. Well-designed, 6. Remote, 7. Safe, 8. Guarded, 9. Self-sufficient,
10. Owned, and 11. Hidden (9-14). The space behind the couch in The Watsons Go To
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Birmingham—1963 is a perfect illustration of this kind of sanctuary. As explored in the previous
chapter, Watsons is a migration narrative, and it encapsulates perfectly Perry Nodelman’s
“home-away-home” motif. (Thus the home is just as essential as the journey to understanding the
fundamental themes of the novel.) Consider how the home space is used in Watsons: the
Watson’s home is the focal point of the beginning of the novel before the family travels from
Michigan to Alabama. And after the Birmingham church bombing affects witness Kenny
tremendously, he can only begin to heal after returning home and finding his snug sanctuary
within his home. It is within this space that Kenny feels safe enough to exist. The “secret hiding
place in the living room”—behind the couch—is where Kenny retreats to after the church
bombing (451):
I had been disappearing, but Momma really didn’t need to worry, I wasn’t going
anywhere. I’d just been going behind the couch for a little while every day. There was a
big enough space between the couch and the wall for me to squeeze in back there and just
sit in a little ball. It was quiet and dark and still back there. (193)
Kenny feels safe from the outside world in “World-Famous Watson Pet Hospital” because he
feels invisible to it (193). Eventually, Kenny only leaves this space to eat and go to the bathroom
(196). Curtis invests this site with much family lore; it is a place where Kenny’s parents put
ailing family pets, and the children feel that the spot has “magic powers” that help (a majority) of
the family pets survive. Kenny internalizes this message and feels that this space can heal him. It
is only after talking to older brother Byron (about the space, Kenny’s current behavior and his
trauma) that Kenny decides to leave this special, snug place. This sanctuary illustrates the
trauma Kenny has suffered and showcases that the loving familial bonds are the main avenue
through which Kenny can cope and recover.
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As is typical in much of children’s domestic fiction, the Logan home serves as a
sanctuary for its inhabitants. Cassie describes the Logans’ inviting living as a “a warm,
comfortable room of doors and wood and pictures” (Roll of Thunder, Hear Me Cry 35). This area
serves as the heart of the home as “from it a person could reach the front or the side porch, the
kitchen, and the two other bedrooms” (RoT 35); in effect, it possesses “a central chamber or
space which is, in effect, the heart of the topos” (Caroll 18). The walls “made of smooth oak” not
only provide physical security from outside forces, but they supply the family with a place to
honor past times, since this area houses “gigantic photographs” of absent family members (RoT
35-36). Ultimately, what is most powerful about the Logan home is that it demarcates a safe
space apart from the outside world. The Logan Family home serves as a refuge for its residents,
and Mildred Taylor uses the sanctuary topos to explore this aspect of her characters’ lives. Key
to our understanding of the sanctuary topos is that “the rituals enacted on crossing the threshold
of the domestic space serve to remind us that the borders of the home are also the borders
between public and private, family and community, self and other” (Carroll 19). Certainly, the
Logan land provides a safe(r) space for the children, so they do not yet have to enter the “white
man’s world [of] bowing and scraping” (Let the Circle 205). Though the Logan adults welcome
neighbors inside, this space serves as a sanctuary because it is ultimately “a highly exclusive
zone” and “the group of people admitted is similarly select” (Carroll 19). The cumulative effect
of this space is that “these boundaries allow the centre of the home to become…an ‘idealised’
rarefied space” (Carroll 19).
In Let the Circle Be Unbroken, Mary Logan forbids Stacey to leave home in search of
manual labor off their land; she differentiates between doing work for the good of their
homestead and having to “bow and scrape” to racist white employers (205). Mary concedes that
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she and David have to “bend” to hegemonic forces, but “the longer [she] can keep [him] from
having to, the better [she’ll] feel” (205). Underscoring how much their space shapes the Logans’
sense of relative freedom, Mary states that “the land, Stacey, [is] more important than Mr.
Harrison’s or any other white man’s five dollars” (205). Stacey does not heed his mother’s
warnings, and the rest of the novel explores Stacey’s emotional and psychological maturation he
experiences after he decides to strike out alone to provide for the family in his father’s absence.
Stacey’s experience working on a Louisiana sugar cane plantation is disastrous: he and his friend
must run away from the worksite, become ill and are later rescued by the Logans while being
held in a small town prison. Stacey is absent for most of this novel, even missing the Christmas
holidays with his family, a focal celebratory moment in the Logan texts. This novel thus
illustrates Stacey’s “home-away-home” experience, indicating that home provides the ultimate
sanctuary. In The Road to Memphis, thoughts of “good things,” particularly “of home,” are the
only way that Cassie can survive these traumatic events (188).
The Logan Family Saga ties together the sacred and the greenway topoi—the land and
the home become inseparable; these texts consistently meditate on the sacredness of their land.4
Looking at Carroll’s discussion of the garden space is useful here. The land provides Cassie with
a sense of identity and of protection. After the Logan children make clear that they “are no
longer [T.J.’s] friends,” since he betrayed their mother to the school board, the next chapter
begins in a new season, spring, intimating the revitalizing opportunities offered by the end of the
tumultuous winter (193-194). Cassie relies on the land to provide her with a sense of comfort at
this time; she recounts her desire to “be in the fields again, to feel the furrowed rows of damp,
soft earth beneath my feet; eager to walk barefooted through the cool forest, hug the trees, and sit

4

While exploring at the same time the danger that the land can bring.
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under their protective shadow” (196). By challenging the standard definition of what constitutes
a home—including the land as well as the actual domicile within the homestead—Taylor
deepens our understanding of the relationship between people and places, noting how these
spaces shape individuals’ life experiences.
As Carrie Hintz and Eric Tribunella note, foundational genres like the domestic novel
prepare young readers for their futures because they “speak directly to key dimensions and
experiences of childhood, including the centrality of home in the life of the child and the
exploration of the wider world for which the child is meant to prepare” (194). By studying these
texts, we can get a sense of how African American children’s authors such as Virginia Hamilton,
Walter Dean Myers, and Mildred Taylor illustrate how intimate spaces shape young people’s
possible trajectories. Maya Angelous’s essay “Home,” recounts all of the locations she lived in
during childhood (St. Louis; Stamps, Arkansas; San Francisco), before she mediates on
maturation and aging. Angelou reverses the traditionally accepted narrative that “‘you can’t go
home again’” (6). Instead, as she expounds on the immeasurable importance of the domestic
space, she argues that this is a place from which individuals cannot be separated:
I believe that one can never leave home. I believe that one carries the shadows, the
dreams, the fears, and dragons of home under one’s skin, at the extreme corners of one’s
eyes and possibly in the gristle of the earlobe (6).
Certainly the African American children’s literature analyzed in this chapter affirm Angelou’s
thesis: home is not only the place in which one spends the formative years of one’s life, but this
particular dwelling becomes a physical and emotional space that continues to shape its (former)
inhabitants.
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Epilogue: Defining Cultural Geography within African American Children’s Literature
This dissertation concluded with a section about domestic spaces because this is a
foundational space within children’s lives; it is arguably at the heart of the matter, at the center of
their lives. But each of the spaces studied in this project represent formative spaces in African
American children’s lives. If we study the specific spaces that repeatedly show up in canonical
AACL, we can more fully comprehend the literature’s aims and achievements. As explored in
the first chapter (“The Woods: The Education of Wildness”), forests provide children with an
important formative space where many things can be accomplished: these young people can
learn much from nature within its borders. The woods are a complicated, paradoxical space that
is both nurturing and dangerous: while it allows children with an area where they can play away
from the racist practices of the outside, “civilized” world (and it gives them a location where
children of different races can play together away from the watchful eye of the public), it is also
place where wildness reigns, where unknown dangers lurk. Ultimately, the forest is a site of
trauma—where children witness the hunting of black men. This shock compels them to flee from
the protective forest space of childhood. However, these texts intimate that the education of the
forest is a necessary step on these children’s path to maturation.
As noted in the second chapter, (“Sidewalks: Mixing and Un-mixing within Liminal
Spaces”), these liminal spaces such as the sidewalk, the street, and the crossroads provide as a
space where segregated places can be mapped out most succinctly. In the small town, the
sidewalk is an intimate space (a theater of repression). In the city, because of differences in
transportation, the sidewalk may be less intimate and more about movement, getting from place
to place. Thus the street emerges as the most potent space. In the small town, cars rule this space,
and it is mostly used for transportation. In the city, because of different modes, the car does not
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rule this space and streets become play spaces for urban children. In short, there is a relationship
between the sidewalk and the street (depending on what one means, the other one means the
opposite, city versus small town.) The crossroads is a liminal space that forces young characters
to make moral decisions, as outlined in Walter Dean Myers’ blues dictionary text, Blues Journey
and mapped out in Mildred Taylor’s Logan Family Saga.
The third chapter, (“Highways: Mobility and Migration on the Open Road”), explored
how the journey is a cornerstone within children’s literature, that coming of age stories are
inextricably linked to narratives that depict physical excursions that cross city, state, and national
lines. The open road connotes momentous event in characters’ lives, a specialized moment (as
contrasted to the street, which indicates routine). Jane Suzanne Carroll provides a helpful
distinction between the two spaces when she notes that “the street entails a cyclical movement,
wherein events are repeated”; in contrast, “the road entails a diachronic, historical motion, where
events are sequential and unique” (108). Movement and migration are key aspects of the African
American experience(s), and it is important for African American children’s texts to tell these
stories. Car ride journeys (like Taylor’s The Gold Cadillac and Curtis’s The Watsons Go to
Birmingham—1963) illustrate geographically-situated segregation and articulate not only past
but present and future possibilities for African American childhood.
The fourth chapter (“Homes: Sacred and Dangerous Domestic Spaces”) makes clear that
homes represent the sacred, formative site. This space is connected with the sacred topos. Homes
are the center of the universe for children—more so than for adults even—and this space is
perhaps the most integral in shaping young people’s identities. As it is the first space people
know intimately in life, it can be incredibly nurturing or devastating, depending on its particular
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composition. Thus African American children’s writers use this genre to explore realistic and
complicated discussion about black children’s lives.
The Bridge: Making Meaning out of a Mysterious Symbol
As a final examination of key spaces, I would like to conclude by exploring one that quite
truly “bridges” this project’s chapters—the bridge—a location that draws upon explorations
made in multiple chapters as it must incorporate discussions of liminality (chapter 2) and
mobility (chapter 3.) Like the sidewalk, the bridge, with its limited amount of space, forces an
acting out of racial hierarchy to take place. I would like to consider how one of the main series
explored in this dissertation—the Logan Family Saga—uses this space to create complicated
(and sometimes ambiguous) meaning.
Soldiers Bridge is a location that finds itself in the thick of the narrative action. While
Soldiers Bridge is referenced countless times within the series, there are two key incidents in
which the bridge acts as a liminal space that illustrates how race-based practices shape the
possible outcomes for the characters. While these two incidents differ in severity (one ends in
state of awkward, high tension but little else directly happening at that moment, while the latter
results in the death of numerous individuals), they both illustrate how racial hierarchy shapes the
overall movements and possibilities of Great Falls residents. The first incident illustrates the
unwritten code of proper driving procedures on the bridge as relates to the race of the car’s
driver, and the second dramatically shows how segregationist public transportation policies
affect individuals directly.
In Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, Cassie introduces readers to the racist procedures
involved in traveling on the bridge:
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Soldiers Bridge was built before the Civil War. It was spindly and wooden, and each time
I had to cross it I held my breath until I was safely on the other side. Only one vehicle
could cross it at a time, and whoever was on the bridge first was supposed to have the
right of way, although it didn’t always work that way. More than once when I had been in
the wagon with Mama or Big Ma, we had to back off the bridge when a white family
started across after we were already on it (138)
Here, readers get a sense of the dilapidated, aging nature of the structure (the structure reflects
the archaic, backwards history of the space) as well as, more crucially, a sharp sense of the racial
politics in play. Though young readers might assume that the traveler who has the right of way
would be able to complete his passage, they learn that, in lived practice, the racial composition of
the passenger affects his or her movements more than the logical precedence of travel.
As outlined in chapter 3, Uncle Hammer’s entrance into the narrative—with his shiny silver
Packard—illustrates the way race-based policies affect people’s physical movements. Hammer,
the younger brother of David Logan, illustrates the possible trajectories for talented, tenacious
Southern black men living in the early decades of the twentieth century. As his mercurial,
outspoken personality does not fit him for living in the rural, sharecropping South, he moves to
Chicago when he is a young man. He is able to obtain a nice job in the Industrial North and
accumulate material possessions such as the Packard, the same car that wealthy, white Harlan
Granger owns. As Cassie notes—“inside [his] Packard, the world was a wine-colored luxury”
(135). Hammer’s return to his hometown provides Mildred Taylor with the opportunity to
showcase the promise of the Industrial North for the African Americans and, in relation, the
scarcity of opportunity and the stifling of personal freedom that the sharecropping south presents
for African American men. Hammer’s appearance in the novel shakes things up. He arrives
directly after Cassie has been pushed on the sidewalk, that theater of repression exchanged
analyzed in chapter 2. As the Logan children arrive home from Strawberry, they see what the
assume is Mr. Granger’s car in the barn and dread the thought of yet another white man violating
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their family. Instead, they are thrilled to see instead “a tall, handsome man, nattily dressed in a
gray pin-striped suit and vest,” their beloved Uncle Hammer (119). Hammer’s presence gives the
children a sense of honor and excitement, and their experience with him culminates in a drive
that allows the Logans to flip the scales and experience racial privilege (as they pass as white
because of the nice car they are riding in) when Hammer drives it over Soldiers Bridge. The
family enjoys a car ride after church on the following Sunday morning; though they make the
long drive to Strawberry, Mary and Caroline Logan are worried about the dangers of Uncle
Hammer driving around their family inside the more crowded (and thus potentially more
immediately dangerous) city space of Strawberry (137). The women encourage Hammer to turn
around, and the drive is limited to the rural roads where there is less chance for these racially
charged/coded moments to happen. However, such a situation arises on Soldiers Bridge. As they
near the bridge, via their travel down Soldiers Road, Cassie provides readers with an accepted
history of the structure, illustrating the space’s immediate connection its Civil War-centric,
racially shaped past:
Supposedly, Rebel soldiers had once marched up the road and across Soldiers Bridge to
keep the town from falling into the hands of the Yankee Army, but I had my doubts about
that. After all, who in his right mind would want to capture Strawberry or defend it for
that matter? (137)
When the Logans arrive at the bridge, the Wallaces, a racist white family, are about to enter onto
the structure, it is assumed that the Wallaces should be allowed to complete their entry across the
space. Uncle Hammer, understanding the opportunity he has before him, because of his beautiful
vehicle he possesses, decides to accelerate his car, moving so forcefully that the Wallaces retreat
from the bridge “without a single honk of protest” so the Logans can use the bridge first (139.)
This luxury Packard represents wealth and elevated class status—the possessor of this object
gains respect from others. Thus, the Wallaces, thinking that Uncle Hammer’s car is Harlan
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Granger’s, move off Soldiers Bridge, allowing the Logan family to pass them first. For Uncle
Hammer “the opportunity…was too much to resist,” as it allowed the Logans to reverse the
typical situation of having to “back off the bridge when a white family started across after [they]
were already on it” (138). Because of their Silver Packard, the Logans are assumed to be white.
Though nothing happens immediately as a result of this racial crossing/passing, Mary Logan tells
Hammer that “one day [they will] pay” for shaming the Wallaces (139). The Wallaces have to let
Hammer pass as he “gassed the Packard and sped onto the creaking structure” (139). The
Wallaces’ vehicle, an “old Model-T truck,” is contrasted to Hammer’s beautiful Packard (139).
Soldiers Bridge is a place that allows the Logans the opportunity to momentarily win out against
racist dictates that limit their movement because they are able to mask themselves in the guise of
white capitalist success, inhabiting a luxury vehicle.
This first crucial bridge moment in Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry appears to have a clear
message: Soldiers Bridge is a liminal space that acts as a theater of repression—within this site,
people of different races are supposed to play their prescribed roles with each other. And a when
a maverick (Uncle Hammer) appears who questions these rules, a strange and powerful moment
results—for a moment, the scales are tipped and an African American family gains the social
upper hand.
More ambiguous is the other time that Soldiers Bridge is used to make meaning of a
particularly racial charged situation—in Mississippi Bridge, when the structure collapses and a
score of white people are killed while the series’ only white narrator tries to make sense of the
event. It is this ambiguity (especially tied to this exchange’s use of violence) that has this
narrative situation become perhaps the most fascinating moment of all. Though Soldiers Bridge
is a site of key narrative movement in Roll of Thunder, the bridge is used most dramatically in a
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later narrative for younger readers, 1990’s Mississippi Bridge. This book depicts what happens
one day when Jeremy, the Logan children’s white ally, witnesses the complex interactions
between townspeople waiting to get on the bus at the Wallace General Store. Jeremy witnesses
the racism the young African American male Josias receives when he explains to the white men
loitering around the store that he is travelling to work at a promised job elsewhere, inflaming the
ire of the white men who feel he should not be able to get a job “when a white man can’t” (18).
The narrative also contrasts the racist treatment that Rudine Johnson, a young black woman,
experiences versus the fawning treatment that the white Hattie and Grace-Anne McElroy receive
when being waited on in the store (11). These elements are a precursor though to the main plot,
which is the bus ride to Jackson (28). The Logan children are there saying goodbye to their
grandmother who will be a passenger. Cassie does not understand why Big Ma cannot sit at the
front of the bus since there is an empty seat (29). Stacey quiets Cassie and tells her that these are
“white folks seats” (31, emphasis in original). The bus that has been demarcated by white folks’
seats and black folks’ seats eventually becomes a whites’ only bus when there is a surplus of
passengers, and the black passengers are kicked out of the vehicle to make room for the late
arriving white passengers. Before the passengers are removed, the Logan children walk home,
and they pass the bridge on the way. The area is surrounded by fog (37). Taylor illustrates the
decaying, unsound structure when she depicts the children traversing the bridge:
“Can’t hardly see the bridge for all this here fog,” [Jeremy] commented.
“Don’t need to see it,” declared that Cassie. “Anything look poor as that bridge don’t
need to get seen.
Christopher-John, he slowed his steps. “I’m scairt of it.”
“I ain’t,” said Little Man.
“That’s cause you ain’t got the good sense ‘nough yet to be scared,” decided Cassie. You
give that bridge one good sneeze, it is likely to all down”
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She was right. It was a rickety old thing, that wooden old bridge, and it was good that it
was only wide enough for one vehicle to cross it at a time. Story was it had been built
way before the War ‘tween the States, and it looked like it ain’t had much work done on
it since. As we neared the bridge, the rain beat down harder and the fog settled all around,
and we could hardly see a thing. Limbs of the trees, all weighted down with water, hung
low, making going slow. We reached the bridge and stopped, not setting foot on it as we
stared across the waters of the Rosa Lee. The creek was on the rise. Stacey, he took the
first step onto the bridge. ‘Y’all come on,’ he said. ‘Might’s well get on ‘cross.” (37-38)
The foreshadowing is set as the Logans and Jeremy travel nervously across the fog-covered and
rickety bridge (40-41). Jeremy turns back toward the General Store and notices that the black
passengers, including the Logans’ grandmother Big Ma, have been forcibly removed from the
bus (47). The bus travels too fast on the bridge—Jeremy notes that he “could see that bus
shooting ‘cross the bridge like it was scairt something was ‘bout to catch up with it” (53). The
“rotten planks” of the bridge break apart, sending the vehicle “straight down into the waters of
the Rosa Lee” (53). Just like at the conclusion of Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry, when the
community bands together to stop the fire from the Logans’ cotton field from spreading to the
forest, this act of nature forces white and black members to unite to attempt to save the drowning
bus riders. Josias, the heroic figure in the story, tries to rescue the dying passengers from the
water. Jeremy asks Josias why the friendly Grace-Anne and Miss Hattie have died as a result of
the senseless tragedy:
Josias, he shook his head too and he gave a mighty sigh. “Aint for me t’ know. Can’t go
questioning the ways of the Lord. Onliest thing I know is that the good book, it says the
Lord He work in mighty mysterious ways. (60)
Ultimately, as all of the black passengers were removed from the bus before departure, none of
these people are killed in the crash. Even if this narrative is crafted from a similar event that
Taylor experienced or heard about from her family, the outcome of the story (and the fact that it
is the only work of the series narrated by a white character) is compelling. Jeremy “couldn’t
understand nothing about the day,” but what conclusions are readers supposed to draw (61)?
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Does Mississippi Bridge support a message of divine justice? Or foreshadow the kind of violence
that results from harsh segregationist practices? Though I have examined multiple spaces within
African American children’s literature over the course of this project, it is the use Soldiers
Bridge that most fascinates and perplexes me. This feeling speaks to the need to carefully
examine how space and place are used in these texts, because the use of cultural geography is a
such a complicated and powerful way to transmit meaning to the genre’s readership.
Ultimately, African American children’s literature uses topography differently than both
mainstream (white) children’s literature and adult African American literature. It blends elements
from both genres to speak directly to a young black audience. Unlike the kind of texts Nancy
Larrick encouraged to be created in her 1965 essay “The All-White World of Children’s Books,”
(i.e., works that would encourage white children to be less racist) African American children’s
texts are written primarily for and about African American children. While AACL uses similar
thematic elements as African American literature intended for adults (commenting on the effects
migration and racism, and describing the importance of the black family), it also keys up its
discussion to a “child appropriate” level (while AACL contains violence, it is unsurprisingly of a
more muted kind—showing a physical injury or discussing an off-screen death as opposed to a
more explicit representation of lynching, for example.) AACL also includes topics seen in
mainstream children’s literature that appeal to its young readers—kid-friendly humor, future
dreams, and the like. Incorporating variously sites such as the woods, sidewalks (and other
liminal spaces), highways, and homes, African American children’s texts rewrite against
prevailing narratives and articulate aspects of cultural heritage, for a particular audience, the
group that W.E.B. DuBois so warmly defined in the 1920s as “the Children of the Sun.”
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